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EDITORIAL NOTES

We have great pleasure in presenting to our readers Nos. 1-2

of the Poona Orientalist for the year 1957. The past two or

three volumes of the journal were in arrears and they had to be

published successively within the course of two years in order to

make up for the arrears and to bring out the publication of the

further volumes regularly hereafter. We have partially succeeded

in doing so by bringing out Nos. 1-2 of Vol. XXII for the current

year and hope that in future the journal will appear in its original

quarterly form. The regularity in publishing the respective

parts of the journal depends, however, to a great extent on the

co-operation of scholars in contributing research papers. We
request scholars to co-operate with us by sending papers for

publication which is the only way of keeping the journal in

regular publication.

^ #

The Sanskrit Commission, appointed by the Government of

India to examine the present state of Sanskrit learning in the

country and to suggest ways and means for the promotion of the

study of Sanskrit, has completed its work and is now busy in

preparing its final report for submission to the Government. We
earnestly hope that the recommendations of the Commission for

the promotion of Sanskrit learning in the country will receive

1
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enthusiastic response both from the Government and the general

public.

*

We very much mourn the loss of two scholars and lovers

of Sanskrit learning. The late Shri. Bal Gangadhar Kher, who was
the Prime Minister of the Bombay State for a long time passed

away in Poona on 8th March 1957. Shri. Kher was himself a good

Sanskrit scholar and was mainly responsible for the establishment

of the Deccan College Post-graduate and Research Institute in

Poona as a centre of post-graduate studies and research in oriental

learning. Shri. P, M. Lad, who was also.a good scholar and a

keen student of Sanskrit died prematurely on the 24th March
1957. He edited the well-known Gatha of Tukaram a few years

back and had finished his work on the first part of ‘ The Life of

Tukaram * in Marathi, which was published just before his death.

We have also to record with deep regret the death of

Prof. R. D. Ranade on 6th June 1957. Prof. Ranade was for a

long time a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Allahabad,

of which he was also a Vice-chancellor for some time. During the

last ten years of his life Prof. Ranade led a retired and peaceful

life at Nimbal in the Bijapur district, where he lived till the last

moment of his life. His books on the ^ Constructive Survey of

Upanisadic Philosophy ’ and ‘ Mysticism in Maharashtra ’ are 400

well-known to need mention. He had also dilivered a course of

fourteen lectures on the ‘Mysticism in Karnatak ’ undef^the

anspices of the Karnatak University of Dharwar. We hope

these lectures will soon be available in print.



ASURA

by

N. G. Cbapekar, Badlapur

The word Asura undoubtedly signifies something t^at is grand,

powerful and heroic as well as magnificent and munificent.

Indra, Varuna, Surya, Tvasfa, Agni, Soma, Rudra, Maruts,

Prajapati, Megha ( cloud ), Brahma, Yajamana, Dyauh, Viyu,

Parjanya, Rt\fik, King, Havah
(
Oblations ) are all asuras, in

that, each of them is addressed as asura. Agni heads the list. He
is called asura not less than ten times and is followed by Indra

and Surya roughly seven limes each. Mitra-varuna occurs four

times and Varuna singly only thrice. The rest appear once
or twice.

The words asura and asurya are quite familiar to the Rgvedic
rsis. The number of times they have used them approximates
to sixty.

Asurya means might, marvellous performance etc. There is

uo evidence to show that there were any people known as asuras.i

Varcin is said to be asura ( Asurasya Varcinah ). Who was this

\ arcin ? He was a dasyu and as I have pointed out in my article*

on .DaSa and Dasyu a cloud was designated as dasyu. There is

reason for calling a cluster of clouds asura. Tlie most powerful
Indra had to fight with the demon cloud for the release of water.
The enemy of Indra must be powerful like him. He was, therefore,
aptly called asura -powerful, mighty. Thus the interpretation
of the word asura rests on what we understand by Varcin.

Assuming that Varcin was a human being, he must be a very
powerful personality. His name occurs only once associated,
yviih asura.

There are a few rks with the recurrence of the word asura
which may induce a belief that there was a community kAown as
asuras. 2r,-30-4 is one such rk. It is at times so translattd as to

* To be published.
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engender such a belief. The poet exhorts Indra to kill the heroes

of the asura ( Asurasya Viran ). Here the asura is no other than

Vrtra mentioned in the preceding verse and we know that Vrwa
means a cloud. It is no longer a matter for inference. The word
Vrtra meaning a cloud is expressly mentioned. The context

confirms this view. All the foregoing verses talk of Vrtra, Ahi,

rivers, clouds, etc. Similarly, it may be noted that Indra was

fighting in the sky and not on the earth.

Asura is the personified imaginary entity controlling »hc

clouds. Viranimeans the combatants, namely the clouds.
f.

For similar reasons two more rks ( 8-96-9 and 8-97-1 ) need

be discussed. In the former, the rsi asks Indra to drive out by his

cakra ( discus ) the godless and unarmed asuras. Who are these

asuras? I suggest that the word refers to clouds. The description

that they were unarmed
(
anayudhasah ) is very significant. Had

the asuras been regarded as human beings the description would

have been different. The enemies of gods could not have fought

without weapons. The adjective unarmed is quite apposite to

clouds. They were likewise godless. For, when the sky is cloudy

the shining stars disappear. The second rk implores Indra to

fetch to the rsis all the enjoyable things from the asuras. When
Waters are released from the clouds crops arc

.
grown and these

constituted the wealth of the times.

The mainstay of the reasoning is the devas. We hnow that

the Rgvedic devas were luminous bodies in the heavens. The
fighting, therefore, as we understand it, is an impossibility. How
could the Sun or the stars fight ? If the devas were non-human,
their adversaries, viz. the- asuras ipust also be non-human. In the

light of this argument the several rks such as 10-53-4, 10-124-3,

10-124-5, 10-138-3, 10-151-3, 10-157-4. should be
interpreted. Devas reside in the sky ( Dyosibano bhavati ) and
not on the earth: so the so-called fights are fought in the air and
not on the earth. The result of the fight is also significant.

The asuras are always killed. There is no other end to an
encounter. These facts support the proposition that asnras were
non-human like dasyus and dasas.
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l(i~53->4 is cited in proof of the dcvas and the asuras beinf

two different communiiies on this earth. The purport of the two

stanzas is that by virtue of their most captivating composition,

the sacrificial priests should be able to overpower the asuras

This prayer is addressed to Gods.* The word devah which occurs

in the rk is in the vocative case. The translators should have

followed Sayanacarya in this respect. It should be noted that the

prayer was a weapon of the rtviks with which to fight the asuras.

It means that both the combatants were unarmed. Bodily

fighting is not even hinted at.

The Rgveda surely knows neither deva nor asura communities

The society comprizing deva, asura and other classes, is, if any,

a later development, Brahmanas have forged myths out of a

mere poetical description of a natural phenomenon by Rgvedic

rsis. Sacrifices start when the sky becomes clear of clouds and

darkness. This very idea is succinctly expressed in 10-124-3

where Agni says that with his appearance the asuras become

powerless.

I have collected all the hymns in which the word asura

occurs in its various grammatical forms The only tough verst

I find is 1-122-1. It is difficult to decipher it to one’s satisfaction.

The most ingenious Sayanacharya has made strenuous efforts tc

get *some sense out of the involved phraseology of the rk and we

have, to accept it for the present. This, however, has no relevancy

to the subject under treatment. Nobody doubts that the woro
asurasya occuring therein refers to Rudra or some other god. it.

5-42-11 Rudra is called asura. Sayanacarya says the genetive

asurasya is used for accusative.

The word asura is both a noun and an adjective

10-131-4 merits more than a passing notice. Namuci js

called asura - a form which we find here for the first time..

Sayanacarya thinks asura is the ton of an asura. But from whai

1 have said there teems to be no justification for taking this view.

Asura means powerful. Here Asvins are said to have saved Indr^

in his fihgt with Namuct. 1 could not find any such refertnet

al^where. Possibly the poet was too loyal to Aivins.

; ‘ •

3
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Finally, 1 shall lake up for consideration such rks as arc not

mentioned in the foregoing paras but which have something to

saly about those whom Sayanacarya takes to be tsuras.
'

It may be stated here tha-t Anarsani - (
8--32~2 \ Balbulha

(8-46-32), Srbinda (8-32-2), Kaulitara (4-30-14), Drbhika

( 2-14-3), Uraija (2-14-4), Rudhikra, Padgrbhi (10-49-5);

Trsasipra (7-99-4) and Narmara (2-13-8) are mentioned

only once.

With regard to Kaulitara Sayanacarya's commentary is that

he was the son of Kulitara. The latter however is not to be found

in the Rgveda. Sayanacarya teems to have entertained that

view only on the basis of grammar.

The word Arsasana is found in four othcf yks. Out of these

the word is an adjective meaning cruel, prone to kill

( himsarucim ) in two fks ( 1-13(^8; 10-99-7 ). In the other two

( 2-20-6; 8-12-9 ) it is used as a proper noun. The latter verse

tells us that Indra burns Arsasana with the rays of the sun. The
former rk speaks of a totally different method of killing.

According to it the head of Arsasana was cut off.

I find Ahisuva used as an adjective. It is used in the sense

of { according to Sayanacarya ) ahina vrdhinasmadiyan putradiri

( 10-144-3 ). It appears words were originally used for describing

an object and subsequently became the names of that object.

That accounts for many words for one object. Devas and

asuras are words which illustrate this process. Vi.wu is another

instance in point.

We know that Dhuni is the name of a dasa who is asura

in Sayanacarya’s opinion. 1 think the word is the name of a

clond. Now this word dhuni is used with reference to one that

makes others tremble. This is the root meaning*

In this sense the word has been used in the Rgveda in not

less than fifteen places. Indra is dhunih since his enemies tremble

before him ( 1-174 -9
; 6-20-12, C/o 5-34-5 ). Clouds quake before

indra and so he is
,
dhunih -t 5-34-8). Sayanacarya further

surmises that dhuni is -.the name of the river now knpwu as

Farusni (2-15-5). In 5-87-3 however, he takes dhuni to mean a

liver generally. Dhuni is an appellation of Maruts (8-20 14), of

4
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Soma { 10-89-5 ), of Vayu (
1-79-1 ). The horses of Indra are

dhunis on account of their swiftness (10-22-4). That which is

formidable is dhuni ( 10-149-1, C/o 8-56-8 ). Dhunivrata means

an act of terrorizing. He who performs this act habitually is

dhunivrata (5-58-2; 5-87-1 ).

6-31-3 alludes to the killing of Kuyava and Susna, There is

a reference here to the removal of the wheel of the sun’s chariot

by Indra. This shows that the poet is speaking of something thM

happened in the sky and not on the earth.

6-18-8 reiterates the same act of annihilation by Indra in

respect of Cumuri, Dhuni, Pipru, Sambara and Susna. To this

list arc added the names of Asna, Namuci, Rudhikra and prO‘

bably of Vyamsa. It may be noted that Vyamsa is an adjective

denoting one who is shouliierlcss ( see 2-14-5 ),

I shall now refer to two more rks namely 1-53-8 and

10-48-8, where mention is made of Indra having killed KaraSja

^od Paxnaya. The former verse further states that Indra des-

troyed the two hundred towns ( Purah ) of Vahgrda.

A reference to Arbuda is found in 1-51-6, 2 1 1 20 and

2-14-4. He was beheaded or crushed under foot,

Navavaslva was, if Sayanacarya is right, the name of a

king. He was in the good books of Agni and is mentioned

with Brhadrath and Turviti ( 1-36-18 ). But we know from

6 -20-11 that Indra mulcted him of his wealth and gave it to

another. Here he is regarded as asura by Sayanacarya.

10-49-6 where both Navavastva and Brhadratha arc reported to

have been made to sleep in dust by Indra is embarassing. This

discrepancy can be explained by supposing that these were

different entities.

1 have already quoted 10 49 5. It tells us that mrgaya was

killed for the benetit of srutarvana; vesa was humbled in the

interest of Ayu and Padbhi smashed to oblige Savya. Showers
of rain always benefit some one.

It seems the Rgvcdic poets never felt poverty of words to

express what they wanted to say. For a mere act of dcstrilctioh

they have employed numerous verbs ; for instance ( ! ) avartayah

(2) avidhyat (3) avabharat (4) arandhayah (5) avahab
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( &) atirah ( 7 ) asvapayah ( 8 ) osali ( 9 ) Vrna)c < 12) M^tbayan
(ll)Vadhit (12) Sisnatlia (13) Jaghania (14)Nikramih (15)

Kspaumi (16) adasah (17) Sravita (18) hunta (19)i}ivapah

As regards the destruction of towns we find dardah, arujali.

vyasyat, cte.

To the list of the victims the name of Atka has to be added

( 10-49-3 > Atka too has another connotation. It means good-

looking, handsome, youth, etc. ( 4-16-13 ). It also means watery

substance, vapor (
1-95-7 ).

It is important to know the devices or contrivances used in

the fight with the so-called asuras. The 'fight tvas invariably

between Indra, the rain-god, and the asuras who, it should be

remembered, were unarmed. There is not a single reference to

prove that asuras had any weapons. There is no hint of any
resistance. It was all a one-sided affair.

And what were the weapons of Indra ? (hathaih)? Only
froth ( bimena ) and rays ( rasmibbih ). Such a description of »

fight speaks against the contention that it was a fight between

two communities or between human beings.

REFERENCES

The following are the Rks in which the various asuras arc

mentioned.

1-24-14 1
2-27-10
2-28-7

1

V

r
Varuna

8-42-1 j
1-54-3 1

1-174 1 1

3-38-4

6 22-4
1

Indui

8-90-6 i

10-96-1

1

10-99-12
1

)

1-35-7, 10 1

5-41-3
10-56-6

Surya

10-132-4 J

1-131-1

3-53-7 }
Dyaw

l~110-.3 ) Tvastik

1 - 122-1
5-42-11

1-126-2
1-131-4
7-36-2

7-

65-2

8-

25-4 ;

1-

64-2 )

1-108-6 )

2

-

1-6
1

3-

3-4 1

4-

2-5
i

5-

12-1
1

5-15-1 !

5-27-1
7-6-1

7-30-3
.8-19-23

,10-67-2 J

Rudra

) King=rRa';n

Miiravaruratii

MaruU
Rtvik

Agni
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3-29-14
) Arapi

3-56 8 ) Samvatsara

5-49-2 {
Savitr

5 42-1 ) Vayu

5 63-37 1 o .

5-83-6 1
Parjanya

^>20-17
I Megha

ifO 92-6 f ( cloud )

S--27-20 ) Devas

The word asurya 'which invariably means strengih or valor

cs found in the following rks

! -167-5 Here asurya is an adjective qualifying rodasi.

i -168-7 Here asurya is personified or deified.

1-134-5 The sage desires to be saved from the deadly valor

( asuryat ) of others.

4-16-2 Powerful ( asuryaya \ Indra.

4-42-2 - Asuryani - Capability* power. Varuna says thii

gods assumed strength or fortitude for him.

5-10-2 -r:: Agni is said to possess powerfulness ( asuryara

aruhat ).

i-66-;2 Mitravarunau are described as spreading iheir

lustre ( asuryam ) everywhere.

•-20^2 All this creation that looks so marvellous or

majestic ( Asuryam visvam ) was brought into

being for you by gods. Oh Indra!”, says a rsi.

6-30-2 The rsi says, I applaud the great powers (brhat

asuryam ) of Indra

6-36-1 =r Indra is said to have given powers or grandeur 16

gods, contrary to 6-20-2.

6-74-1 Let Soma and Rudra give us strength ( asuryam y\
7-56-24 Oh Maruts ! Let our son be great ( asurah )

enough to support people.
”

8-25-3 = Asuryaya = For strength.

7-13-1 The sense is, offer prayers to Agni who is the

destroyer of asura (asuraghne Agnaye)”. When
fire is kindled for sacrificial purposes, asura ntniely

9-73-1
9-74-7
9-99-1 ^

Soma

10-11-6 ) Brahma
*

'i Hava
10-74-2 > ( oblation

) or call

)

10-10-2 !
Prajapati

10-31-6 )
Yajamina

10-177-1 ) Parabrabma
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darkness, disappears. Therefore asura he^ neant
darkness ( cf. 10-124-5 ).

7-99-5 7

10-U&-35

7-96-1

iO-105-Il

10-54-4

10-50-3

10-82-5

10-93-14

This idea is repeated in 10-170-2. There it is said

that the shining light of the sun which has killed

asura and Vrtra (asuraha, Vrtraha sauram Tcj&h

)

manifests itself.

There is no doubt that Vttra and asura mean
darkness here.

In the first rk Varcin is the asura while in the
St second Pipru is the asura. I have already said that

these two were dasyus and the latter means clouds.

= Asurya meaning mighty river is a river,

= Here the word asurya is in the vocative case. It is

used as an adjective qualifying Indra. It, therefore,

means powerful; mighty.

= Here asuryani qualifies Nama sNamakani (bodies).

= Asutyaya vajaya used as an adjective. Vaja means
might and asuryaya means blood-thirsty or great.

= This verse says, “ that is in essense Brahma which

is beyond the sky, the earth, the gods and the

asuras " ( asuraih parah ). Here asuras do not mean
man on the earth.

= Powerful Rama ( Asure Rame ). We do not know
who this Rama is.

2-27-4 ']

2'^33-9 I In all these asurya means all round chpecity,

2-

35-2 ( mcrvcllous powers.

3-

55-1 to 22J

3-38-7 -do-

7-5-6

7-^5-l

7-66-2 «
7r-2l-7

,
=! Asuryaya = Balaya.

,
In this rk Sayanfci^ya

understands Purve Pey^l; as asuras. I do nqt think

this is correct, 1 tbixik the ejipressiop denotes gods

anterior to Indra,

7-22-5 * Asuryasya is used for accusative asi^yam (balam).

1-101-12 = SQrya is said to be powerful asurya)^.



* SYNONYM-COMPOUNDS IN TIBETAN

by

Sunitikiunar Pathak, Shantiniketan

In Tibetan, Synonym-compounds arc frequently used in

both classical (chos.skad) and colloquial (phal. skad ). Tibetan,

which is monosyllabic in nature, has a large number of homo-
phonous words and vocabularies. To distinguish the meanings

f>f these homdphonous words, tones as well as these compounds
arc generally used in Tibetan as they arc in use in Chinese. The

Synonym-compounds have become idioms in these languages,

and play a predominant role in distinguishing words and theii

meanings and in emphasizing certain terms of expressions. The
following is a list of the various Synonym^-compounds which are

commonly used in the Tibetan language

( I ) The compounds formed by substantives^

—

Rba, rlab ( wave ) : rba { wave ), rlahs
(
flood, wave, billow ),

Similarly, rba. kloh ( wave ) : kloh ( wave ).

Note : The yaii. * jug ( Secondary affix )
‘.9

’ in rlabs is elided in

the compound.

^
Rgj^u. rkyen ( reason, cause ) : rgyu ( cause ), rkyen

(
cause ).

"kin. goii ( price ) : rin ( price ) : goii ( price ).

Lugs,srol (custom, usage, rule) : lugs (custom), srol

( custom ).

^Bu. srin (worm) : 'bu ( worm ), 5r/>? ( worm ). Alternative

form-5/-m. ^bu > srin. bu ( worm ).

Note : The snon. 'Jug{ h ) ’a is elided in the compound.

Stohs. sugs ( power ) : stobs, po ( force ), sugs ( power ).

( mind ) :6fo(mind), sems (mind). Similarly,

thugs, sems ( mind), and bio. gros (intellect, an intelligent one ).

Gnas. tshah (house, abode) : gnas (place), tshah (nest,

room ). Similarly, gnas. kbaii ( dwelling house ).

Nes.chad (punishment) \nes. {p^\ (punishment),
chad.pa ( punishment ).

1
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Dmag, dpun
(
army ) ; c/mag \mi\ ( army ), dpun ( armj^ ).

Zug, gzer (pain) : zug (torment), gzer ( feeling, pain ).

Similarly, gzer.nad ( pain ), nad ( illness )
®

( II ) The compounds foriped by verbal nouns or compound
verbs—

Gyen rtsed ( amusement )
:
gyen ( recreation, pleasure, joke

rtsed. pa ( enjoying, playing ).

Sdug. frjna/ ( affliction, misery ) : sdug.pa (to be afflicted).

hshal. ba ( to be faint, exhausted ). Similarly. dka\ sdug

( trouble ) : dka\ ba ( suffering, hardship ).

’ O. ma. bzo. ba ( to milk ) ; ’o. ma •( milk ), bzo.ha ( to

milk ).

Reg. thug ( touch ) ; reg. pa ( to touch ), thug [s]. pa (to

touch ).

Bsam.blo { to consider ) ; bsam < sems.pa ( to think ), bh
( mind).

( in ) The compounds formed by attributives

—

Gsal. dwahs (
well, healthy ) : gsal.ba ( clear ), dwahs.pa

( clear ).

Bkra. sis. [pa] (blessed, lucky, propitious ) : bkra ( lucky ),

sis. pa ( good luck, glory, blessing ).

Jam. mhen (soft, tender) : ’jam. po ( tender, soft ), mhen. pa

[mo]{ tender, soft ).

Yah. skyar ( again ) : yah ( again ), skyar ( again ).

Like Tibetan, Chinese is a member of the monosyllabic-

group of languages and there will be no wonder if we find there

the same phenomena,

( I ) The compounds formed by substantives

—

Shihhou ( time ) : shih ( time ), hou ( time ).

P’engyu ( friend ) : p'eng ( friend ), yu ( friend )

Chingiu (capital ) : ching (capital, metropolis ) tu ( metro-

polis )

Ishang ( clothes ) : i ( clothes ), shahg ( clothes ), Also, >fu

( clothes ) '. fu {
garment ).
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y\nse
( colour ) : yen ( colour ), se or shai ( colour ).

Pali ( glass ) : po glass), // {
glass )

Shengyin ( sound )
: shang {

sound, voice ), yin
(
sound ).

( II

)

The compound verbs are as such —
K'anchien ( to see ) : k'an ( to see ), chien ( to see ).

Kaosu ( to tell, to inform ) : kao ( to tell ), su ( to tell

\ .
N ,

Jenshih ( to know, to recognise ) . jen ( to know ) shih

( to know ).
’

Yifigkai (
ought, should ) : ying ( ought, should ) kai (ought,

should ).

Ilsihuan ( glad, pleased with, like ) : hsi ( to be glad, to be

pleased with ), huan ( to be joyous ).

Hslwang ( to hope, hope) : hsi ( to hope ), wang ( to hope ).

( III) The compounds formed by attributives

—

Jungi ( easy ) : Jung ( easy ) i ( easy ).

Tzuchi ( self) : tzu ( self ) c/i/ ( self),

Hsinsien ( fresh ) : new, fresh ), hsim ( fresh ).

^Chiunglcu (poor, wretched) : chiung
( poor, destitute) k’w

(
miserable \ Similarly, hsink'u ( bitter, fatigued ) : hsin

(
bitter ).

One distinguishing feature of these compounds is that the

individual words of the compounds have very little separate uses.

They may be well-likened to Sanskrit Nitya-compound
—a compound-word-

3



HISTORIOGRAPHY OF MEWAR—
ITS SOURCES, PROBLEMS & DIFFICULTIES

by

Arya R. C. G. Tiwari, Vallabh-Vidyanagar

Each country has its own set of sources of historical infor-

mation. They vary from age to age. A particular source very

useful for one age fails us in another and vice versa. So a

critical studj' of these sources should precede the attempt to

write about any period to acquaint one with its special problems

and historiographical uniqueness without which the proper

balancing of the evidence is impossible. Any general remark

about the reliability or otherwise of any particular source is a

dangerous prejudice which at all cost should be avoided. Each

age even in the same country has its special sources of information

and its special historiographical difficulties arising out of the

nature of these sources. The historiography of Mewar for the

period between 1563-1628 V, S. ( 1506-1572 A. D. ) is very

intricate. Its main and only sources arc pronounced as recent,

patched-up and unscientific without thorough acquaintance with

the nature of the historiographical difficulties. So in virtue ofihe

richness in events of this period its historiographical problems

are made to look like difficulties. But a careful scrutiny would

resolve many of them and only few genuine difficulties would be

left which one will have to accept, encounter and either circumvent

or surmount. Before we sort out the problems and difficulties, a

serious examination of the sources is the first necessity.

The following sources of information are available for the

period under study :

( 1 ) KHYATS

These arc bardic compilations in prose taken down by the

people several times with first hand information, and each
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geneo^tion added something about its own age to the MSS. ^ They
were taken down in ‘ Vahis i. e., note-books like those used

ordinarily by the present-day merchants for keeping their business

accounts. They are not exhaustive and touch barely the most

important events of the rulers. The purpose of these compilations

was to help their authors or their descendants in writing poetic

compositions about the exploits of their masters. These khyats

rarely give dates and when they give dates more often than not

they are not reliable. ^ But they invariably give the duration of

the reign of each ruler; ^ and this makes them immensely useful

1. See the, section dealing with Maharana Shambhu Singh,

Fateh Singh, and Bhupal Singh in Udaipur ke Ranaun ki Pidhiyaun

kiKhyat’, (in Rajasthan .Vidyapith, Udaipur (Raj.)) and its

another copy called ‘ Vanshavali No. 867 in Saraswati Bhandar,

Udaipur. Similarly SuraJ-Vamsha (MS. 827 SBU) ends inl718 V. S.

but in several types of handwritings and in different inks the

account of Jaysingh, Sangrani Singh, Jagat Singh, Pratap Singh
and Arsi is given. And again, Vamsliavali 607 (SBU) ends with Raj
Singh but in another’s handwriting the words ‘ Jaisa Rana ’

are

found. These are the clear instances of additions made by different

persons on different times. As in old days these MSS. were the

exclusive possessions of the families which kept them, it is quite

natural to suppose that these additions were made by the mem-
bcrs.of the family which kept these accounts and these members
in^e these entries in their days to make their khyats up-to-date.

•1 . For example, for the year of the accession of Rana
Vikramjit Sisod Vanshavali

( item 228 ) gives 1594 V. S.
;
Vansha-

vali 878 ( leaf 68 [b] ), 1 592 ; Vanshavali 828 ( leaf 62 [b] ), 1 590 ;

Surjara/Ms/m ( MS 1115 leaf 51 [b] ), 1591; Udaipur ke ranaun

ki Pidhiyaun ki Khyat ( leaf 16 [b] ), 1594; Vanshavali 872 (p. 132),

1590; Badava Devidanji’s ki Raniyaun ki Khyat ( Shri

Nathulalji Vyas, Udaipur, copy, leaf 2 [b] ); and Rajavali (in the

possession of Shri Ashiya Savaldanji Charan Ravi, without

pagination , 1590 V. S.

3. For example for the duration of the reign of Ratan Singh
Sisod Vamsliavali ( item 227 ) gives 4 yrs 5 months and 7 days

;

Vanshavali 878 i p. 66 ), 4.5.0; Suryavamsha (leaf 49 {bj, 4.0.5;
Vanshavali {p. 6\ ), 4.4.5; Udaipur ke Ranaun ki Pidhiyaun
ki Khyat ( leaf 16 [b], 5.4.6; Badava Devidanji ( leaf 2 fb], 4.0.5;

Rajavali ( without pagination ) 4.5.0.

7
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in the reconstruction of chronology. Often different Khy^ts give

different figures for the duration of the reign of the same ruler

which many times confuses a historian. Naturally doubts arc

cast upon their historical solvency. But often these differences can
be reconciled and very significant clues emerge in our efforts to

thrash out their mutual differences. * Many fanciful stories also

adorn these Khyats s and even no anxiety is discernible in them to

avoid the supernatural element in their narrative. ^ Again, the

available MSS. of the Khyats are copies of those which were taken

from the old ‘ Vahis ’ when they became aged and their

paper started giving way. Herein the scribes have also contributed

quota of mistakes while copying the text from one copy to

another. The oldest available Khyat in the Saraswati Bhandar,
Udaipur ( Rajasthan belongs to the reign of Maharana
Raj Singh 7 because during the Mughal-Mcwar struggle the

4. For example, the rule of Rana Ratan Singh extended

from the death of Rana Sanga to 4.5.7 ;
and if the period of his

regency since the day of the recovery of Sanga from injuries

received in the battle of Kanwah is included it would be 5,4.6.

The figure 4 5.7 got corrupted into 4.5.1 and then 4.5.0 which in

its turn got modified rnto 4.0,5.

5. Cf. the visit of Akbar to the camp' of Pratap in disguise

( Udaipur ke Ranaun ki Pidhiyaun ki Khyat^ leaf 24 [b] 0.
, „

6. The story of the appearance of a disc on the right arm

of Raja Prithviraj Kachwaha of Amer while on pilgrimage to

Dwarka to satisfy the sceptics who might not believe in the fact

that the Raja had returned from the road half way to Dwarka at

the behest of Lord Krishna'f Muhnot Nensi ki Khyat (Ramnarayan
Duggad’s Tr., II 9 ), the protection of the camp of Pratap by

Lord Eklinga {Udaipur Ke Ranaun ki Pidhiyaun ki Khyat, leaf

24 [a], ) and the direction by Lord Eklinga in the dream to the

foster-father of Rana Udai Singh that he should take the fugitive

prince to Kumbhalner where Asuji Deopura was already informed

of the prince’s arrival [ ibid leaf 17 (b) ] illustrate this point.

7.

Surya-vamsha ( MS. 827 ).
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Mabaranas had to leave their capitals^ to fly into the inaccessible

mountainous positions and the state-records and other papers

were left behind to be destroyed by the invaders. The present

copies existing in the ‘ Saraswati Bhandar Udaipur, were copied

from the originals in the days of Maharana Shambhu Singh and
Sajjan Singh by Mahamahopadhdhya Kaviraja Shyamaldas.

Their sources are not indicated and this makes verification

impossible. The Khyats area very important source of infor-

mation to corroborate, supplement and verify the accounts of the

Muslim historians who, with all their virtues and training as

historians, could not be impartial and truthful in their accounts

of the opponents of fhe Empire.

The Khyat literature may be conveniently divided into four

categories

:

(a) The State Khyats which deal with the reigns of the

different rulers of the state; to

( b ) The Khyats of different ‘ thikanas ’ of the state which
give the history of the different feudal overlords of Mewar

;

ti

(c) Khyats o[ neighbouring states, viz., Jodhpur, t 2 Jaipur

etc; and

8. Since the fall of Chittor in the hands of Akbar in

1568 A. D. Mewar had her capital at Gogunda
( under Udai

Sj^ggh), Chavanda (under Pratap and Amar Singh), and Udaipur

sin^c the treaty with the Mughal in 1614 A. D.

9. For example, the defeats of Sultan Muzzafar Shah of

Gujrat and Sultan Ibrahim Lodi of Delhi by Sanga are nowhere

admitted by the Muslim historians. Similarly, the fact of the

invitation of Sanga to Babar to invade India is accepted by some
of the Muslim historians.

10. They arc Sisod Vamshavali, VanshavaU 878, Surya-vamsha,

Udaipur ke Ranaunki Pidhiyaun ki Khyat, Vanshavali 872, Badva

Devidanji’s Udaipur ki Raniaun ki Khyat and Rajavali.

11. Like Dungarpur ki Khyat (in the collection of Prince

Raghuvir Singh, Sitamau M, B.) and Rampura ki Khyat (in the

collection of Ras Moti Singhiji Chanda wat, Rampura).

12. hike Ratfioranki Khyat (MS 884 SBU); Rathoran ki

Vanshavali ( MS. 695 SBU ).

4
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( d ) Khyats aiming at giving a general history of Rajputana

wherein some information about Mewar can also be found.’*
f)

( 2 ) POETIC COMPOSITIONS

The bards and charans received grants from the State to

cherish the memory of the rulers of Mewar by eulogising their

exploits. Such accounts may be contemporary or posthumous

Both these varieties are commonly characterised by their tendency

at exaggeration, overtoning and over-colouring. Again, they

hardly mention dates; and if they give anv date a very careful

examination should precede its acceptance.’^ In their zeal to

portray their patrons in good light these poets never scrupled in

13. Muhnot Nensi ki Khyat.

14. Describing the battle of Maholi between Kowar Singh

Tumbarand the partisans of Udai Singh, Kavi Rao says:

m ^ N^lcI IRIi

51^ ^ f%Tj If?

W ^ WJ. I'RtT, 53^ pqR

viH Tjq ’ifJi gsR g^i, 3T1% 3;h[ji

3Tf| fq|K ?i5i^, ^i^^ ^q^i mil

From the collection of the late Shri Motilalji Shrotriya m. a.

15. Referring to the years of the accession of Rana Vikramjit,

Kavi Rao says :

t’TTTt?!! (? ?) HUiq,

3TT I i ^ I i

From the collection of Rajastan Vishwa Vidyapitha

Udaipur.
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practfting suppretio veri and suggestio falsi, But with all thcsd

faults these compositions contain some hard core of historical

t!f^Jth and should not be completely neglected, though how much
reliance be placed on them shall be decided on the merits of each

case. Broadly it may be said that contemporary authorities should

not be by-passed for being contrary to the Muslim accounts; and

in case of the later compositions each should be treated as their

accounts warrant in the light of the general political symmetry of

circumstances which arc to be the sole judge in leading us to

accept or reject their accounts.

The poetical compositions can be divided into three classes :

( a ) Sanskrit Kavyas which give the gencological account of

the rulers of Mewar; viz; Amara-kavya,'^^ Surjan-charitra^\

Rajprakasti Mahakavya^ (b) Vernacular gencological composi-

tions which also, like the previous one, deal with the history of

the different rulers of Mewar. Their names sometimes end with

‘ Raso ’ 21 or Vilasa ’22 or • Prabandha ;
23 and ( c ) Stray

16-17. No poetic composition mentions the fact that Rana
Vikramjil solicited the aid of Humayun against Bahadur Shah

of Gujrat. Similarly the II Saka of Chittor is not referred to in

Amar-kavya in order to hide the fact of the defeat of Sanga at

Ihc hands of Babar. All these compositions hold that Piliakhal

was fixed as the boundary line between Babar and Sanga and not

b'Dt.NVCcn Sanga and Ibrahim which is in reality the fact.

’I 8 . MS. 1661 SBU
19. Edited by Dr. Chaudhari. It refers to the reign of

Udai Singh in connection with the exploits of Surjan Hada^ of

Buodi.

20. Published in MM. Kaviraja Shyamaldas in Vir Vinod,

Vol. II.

21. Cf, Rana Raso (MS 968 SBU), Khwnana-raso (Govt-,

MSS. Library, Poona No. 258/ A-1 882-83 ).

22. Raja*vilasa (MS. in SBU and printed copy (cd. Lala

Bhagwandin in Raj. Vid,^ Udai. ); Bhim-vUasa (Raj. Vid., Udai.,)

;

RaJ-Prakasa (
355 SBU ) ; Kirata-Prakasa ( in the collection of

Ashia Savaldanji Charan, Udai. ).

23. Hari-pingal-prabandha by Yogiraj ( iii the collection of

Ashia Savaldevji Charan, Udai. ),

6
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Vernacular or Sanskrit pieces written at difTcrent tinv5S by

contemporary or later people. They have for their theme cither

a brief period of the history of Mewar, 24 or the biography of

tome hero, 25 or the narration of some important event or

battle, 26 or the general estimate of some warrior, orrefleciioni

on some warrior on a particular event. 28 Such Sanskrit pieces

belong to a period later than one covered by our study. 2^*

(3) INSCRIPTIONS

There are very few contemporary inscriptions to blaze our

way through the period under study. They help us greatly in

fixing the chronology, or determining the* boundaries of the

kingdom under some ruler in a particular year, or providing

information about the relations of some ruler with his neighbour
or giving us information about some conquest or the personal

disposition of the ruler. So far one inscription of Sanga, one

24. The history of Mewar from the accession of Rana
Vikramjit to the expulsion of Banvir from Chittor by Rana Udai
Singh by Kavi Rao.

25. The biographical sketch of Suja Balicha by Ashiya

Karam Singh Charan (in the collection of Raj. Vid., Udai. ).

26. The piece describing the exploits of Sahal Parmar in Ihe

III Saka of Chittor by Jada Mahadu and the piece narrating the

Battle of Mahi River of the days of Maharana Udai Singh '‘by

Mehc Vidhu (both the MSS. in the collection of Raj. Vid., Udai.)

27. c. g., the estimate of Rana Sanga by Kavi Rao ( in the

collection of RVU ).

28. e. g., the piece about Ajja Jhala at the time of his

assumption of the symbols of royalty in the battle-field of Kanwah
(in the collection of RVU ) and the piece about Rao Jaimal

Rathor at the time of the siege of Chittor by Akbar in 1567-68

A. D. (in the collection of RVU ).

28a. Rajasimhastaka, Jagatsimhastaka etc.

29. dated Poshya Sukla 12, 1576 V. S. in the collection of

Govt, of India, Epigraphy Department, Ootuckmond.

7
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of tW reign of Sanga, 3o three of Banvir and two of the reign

of Udai Singh 32 are found The inscription of Sanga helps us in

khowing and determining the year of the conquest of Mandsaur
by the Sisodias from Sultan Mahmud Khiiji of Mandu, the

inscription of Jiran of the reign of Udai Singh helps us in

settling the political geography of Mewar of those days, and the

Rampura inscription of Durgabhan helps us in fixing the place

of the armies of Bahadur Shah and Humayun after the fall of

Chittor in the hands of Gujratis. The Rampol Gate ( Chiltor )

inscription of Banavir proves his generous character.

The inscriptions fall into six classes ;

—

( a ) Obituary :

—

They are found on the cenetophs erected in the memory of

the honoured dead. These obituary inscriptions further fall

into two classes: those found on the royal cremation ground, and
those found on the cenetophs of lay men. The royal obituary

inscriptions are never contemporary because, according to the

custom prevailing in Mewar, the son of the deceased never built

cenetoph in the honour of the departed person; so at the earliest

the grandson would erect his burial memoriol. 33 These inscriptions

contain the date of the death of the deceased and thus help us in

30 In the Siva temple near Siva-sagar, Akad-sada in former

Mtw^ra’r State.

31. On the Ram-pol Gate, Chittor dated Phalgun Vidi 2,

1595 V, S, (published by Kaviraja Shyamaldas in Vir Vinod )

;

another is dated Margashirsha Sukla 5 or 15, 1595; and the date

of the third was not discernible from the impression in the

collection of Suptt , Dept, of Archaeology and Museums,

Udaipur Division, Udaipur, due to its faintness.)

32 Toda Rai Singh inscription dated Margashirsha Vidi 2,

1604 V. S. ( published by Tiwari in IHQ XXX /
4-p. 323 ); Jiran

inscription dated Asadha Vid 11, 1617 V. S. ( quoted by MM. Oza

in Fratapgarh Rajya ka Itihas^ p. 39 ),

33 The present ruler of Mewar Bhupal Singh broke this

custom and erected the cenetoph of his father Fateh Singh a few

years ago.
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.the fiscation of the chronology of the rulers. The inscriptipns on

the cenetophs of laity sometimes give the name of the ruling

prince and thus help us for chronological purposes. But such

inscriptions arc not found in Mewar. Sometimes we gel

inscriptions with dates on the bhrial memorials of the people who

fell while participating in soin^ ^vent, the date of which is other-

wise unknown ( c. g., Ac inscriptions on the cenetophs of the

Rajputs who fell fighting, i Prince Jaimal who was pursuing

Prince Sanga to put the latter to death for proving false the fore-

cast about the coming succession of Sanga to the throne of Nlcwar

after Rana Raimal as told by the Charni of Bhimal ) and their

dates are the only clues for fixing dates of the political events

which indirectly led to their death.

( b ) Royal Decrees :
—

Sometimes the rulers exempted all the people of a particular

area from some taxts or exempted people belonging to some parti-

cular caste or class throughout their kingdom from some taxes

and inscribed such orders on stone for guidance of the officers

and knowledge of the people. The Mandsaur inscription of

Rana Sanga falls in the former category and the Rampol

inscription of Banvir, under the latter.

(c) Sometimes people, while putting commemorative

Stone in vsome well, or tank or temple mentioned in the inscription

the name of the ruling pnnee of the state or the ruling noblP'"^>f

the locality or both. The Rampura inscription^^ of Durgabhan

gives the name of the ruling noble, the Toda Rai Singh inscription

gives the name of the rulers of Toda, of Mewar and Delhi, and

the Jiran inscription gives the name of the ruling prince of Mewar.

Sometimes the temple inscriptions arc found in areas outside the

boundaries of Mewar. The Narlai ( Marwar ) inscription » and

Shatrunjaya ( Palitana, Gujrat ) inscription fall under this class.

34. Raval Rana ki Vat ( MS. 876 ), leaf 54 ( b ).

35. Published by Ramnarayan Dugged in Nagari Pracharini

Patrika, VII
/
4-4ff.

36. Published by Kaviraja Shyamaldas in Vir Vinod Vdl. 1.

37. Dated Va^shakha Vid 2, 1587 V- S. Published in Epi>

9
“

'

'
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The former helps us in fixing the boundaries o/Mewar in the days

of Rana Raimal ; and the latter gives us a due about the good

neighbourly relations between Rana Ratansingh and Bahadur

Shah.

(
d ) Inscriptions found at the foot of the idols give us help

in fixing the chronology by giving us the name of the ruling

prince at a particular time.

(c) Inscriptions giving an account of the achievements of
some ruler (like the Allahabad inscription of Samudra Gupta )

arc not so far found in Mewar. And lastly,

( f )
Inscriptions'mainly giving the gencology of the rulers

of Mewar and in the end mentioning some event ( like building

of a temple or well), viz., Baidhyanath Temple Inscription,

Trimukhi Bavari Inscription, Jagdish Temple Inscription, etc. 3*^

(4 ) COINS

So far the coins of Rana Sanga, Banvir and Vikramjit Rre

only found. They normally help in fixing the chronology.

Coins of Sanga of 1575 and 1580 V . S. do not help us much
because they do not show either the beginning or the end of his

rule. The coins of Banvir have only 15 visible on them for

hundreds of the year. The coins of Vikramjit show him ruling

in 1532-35 A. D. {Currencies of Rqjputana By William Wilfred

Webb, Pp. 6-8 ).

(5) VATS OR TRADITIONS

The collection of Traditions called ^ Vat' should be dis-

tinguished from ^ Khyats' which give us history of different

rulers. One MS. of a work called ^ Raw a I Rana ki Vat is avail-

able in Saraswati Bhandar, Udaipur; and fragments from

Bankedan ki Vatan are available in the collection of Thakur Sahib

Gopal Singhji of Badnor. The former gives us the collection

of histoficak traditions of Mewar. It does not say a word

38. Gauesh idpl inscription ( in Udaipur Museum ) dated

Vaisbaka Sukla 12, 1580 Y. S. mentions the name of Maharana

Sanga.

39. Published in Vir Vinod iipi different places.

10
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about the reign of Maharana Sanga but gives the nanfe of his

murderers as Parmar Karam Chand and Pr. Ralan Singh,

Sanga’s eldest surviving son. The other Vat is a stray collec-

tion of historical events withqut any chronological order. Many
facts given in such collections are required to be vertified from

other sourses. Even when uncorroborated this souice provides

us with valuable details about events w^hich regular histories

treat cursorily. This source should be generally employed only

when it is not in conflict with other reliable sources.

( 6 ) FOREIGN HISTORIANS

They are mostly Muslim historians lik'e Abul Fazl, Farishta,

Maulana Nizamuddin Ahmad, Abbas Khan, A1 Badaoni, Jauhar

and others. They speak something about the rulers of Mewar
when they came in conflict with some Muslim rulers. Though
useful in several ways these accounts are one-sided and biased.

Secondly, they do not enlighten us about the inter-Rajput

suruggles. We have some. European historians also. Their

accounts are based on either personal observation or the

accounts submitted to them for editing. De Leat’s “

of the Great MogaT' falls under the second category.

Fr. Francis Catrou’s History of the Mughal Dynasty in India'"

(Lon. 1826 ) fails under the first. For the purposes of

the period under study De Laet is more useful because

he gives very instructive information about the policy -of

Maharana Udai Singh which, besides others, was responsible for

drawing the Mughal army under Akbar to Mewar. De Laet gives

us also the old land routes and this supplies us good knowledge

of the political topography of those days. Both these histories

give us valuable insight into the Mughal-Mewar conflict in the

days of Jahangir which forms the epilogue of our studies.

( J )
TRAVELLERS’ ACCOUNTS

We have no contemporary traveller to deal with this period.

Yet the help rendered to us by the subsequent travellers is very

39a. Whether the evacuation of Cbittor by Udai Singh in

1567 A. D. was a strategic ‘ retreat ’ or a precipitate flight can be

known from the Muslim authorities alone
[ Tiwari : Maharana

Udai Singh, the great ( Jou. UnU Bom , Vol. XXI Part 4

(
1953 Jan. 7) ]

11
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useful. We get some idea about the old land routes and get a

glimpse into the personalities of the rulers about whom they

speak on the strength of the crystallized public-opinion and

rumours. It is from such travellers that we get an idea about the

guerilla activities of Maharana Amar Singh (whose reign forms

the epilogue of our studies ) which helps us in understanding the

causes which compelled Emperor Jahangir to make a liberal peace

with the Rana. Similarly from Sir Thomas Roe’s letter we get

a hint about the treachery of Pr. Karan Singh.

( 8 ) COLOPHONS
Several books of those days mention at their end the date of

their composition and the name of the existing prince and the

place where it was written. Several times if some copies of

these books were made at different times the name of the scribe

and the date of the copy is also found. This helps us in

knowing the name of the ruling prince at a particular time and

the extent of his empire. The colophon of a Jain MS. says that

the poll-tax was removed by Islam Shah.

(9) GENEOLOGICAL ACCOUNTS

They barely give the name of the ruler and his successor.^^

One such MS. gives only the names of the wives and children of

the Maharanas along with the duration of the reign of each ruler.

^40. r Early Travels in India (
1583-1619)” Edi. William

FosTEk (1921 ); Travels in India in the 17th Century by

Sir Thomas Roe and Dr. John Frazne ( 1873 ).

41. Sir Thomas Roe’s letter from Ajmer to the Arch-bishop

of Canterbury dated Jan. 29th, 1615 A. D.

42. ‘ 3^ ?rwrat ii « ii qjr

3m II ^ ? 5 o ^ 3ft \ \ «7
‘

’ 3IR
1

1

II ...” (Colophon of MS 442/1882-83, Govt.

Lib. of MSS., Poona.

)

43. See the colophon of MS. Rdiyd Rdso in SBU.
44 Colophon of Astak Prakaran Vrit Sahit : MS. 545/1895-

98 in the collection of Govt. MSS. Library, Poona.

45. Mewar ka Itihas ( MS. 882 SBU )t Vanshavali6^1 (SBU)
46. Badava Denidanji’s Udaipur ki Raniyaun ki Khyat,

12
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It helps us in clarifying the difficulties about persons referred to
in inscriptions and also in fixing the chronology,

( 10) POLITICAL REFERENCES IN RELIGIOLS BOOKS —
•

Like PaiaKjali’s reference about the invasion of Minander we
have a refc encc in a Jain MS. in possession of the chief disciple

of Muni Late Shree Chouth Malji Maharaj which mentions the

encounter of Rao Jaimal on way from Badnor to Chittor with the

Bhils who were appointed by Udai Singh to oppose the advance
of the Mughals from that quarter, This provides a very

significant clue about the preparedness of Mewar under Rana
Udai Singh to meet the Mughal danger; and also it enables us
to offer one more point in favour of the plea about the guerilla

type of warfare with which Udai Singh had planned to meet the

Mughal challenge.

(11) HUR PATRAS :

They arc isolated papers containing disconnected accounts

and dates of various historical events. Two Hur Fairas arc in

the possession of Shri Nathulalji Vyas, Udaipur, and one such

Fatra is found copied at the end of the MS. of Kalidasa’s

Raghuvamsa in the collection of Thakur Sahib Copal Singhji of

Badnor. The chief importance of this source lies in providing ut

some very important dates which arc otherwise not available in

any other source.

(12) COPPER-PLATES —
They are either

( a ) donative or ( b ) narrative.

( a ) Donative copper-plates

The donative coppcr-platcs give the name of the ruler donor,

sometimes the event responsible for the grant, the name of the

47. Thakur Sahib Gopal Singhji of Badnor was shown this

piece by late Muniji Chauthmalji and the Thakur Sahib assured

me about its existence in the MS, and also kindly consented to

procure one copy of this passage for ray use.

48. For Hur Patras TiwarTs artide Udai Singh and the

Sur Emperors of Delhi, IHQ XXX/4-p. 3\6x n. 25.

13
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donee,‘'and the name of the place where the gift land is situated.

These copper-plates help us in fixing the chronology and in

determining the extent of the kingdom of the different rulers. But

while exploiting this source utmost caution is needed to be

exercised. Several copper^plates are spurious. And again, the

method of determining the validity of the copper-plates begs the

question of chronology. One of the tests applied for testing their

genuineness is the verification of the name of the ruler mentioned

in them with the year stated therein from history whereas

historians want to establish the reign of different rulers with the

help of the copper-plates. So many times the copper-platei arc

declared genuine on the strength of the determination of the years

of reign given in histories which may very well be doubtful. For

example Kaviraja Shyamaldas accepted as genuine the copper-plate

of Maharana Vikramjit which is dated Vaishakha Sukla 11, 1589

V. S. on the strength to his belief that Ratan Singh died in

158850 whereas recerit researches prove that Ratan Singh ruled

between Jaishtha Sukla 1, 1585 ( s=Tuesday the 19lh May, 1528

A. D.) and Kartika Sukla 8, 1589 V. S. ( = Tuesday, the 5th Nov.,

1532 A. D. ^ 51 (3n the other hand, the fact of Kumbhalner
coronation of Udai Singh is known to us, apart from the help of

Vamshavalis, from the copper-plates 52.

b ) Nerrative copper-plates :

—

. Tfie narrative copper-plates mention some political event

and stand as a substitute for, what to-day are called, state-papers.

49. The text of the copper-plate runs as follows :

—

^53 ^ ? arrn'Jitr g'^T #qTCT

g'T STNTS 33'^ W 1 ^ o

”

No. 146 in Chief Commissioner’s Office, Udaipur.

50 Vir Vinod II. 7

51. Tiwari : Some Undetermined Dates of Mewar (published

in the Journal of the University of Poona for the year 1956 ).

52. Copper-plates No. 757, 65, 832/3, 1039 in the collection

of Chief Commissioner’s Office, Udaipur.

14
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The part played by Sher Khan Pathan on hehalf of Mewair in the

days of Maharana Raj Singh against the Mughals ^ the intimate

relationship between Maharana Arsi ( Ari Singh ) and Maharani

Ahilya Bai Holkar through .the bond of bracelet and the

fact of the invitation to the architect Gajdhar Kheta from

Gujrat by Maharana Mokal ss are known through this source. But

for the period under our study no such copper-plate is available.

(13) PRIVATEE RECORDS OF STATE EMPLOYEES

The family of Gajdhar Kheta, as told above, was invited by

Maharana Mokal from Gujrat and Gajdhar Kheta.was appointed

to construct or rapair state-buildings. “ Some copper-plates arc

available to show the grants received by this family in reward for

its services, Maharana Mokal appointed Gajdhar Mandan, the

son of Kheta, and his descendants as the permanent state

engineers of Mewar. Apart from providing us information about

different constructional works under different Ranas, we also

get valuable clues about the state of military preparedness of

53. For example.

*n55T

tj3T % armr ?ri[T=^t: ? srti

^ ^ Tw ^ ft ^ ^551% gi d
^ qrft qje =^75^1 m ^

qrqr WT ^ 377:31 331^1 Tftd f pr i 5
^ I «TFn ^ qiR^ ti. ? ati vs i

From the collection of Nathulaiji Vyas, Udaipur.

54. Preserved in Indore Museum.

55. Copper-plate dated Savan Sukla 12, 1482 V. S. in the

possession of Shri Bhanwarlalji Gangaramji Gajdhar Udaipur,

56. From the chart prepared by Bhanwarlalji Gangaramji

Gajdhar.

15
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Mewabthrougb the records of this family. It is from this source

that we know the chiefcause which compelled Rani Hadi Karmeti

to^make peace with Sultan Bahadur Shah of Gujrat in 1532 A. D.
was the inability of the fort of Chittor which was repaired by

Rana Kumbha and his successors’ to withstand the onslaught of

pre-gun-powder days.

(14) COLLECTION OF HOROSCOPES

It gives the date of different rulers of Mewar. MM OzA has

profusely used the collection of Chandu for fixing the date of

birth of several rulers. The collection of Late Shri Motilalji

Shrotriya M. a. ( now with his brother Prof. K. C. Shrotriya

M. A. ) has a set of horoscopes which not only gives the date of

birth but also the time of birth, the duration of reign, the year of

death and sometimes some important event of the reign of the

ruler. This helps us considerably in the fixation of the chronology

and sometimes the details of some rulers.

In the light of the preceding discussion the following abstract

of the sources emerges

Note .•

—

( X ) denotes that it is not useful for our present study,

xx) denotes that it is useful for our epoligue which covers

the entire reign of Maharana Pratap and reign of Rana Amar
Sini^h upto the Mughal-Mewar treaty.

" P) Khyats :

(a) State Khyats;

(bi Thikana Khyats

(c) Khyats of the neighbouring states ; and

(d) General Khyats of Rajputana

( 2 ) Poetic Compositions :

(a) Sanskrit kavyas;

(b) Vernacular works ; and

(c) Stray Sanskrit and vernacular pieces. ‘

( 3 ) Inscriptions :

(a) Obituary

( i ) Royal cenotaphs; and

(ii) Lay people cenetophs fx)

(b) Royal Decrees

;

16
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(c) Commemorative;
(d) At the foot of the idok;

(e) Royal Achievements (x); and

(f) Mainly geneological inscriptions though outwardly

commemorative in nature.

( 4 ) Coins,

( 5 )
Traditions :

(a) Connected accounts; and

(b) Loose collection of events and their dates.

(6) Foreign historians :

(a) Muslim historians; and

(b) European historians;

( 7) Travellers^ Accounts (xx)

{ 8 ) Colophons

(9) Geneological Accounts

(10) Political references in religious works

(11) Hur Patras

(12) Copper-plates

(a) Donative; and (b) Narrative (x)

(13) Accounts of the State Employees.

(14) Collection of Horoscopes.

Now let us see as to how the problems of the history for the

period under study are to be solved with the help of the material

at our disposal. The problems are mainly concerning

( a )
the fixation of chronology

;

( b ) narration of the events of the reign of the different

rulers in chronological sequence;

( c ) determination of the part played by the representatives

of the different ‘ piikanas '
; and

(
d ) the correlation and collaboration of the native account

with the Muslim chroniclers.

(
a ) Fixation of chronology :

—

Though the dates given in the Khyats ( Source No. I ) are

confusing, yet with the help of the duration of reign of different

rulers, and also with the aid of inscriptions ( Source No, 3 ),

colophons (Source No. 8), Geneological accounts (Source

17
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No 9*9, Hur Patras
( No. 11 ), collection of horoscopes (No. 14 ),

and Muslim sources the chronology of Mewar can be satisfactorily

fixed.

( b ) Narration of events in chronological sequence :

—

In spite of the laconic style of the Khyats ( no. 1 ) with the

help sources 1 (
a ) and ( b ) as well as with that of Traditions

(no. 5), Inscriptions (No. 3), Muslim histories ( No. 6 [a] ),

references in religious books ( No. 10 ), and Poetic Com-
positions ( No. 2 ) adequate information can be gathered which

may give a tolerably well-connected history of the period under

study.

( c ) Determiatioo of the part played by different ‘ thikaneders ’ >

The source 1 (a) is unhelpful in it but the sources (1 [b] & [d])

Poetic Compositions ( No. 3 ), Inscriptions ( No. 3 [a] ) and
traditions (No. 5) help us in gathering information about the

special services rendered by the representatives of different feudal

houses of Mewar which may suffice for our purposes.

( d ) Correlation and collaboration of the native sources with

Muslim Accounts

It can be done through the delicate weighing of the evidence

fofand against the conflicting versions in their accounts. No
hard and fast rules can be laid down for settling their disputes;

but broadly the guiding rule should be that preference should be

given to those views ( let them be from any one of them ) which
appear warranted by the general symmetry of the actual political

and military conditions and which can explain the subsequent

development as their natural and logical corollary.

Thus it can be safely said that no problem of the history of

Mewar of the period under study is insoluble. But while solving

them there comes up the chief difficulty of a historian—the nature

of authorities at his disposal. Except inscriptions and copper-

plates we have hardly any material which can be called con-

temporary. The Khyats are rejected by scholars as contemporary

authorities on the ground that we have no Khyats coming down
to us whose colophon warrants an earlier date than Maharana

Raj Singh. Though it is a fact that the Khyats are contemporary

18
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or near contemporary In their time it is very diffioult to

establish this point because the different subsequent collaborators

in writing the accounts and making their Khyats up-to-date hwe
left no trace of evidence to enable us to separate the different

additions and fix their time. The ‘Jiam Raso ’ ( 1575 V. S. ) is a

near contemporary, while ‘ Surjan Caritra ’ is a contemporary

authority for the reign of Udai Singh and his immediate pre-

decessors but it can be hardly accepted as a contemporary

material for the reign of Rana Sanga. So here one has to give up

the principle of relying on contemporary authorities alone which

is possible in writing the history of the Mughals because of the

richness of the contemporary material for their reign. If we want

to solve all the problems enumerated above, we shall have to rely

on Khyats and traditions and others which are not contemporary

according the present tests for judging the contemporaneity. And
if we want to rely on contemporary authorities alone the

connected history of Mewar for the period under study cannot

be written. At best one can write different and patcbed-up

monographs about certain events or some part of the reign of

different rulers. Thus if the task of history is not to suffer we
shall have to accept this fact and proceed on with the aid of this

type of material. The alternative to this is to drop the researches

in this period which is hardly rational and, to say the least, is

suicidal.
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( 1 ) Amarakavya by Ranchod Das ( SUB ), No. 1661 ;

Comes upto Raj Singh
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(’i) Bankedan ki Vatan by Bankedan (Extracts in the

collection of Lieut. Col. Thakur Gopal Singhji Mertia Rathor

of Badnor ).

( 3 ) Bard Banshavnli by Kalandan ( in the Collection of

Thakur Sahib, Badnor.

( 4 ) Bhil folk-lore on Udai Singh’s construction of Kamnath
Mahadeo Temple ( In the collection of Rajasthan Viswa

Vidhyapith, Udaipur (RVU)).

( 5 ) Bltima Vildsa by Adha Kisna ( RVU ). : Comes upto

Rana Bhim Singh.

(5a) Davavat Rkwat Sangram Singhji ri (SBV) by Charan

Bhimji No., 478

( 6 ) Hari Pingal Prabandh by Yogiraj ( in the collection of

Ashia Savaldanji Charan Kavi

)

(7) Hur Patra No, I & II (In the collection of Shri

Nathulalji Vyas, Udaipur )

( 8 ) Hur Patra appended to the MS. of Ragbuvamsa in the

collection of Thakur Sahib Badnor

)

( 9 ) Jaimal Ra Kavitta by Ratnu Isar (RVU)

(10) Khumana Rdso by Daipat Vijay ( Govt. MSS. Library,

Poona, No. 258/A-I 882-83 ).

* (11) Kirat Prvkash by Bhakat Rama Ashia ( RVU )

(1.1a) Kutub Shatak (author unknown) SBU. No. 718 (ii)

(12) Mahi Nadi ka Yuddlia by Mehe Vidbu ( RVU )

(13) Mewar ka Sankshipta Itihas by Ramnath Sanadhya and

Shamaldas ( SBU ), No. 921

(14) Rdjdvali ( author unknown, in the collection of Ashia

Savaldanji charan Kavi, ( Udaipur): Comes upto Bhim Singh

(15) Raj Prakash by Kishor Das (SBU), No. 355: Comes
up to Raj-Singh

(16) Raja Vilasa by Man Kavi ( SBU ) No. 209 Comes
upto Raj Singh.

(17) Rana Roso by Dayaldas (SBU & BVU): Comes upto

Amar Singh I

(18) Rathoran ki Vanshavali by Dadhikhaj Bakas (SBU)
No. 695 leaves 23-28
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(19 ; Rathoran ki Vanshavali {2LUXhoT unknown S3LJ), 695?

leaves 22-23

(20) Rathoran ri Vanshavali ri Khyat : Author unknown
(SBU). No. 884 ( 1“3); Comes upto 1858 A. D.

(21 ' Raval Rana ri Vat ( author unknown : SBU ), No, 876 :

Comes upto Raj Singh

(22) Sahal Parmar ka Yiiddha by Jada Mahadu ^RVU)

(23 > Sangaji ra Kavitta by Kavi Raoji ( BVU and in the

collection of late Motilalji Shrotriya M. A., Udaipur )

(24) Suja Balisa ra Kavitta by Ashia Karamsi Charan iRVU)

(25 1 Surjana-caritra ( MS in the collection of Dr. Dasarath
Sharma, Central College, Delhi and edi. by Dr. Chaudhari )

(26 1 Udaipur ke Rajaun ki Fidhiyaun ki Khyat ( author

unknown; BVU ) Comes upto Rana Shambhu Singh

(27) Udaipur ki Raniyaun ki Khyat by Badwa Devidanji ( In

the Collection of Nathulalji Vyas, Udaipur).

(28) Vanshavali 207 (SBU):: Comes upto Bhim Singh

(39) 607 Comes upto Jai Singh

(30) 788 Comes upto Amar Singh 11

(31) 827 Comes upto Raj Singh

(32) 828 Comes upto Jawan Singh

(33) 867 Comes upto Raj Singh

(34) 872 Comes upto Shambhu Singh'

(35) 878 Comes upto Bhim Singh *
.

(36) 882 Comes upto Sajjan Singh

(37) Vikramjit and Udai Singh by Kavi Raoji (RVU)

LIST OF INSCRIPTIONS CONSULTED

^1) Adinath Temple (Nurloi) Ins. of 1497 (Pub. in Vir

Vinod, I. 424-5 )

(2) Ekling Mahadeo Temple (South Gate) Ins. of 1545

V. S (Pub. in Bhavnagar Inscriptions)

(3) Ghosundi Bavadi Ins. ofl561 V. S. (Bengal Asiatic

Society, Vol. LVI/I-Pp. 79-82 )

( 4 ) Ganesh Idol Inscription of 1580 V. S. ( In the collection

of Victoria Hall Museum, Udaipur )

( 5 ) Jiran Inscription of 1617 V. S. ( Referred to by Oza in

Pratapgadh Rajya ka Itihas ).
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( 6) Mandsaur Ins. of 1576 V. S. ( Sent to Tiwari for study

by Suptt. for Epigraphy, Govt, of India, Ootaemund ).

• ( 7 ) Pathu Shah ki Bavadi Ins. of 1665 V. S. ( Pub. in Nagari

Pracharini Patrika by Shobhalalji Shastri in Vol. VII/No. 4

)

( 8 ) Raj Prashasti Mahakavya ( Published in Vir Vinod II.

578-637)

( 9 ) Rampol Gate ( Chittor ) Ins. of 1593 V. S. ( Pub. in Vir

Vinod II. 142)

(10) Ramswami Temple Inscription of 1497 ( Referred to by

Oza in Rajputane Ka Itihas Vil. ll. 647 and Published in Vir

Vinod Vol. 1

)

(11) Rupnarayan Temple Inscriptions of 1561 V. S.

( Estampages in the collection of(Tiwari )

LIST OF PERSIAN AUTHORITIES CONSULTED

( 1 ) Ain-i Akbari by Abul Fazl
( English Tr. ), Vols. I & II

( 2 ) Akhar Mama by Abul Fazl ( Tr. Bceveridge )

( 3 ) Elliot Volumes No. V and VI

( 4 ) Humayun Nama by Bui Badan Begam ( Tr. Beveridge )

( 5 ) Maasir-ul Umara by Shah Nawaz Khan and his son

Abdul ( Eng. Tr. )

{6) Mirat-i Sikandari hy Sikandar bin Muhammad (Tr.
Faridi )

\7) Muntakhabut Tawarikh by A1 Badaoni (Lowe and

Rakwg translations

)

(8) Tabkat-i by Nizamuddin Ahmad (Tr. Dfc)

( 9 ) Tarikh-i Farishta by Farishta ( Briggs’ Tr.

)

(10) Tarikh-i Rashidi by Mirza Haider (Tr.

(11) Tarikh’i Sher Shahi by Abbas Khan (Tr, Elliot), Susi

Gupta Pub.

(12) Tezkiratus Wakiyat by Jauhar (Tr. IMaj. Charles

Stewart )

( 13) Tuzuk-i Baburi by Emperor Babur (
Tr. Beveridge )

(14) Tuzuk-i Jahangiri by Emperor Jahangir ( Tr. Lowe)
1 15) WakiyaUi Jahangiri ( Author ? ), Tr. Major David Price

LIST OF COPPER-PLATES CONSULTED
List of those copper-plates the impression of which can be

found in the collection of RVU :
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( 1 ) copper-plate dated Vaishakh vidi 30, 1 552 V. S.
*

(2) „ „ Ashoj vidi 12, 1594 V. S.

Texts of copper-T)lates from private collections :

—

( 1 ) Copper-plate dated Savan Sukla 2, 1472 V. S. ( From

Bhanwarlalji Rajgajdhar, Udaipur

)

(2) 99 99 Poshya Sukla 15, 1596 V. S. (From
Nathulaiji Vyas, Udaipur )

(3) 99 99 Jaishtha Sukla 1, 1597 V. S. (From

Shiv Narayanji Advocate, Udaipur)

(4) 99 99 Phalgun vidi 2, 1597 V. S, (From
Shiv Narayanji, Advocate, Udaipur)

(5) 99 *9 1st Bhadrapad Sukla 15, 1626

( Nathulaiji Vyas

)

Record of copper-plates found in Chief-commissioner’s Office,

Udaipur.

(1) No. 45 dated Asadh Sukla 4, 1565 V. S.

(la) 99 26/144 Misal Jagir Samvat 93 : dated Vaishakh

Vadi 12, 1576 V. S.

(2) 99 926 dated Asadh Vidi 30, 1583 V. S.

(3) 99 356 99 Phalgun Vidi 12, 1587 V. S.

(4) 99 105 99 Phalgun Vidi 12, 1587 V. S.

(5) 99 460 99 Asadh Vidi 7, 1589 V. S.

(6) 99 866 99 Shravan Vidi 30, 1593 V. S.
’

(7) 99 832/3 99 Poshya Vidi 1, 1593 V. S.
’

'

(8) 99 757 99 Shravan Vidi 30, 1594 V. S,

(10) 99 1039 99 Kartika Sukla 15. 1596 V. S.

(11) 99 948 99 Poshya Sukla 15, 1596 V. S.

(12) 99 26/B 99 Jaishtha Sukla 1, 1597 V. S.

(13) 99 146 9» Maha Vidi 30, 1616 V. S.

(14) 99 65 99 Vaishakh Sukla 15, 1616 V. S.

(15) 99 796 99 Maha Vidi 30, 1616 V. S.

(16) 99 565 99 Vaishakh Sukla 13, 1617 V. S.

(17) 99 492 99 Kartika Sukla 15, 1617 V. S.

(18) 99 666 99 Phalgun Sukla 2, 1617 V. S.

(19) 99 204 99 Chaitra Sukla 9, 1621 V. S.

(20) 99 190 99 Vaishakh Sukla 15, 1621 V. S.

(21) 99 151 99 Vaishakh Sukla 15, 1621 V. S.

(22) >t 1536 9 * Vaishakh Sukla 15, 1622 V. S.
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(23) No. 146/B dated Asoj Sukla 2, 1622 V. S.

(24) „ 745 „ Maha Sukla 2, 1627 V. S.

• (25) „ 214 „ Kartika Sukla 15, 1631 V. S.

Copper-plate found in Indore Museum, Indore :

—

{ 1 ) Copper-plate dated Maha Sukla 9, 1445 ( Sake )

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CONSULTED PUBLISHED WORKS

( 1 ) Akbar, the Great Mogul by V. Smith

( 2 ) Annals and Antiquities ofRajasthan by James Tod ( Pop.

Edi. 1914)

(3) A History ofGreat Moghuls by Dr. Richard Van Garbe
(A'i An Empire-builder in the XVI Cen. by Prof. Rushbrook

Williams

( 5 ) Banswara Ka Itihas by MM. Oza

( 6 ) Currencies ofRajputana by William Wilfrid Webb
( 7 ) Chaturkul-charitra by Thakur Chatursinghji of Rupaheli

(7a) Descriptive Catalogue of Jain MSS in Gove. Library of

MSS. Poona. Vol. xii / 1-2.

( 8 ) Dungarpur ka Itihas by MM. Oza

( 9 ) Emperor Akbar by Van Noer ( Tr. Beveridge )

(10) Glories ofMarwar and Glorious Rathods by V. Reu
(111 History of Great Mogol by De Laet ( Tr. Rolland &

Benerji )

(12) History ofGujrat by Commissariat

(43) History of India (Under Babar & Humayun ) by
Erskine

(14) History ofJahangir by Dr. Beni Prashad

(15) Indian i/wtorj Congress ( Proceedings ) of 1939

(16) Indian Antiquary Vol. LIX
17) Khavasbal Banavir by Munshi Deviprashad

(18) Jodhpur Ka Itihas by MM. Oza

(19) Maharana Pratap by Prin. Shri. Ram Sharma

(20) Maharana Ratan Singh by Munshi Deviprasad

(21) Maharana Sanga by Devi Prasad

(22) Maharana Sanga by Ram Prasad Duggad

(23) Maharana Sanga by Harvilas Sarda

(24) Mewar Ka Itihas by Ram Narayan Duggad
(25) Mewar Ka Sankshipta Itihas by Deonath Purohit
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(26) Mewar and the Mughal Emperors by Dr. Gopinath

Sharma

(27) Nibandha Sangraha, OzA [ Published by RVU J

(28) Pratopgadh Ka Itihas* by MM. OzA

(29) Rajput Studies by Dr. A. C. Banerji

(30) Rajputana Gazetteers by Erskine. Vol. II A
(31) Rajputana Ka Itihas by Jagdish Chandra Glhilot

(32) Religious Policy of the IS/iughals by Prin. Sri. Ram
Sharma

(33) Sher Shah by Kalikaramjan Qanungo
(34) Sher Shah Suri by Zulfiqar Ali KfiAN ( Lahore, 1925 )

(35) Sirohi Kajya ka Itihas by MM. Oza

(36) Some Aspects of Muslim Administration in India by

Dr. XRiPATHr

(37) Storia Do Mogor by Niccolas Manucci ( Tr. Irwine )

(38) Tarikh-i TuhfaA Rajasthan by Maulvi Muhmmad
Ubedullah

(39) The Empire of the Nabobs by Lester Hutshinson

(40) The Mughal Empire by S. N. Zaffar

(41) The Mughal India by Dr. A. L. Srivastava

(42) Travels in India in the 17th Cen. by Sir T. Roe and

Dr. Fryer

(43) Udaipur Rajya Ka Itihas by MM. Oza

(44) Vir Vinodby Kaviraja MM. Shyamaldas

OTHER AUXILIARIES—

[ I ]
Chart drawn by Bhanwarlalji Rajgajdhar, Udaipur
about the constructional activities of his ancestors at

the instances of Maharanas of Udaipur from Maharana
Mokal onwards.

[ 2 ]
Collection of Songs made by late Motilalji Shrotriva

M. A.

[ 3 ] Collection of horoscopes found in the MSS of late

Motilalji Shrotriya M. A.
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A REFERENCE TO TOBACCO IN THE PoEMS OP
SENA NHAVI AND ITS BEARING ON HIS DATE

( LATER THAN c. A. D. 1550

)

by

K. Code, Poona

Recently I published two papers ^ on the history q{ Tobacco

in India and outside. One of these papers records references to

Tobacco in Marathi literature and documents. All these references

arc later than A, D. 1600. No references to Tobacco earlier than

c. A. D. 1590 have yet been found by me. I have been asking for

such references from scholars who have closely studied Marathi

records and literature. One of these scholars, Shri. V. S. Bendre
who has already helped me in my present inquiry, reported to me
the following reference to Tobacco from the Gathas of the

Maharastra Saint, Sena Nhavj

Gdtfm No. 42 on pp. 161-162 of Gdthdpdncaka^ edited by
Tryambak Hari Avate, Poona, Saka 1831 (A. D. 1909)

“
i n \ ii

5s ^ I ^ II

I IS II \ l|

TR I efra II Y II

I II K ii
”

Ib the above song Sena Nhavi condemns the smoking of

( Tobacco ) and the chewing of betel leaf ( "TR

)

at

devotional meetings. This condemnation is similar to that by
another Maharastra Saint Shaikh Mahomad in his work,

“Yogasangrama ”
( c. A. D. 1645 ) as also that by Saint Tukarama

( A . D. 1608-1649 ). Now let us record the views of Marathi
scholars about the date of Sem Nhavi.

1. ( i )“ References to Tobacco in Marathi Literature and
Records between A. D, 1600 and 1900” —Poona Orientalist

Vol. XX, pp. 20-30 and ( ii )
“ The History of Tobacco in India

and Europe-between A. D. 1500 and 1900”—Bharatiya Vidyat

Vol. XXVI, No. 1 , pp. 65-74.

I
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( 1 ) Shri. S. Chitrav Shastri in his Madhyayugtna Caritrakosa

( Poona, 1937 ), p. 814, gives some information about Sena,
according to which his date is “ about A. D. 1448. ” As tobacco
was introduced into India about A. D. 1600 Sena’s reference

to tobacco in the extract quoted above would lead us to con-
clude that his date is later than c. A. D. 1575 and consequently
the date recorded by Shri. Chitrav viz. “ c. A. D. 1448 ” will

have to be rejected. If, however, we regard “ c. A. D. 1448 ”

as the correct date for Sena we are constrained to regard his

reference to tobacco as spurious. I have, therefore, to request

Marathi scholars to give their decision on this point after proper
evaluation of the data now existing for fixing Sena's date.

( 2 ) Prof. S. G. Tulpule has made some remarks on Sena

Nhavi in his Supplement to the 4th edition ( 1951 ) of the

Mahdrdstra Sarasvata by V. L. Bhave ( pp. 912-913 ). The
following points from these remarks may be noted here :

—

[ i ] Send belongs to the group of saint poets to which

Jnanesvara belongs.

[ ii ] He was a barber by caste and was in the service of

a king of Bandogad near Jabalpur-

[iii] His mother-tongue was Hindi but being a devotee of

god Vithoba of Pandharpur he knew Marathi

very well.

[iv] There are many followers of Sena in Northern India

from Panjab to Rajputana.

[
V 1 The *‘Grantha Sdheb ” of the Sbikhs contains a song

of Sena.

[vi] According to Shri. S. P. JosHi ( pp. 25-26 of his book
“ qsrwtcfis ”

) Sena did not originally belong

to Maharastra. It is, however, surprising that all

the extant poems of Sena ( about 150 abhangas ) are

in Marathi.

[vii] He died on Srdvana vadya dvddasi ” but the year

to which this tithi belongs is not known.

[viii] According to Shri, S. P Josm and Shri V. L. Bhave

Sena’s date is not as old as Jnanesvara but be is some-

what later.
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It’will be seen from the views regarding Sena’s date quoted
above that no sure criterion has been found by Marathi scholars

for fixing his date even within reasonable limits. Under these

circumstances the reference to Tob/jcco in Sena’s poems recorded

in this note, if genuine, would enable us to conclude that he is

later than c. A. D. 1550. This view would confirm the views

expressed by Shri. Joshi and Shri. Bhave that Sena is somewhat
later than Jianesvara ( 13th Century ), though they don’t give us
the exact later terminus to Sena’s date.

3



THE ROLE OF AGASTYA. IN THE VEDIC
AND POST-VEPIC LITERATURE •

by

V. G. Kahnrkar, Poona.

Agastya is traditionally credited with the authorship ^ of
Rr. 1.165. 13-15; 166-169-, 170. 2, 5; 171-178; 179. 3,4;
180-191. We know from the Vasistha Mapdala 2 that tradition

speaks of the divine birth of Agastya, that Agastya is said to have
been born along with Vasistha from Mitravarunau, and that he

preceded Vasisfha in birth. ’ Agastya is also referred to as Mana
and Manya. Sometimes he is also referred to as Mandarya.
The expression Manasya sunuh, occurring in RV I. 189. 8, clearly

denotes Agastya. Bergaigne, * however, does not agree with this

view. In another passage (I. 117. 11 ), the expression Simave

Manena has been explained by Sieg * as being an inversion of

* Paper read in the Vedic Section at the 18th Session of the

All-India Oriental Conference, Annamalai. 1955.

1. Cf. Arsanukramant, Bibl. Ind., P. 244.

2. ^JFMancJala VII.

3. Cf. RKVII. 33, 13.

4. Cf. ](iFI. 165 15; 166.15; 167.11; 168.10; 177.5.

Pargiter, AIHT Pp. 239-40, suggests that the names Manya and

Mandarya are derived from Mana and Mandara which seem to be

patronymics belonging to Agastya’s gotra. Sayana (RV, VSM, I,

P. 1 105 ) interprets the words Manasya Sunuh to mean Agni. cf.

Rl^ 5RR ^5^5 I It is suggested that Mana may

indicate the height of that sage ( cf. RflRH: I ). The

epithet is explained etymologically as : R^RFRWRrRl

I R5T fwniftsira: II

5. Religion Vedique, 2, 394.

6. Die sagenstoffe des flgveda, 108-119.

1
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manasya sununa, ‘by the son of Mana ’ - i. e. by Agastya.

Oldenberg, 7 on the other hand, suggests that sunor mana is

eifher the fuller form of Agastya’s name (
‘ pride of the son ’

)

in view of his high ancestry or that it denotes the son of Mana,

that is Agastya

The Manas, that is the descendants of Mana, arc alluded to

in several passages as singers. ^ Ludwig ^ conjectures that they

had settled down on the banks of the Sindhu. 'o From the point

of view of the family-relations and the social relations between

Vasistha and Agastya, stanza VIII. 33. 10 is very important.

Kosambi d gives a sociological interpretation of the myth relating

to the births of Vasistha and Agastya. He points out that Vasistha

and Agastya, in being born from the Urn are giving a good
Aryan translation of their birth from a pre-Aryan or non-Aryan

mother-goddess. Urvasi, the mother of these two seers, has

faded into insignificance but she gave birth, according to Kosambi
to two leading Brahmin clans, the Vasisthas and the Agastyas.

The jar-born sage Agastya is said to have nourished both

\arnas. The relevant stanza is generally translated as follows :

“ Agastya thus, toiling with strong endeavour, wishing for

children, progeny and power, cherished ( being a sage of mighty

strength ) both classes, and with the gods obtained his prayer’s

7. Rgveda Noten I, P. 110

L RKI. 169. 8; 171. 5; 182. 8; 184. 5.

9. Translation of the Rigveda, 3, pp. 116-117.

10. Cf. RFI. 186. 5.

11.

“ Urvasi and Pururavas ”, JBBRAS 21 y Pp. 1-30.

12. It is for this reason that Agastya is called Kumbhayont
and Vasistha is called Kunejina.

13. Apsaras. Kumbha and Puskara arc the symbols of the

mother-goddess cult.

14 RF 1.179.6
: ^ 1 Chapekar,

(
“Agastya ”, JBBRAS 28, p. 25 ) likes to interpret ugra to mean

zealous and ubhau varnau as the two categories of rsis and

Mmusyas.

2
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fulfilment, Kosambi says that, here, the words ‘ ubbau ^drnau^^

cannot mean two castes but both Aryans and non-Aryans, for

Agastya belonged to both and his hymns show clearly *ihe

character of the compromise.
,

One of the most significant achievements of Agastya, referred

to in the RF. is the reconciliation, which he is said to have

brought about between Indra and Maruts. This event is the

subject of three hymns in the RF(I. 165, 170, 171 ) and is also

often referred to in the Brdhmanas, Indra took away the beast

which was brought to be offered to the Maruts. The latter being

enraged, took up a thunderbolt with thq view to killing Indra.

Agastya, however, intervened and conciliated the Maruts with

the which is called the Kaydsubhiya sukta^^ (I. 165). In

that sukta^ Maruts put a direct question to Indra :
“ Say, ()

Indra, what thou hast against us (1. 165. 3 )
”

; and Indra replies :

“ Mine are devotions, hymns and libations ( I. 165. 4 )
” Indra

then complains against the Maruts for not helping him in fight

against the Ahi ( I. 165. 6 ) and boasts of his victory over Vrtra

( I. 165. 6, 8 ). The Maruts, eventually, become reconciled with

their leader and recognise his might and wisdom (I. 165. 9), The
poet Manya Mandarya, that is, Agastya then invokes the Maruts

in the last stanza to bring offspring with food for him. About

this hymn Wilson says that it apparently represents a vindi-

15. Griffith, Hymns of the Rigveda, I, p. 650.

16. Sayana (RF. VSM. I. p. 1067) interpiets it to "^mean

Kdmdn ca tapas ca, Griffith, op, cit suggests that probably
priests and princes or institutors of sacrifice are meant.
Bergaigne (La Religion VediqueU, 394 ff ), understands the

expression to mean the two forms or essences of Soma, the

celestial and the terrestrial.

17. TS VII. 5. 7: 2; TB II. 7. 11. I ; Maitmyam Sam,
11,1.8; Kdthaka Sam. X. 11, PB XXL 14.5; AB V, 16,

Kausuaki B. XXVI. 9.

18. Rgvidhdnal. 145-46 :

^ 3 : ii

19 As quoted by Griffith, Hymns of the Rigveda, I p. 228.

3
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cation »f the separate or at least preferential worship of Indra,

without comprehending at the same time, as a matter of course,

thft adoration of the Maruts.

As for the hymn I. 170, the. Nirukta (1.5) narrates the

following legend by way of its background :
‘‘ Agastya, having

prepared an oblation for Indra, desired to give the Maruts also

a share in it. The Maruts then pleaded with their leader in the

following words :
“ Why dost thou seek to kill us, Indra? The

Maruts are thy brothers Act amicably towards them. Do not'

kill us in the fray (1.170.3)”. Indra then says to Agastya,

“Why dost thou, brother Agastya, being our friend disregard us ?

For, we know, how thy mind is. Thou wilt not give us anything.
”

In 1.171. 4, Agastya, af-er imploring the favour of the

Maruts, says to them apologetically : “ I fled, trembling through

fear of the mighty Indra. Oblations were prepared for you; we
put them away. Be merciful to us

The whole of this story is referred to by the TB^ as follows:

Agastya was immolating bulls to be offered to the Maruts.

These bulls, Indra carried off. The Maruts ran at him brandishing

a thunderbolt. Agastya and Indra pacified them with the

Kayasubhiya sukta. Indra invited the Maruts when pacified, to

the ceremony for, the Kayasubhiya is used for pacification Hence

theSt bulls are to be offered both to Indra and the Maruts. Three

are* sacrificed on the first day, as many on the second and the

third. ^ On the last day five are immolated. ”

As has been suggested by Dandekar, 21 this legend was

perhaps based on the historical fact of a casual estrangement

between Indra, the heroic leader of the Vedic Indians, and his

trusted followers, the Maruts. It would appear that the seer

Agastya played an important role in bridging the gulf between

Indra and the Maruts and thus re-establishing the entente which

had proved most fruitful in connection with the victorious

advance of the Vedic Indians. When this historic fact was

transformed into mythology, another current of thought may

20. rflll.7. 11. 1.

21, “ Vrtraha Indra ” ABORIXXXl, V- 23.
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have influenced its consolidation. It is well-known tkat the

Maruts were originally connected with Rudra and it was only at

a later stage in the evolutionary naythology relating to them that

they came to be associated with Indra. The original non-hieratic

character of the Maruts may have helped, at least indirectly, to

emphasise the differences between them and Indra.

Another legend of a more or less personal character is

referred to in I. 179 . 22 This sukta is in the form of an intimate

dialogue between Agastya and his wife Lopamudra. Lopamudra
is tired of the coldness and neglect shown by her ascetic husband

in the matter of sexual relations. She, therefore, tries to prevail

upon Agastya to have intercourse with her. The seer responds to

her importunity but later purifies himself with a drink of the

sacred Soma. The ancient Indian tradition introduces a pupil of

Agastya in this whole scene, but that is clearly due to a

misunderstanding of the purport of the sukta»

The Puranas like the Vayu, '^3 the Brahmanda, 21 and the

22. The BD points out that some unholy thing has been

perpetrated by Agastya. The MBh Vanaparvan ( Chs. 97-99 ) also

implies the same. Lopamudra is depicted here in the best of

colours. In the ‘ RL' however, the case seems to be different.

Oldenberg’s analysis of the sukta ( ZDMG, 39, p, 68 ) is

as follows :

1-2—Lopamudra complains about Agastya’s long, ascetic

life.

3 —Contains Agastya’s answer and he complies with his

wife’s request. Lopamudra takes the initiative. Agastya

is passive.

4 —Lopamudra agrees for the union. It is an itihasa verse.

First half is Lopamudra’s speech. Second half is

narration.

5 —It is a sort of prayascitta - formula.

6 —It is an itihasa verse containing the summary of
the story

According to Geldner {Der RV, I, 257-8), stanzas 1, 2, and
4 give the speech of Lopamudra, stanzas 3 and 5 that of Agastya,
while the last stanza presents the narrative conclusion.

23. Vayu P., 97, 67.

24. Brahmanda P. HI. 67. 71.

5
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Brahnaa, 25 and the harivamsa, 26 state that, through Lopamudra’a.

favour, Alarka, king of Kasi and grandson of Pratardana, enjoyed

u^vcry long and prosperous reign, Agastya and Lopamudra thus

seem to have been contemporaneous with Alarka and may be

placed two or three generations below Vidarbha and Pratardana.

The story of Lopamudra and Agastya as given in the MBh^
would suggest the contemporaneity of the three kings, Srutarvan,

Vadhryasva and Bbarata Trasadasyu. 28 In the chronological table

of rsis Pargiter makes Agastya and Lopamudra contemporaneous

with Kanva Kasyapa, Sakuntala’s foster-father.

Agastya seems to play a particularly prominent role in the

AfBh, Three great acliievements are popularly associated with the

name of Agastya, namely, victory over Indra, victory over the

Vindhyas, and victory over the ocean. We are told how Agastya

humbled the presumptuous Vindhyas, how he drank up the

inexhaustible ocean, and how he overpowered Nahusa, a king

who had attained to the status of Indra, and cursed him to be

born as a serpent, Another legend about Agastya—though not

as well-known as the preceding ones—is narrated in the MBit,

When Agastya performed a twelve years’ sacrifice, Indra stopped

rains from pouring on the earth and the rsis who had assembled

there, were afraid that the world would have to go for twelve years

without rain. But Agarstya, refusing to be baffled, threatened

to***«hange himself into Indra and produce rain. Thereupon

reali^in^ the power of Agastya’s penances, Indra sent

plentiful rains, ^2

in his suktas inlhc RV Agastya refers to various persons.

For instance, he refers to Trnaskanda and requests the Maruts to

cut down his tribe and give himself long life Agastya’s sister

25. Brahma P. 11, 53; 13. 74.

26. Harivamsa 29. 1590,32. 1748.

27. MBh III. 98. 8595-8608

28. Pargiter AIHT, p. 168.

29. MBh. 3 Vanaparvan 103 Tirtfia: 16: 104, 1-15.

30. MBh. 104Tirtha; 16. 24; 105. 1.

31. MBh. 103 Tirtha; 15. 181 ; Ajagara 30. 43. 5 Vdyogaparvan.

32. MBh. 14, Ahamedhikaparvariy 92 Anugita, 4-38.

33. RVL 172.3.

6
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'( Agaslyasvasr
)

is said to be the seer of X. 90.9. A^aslya

furthur refers to Purukutsa, Turvayana, Kutsa, Kuyavacha,

Dhuni, Ttirvasa and Yadw. 34 Agaslya’s sister’s sons aie

referred to in X. 60.6 where their mother praises king Asamati.

The Jaimimya Upanisad Bra/imam^^ tells us how Indra

taught the Gdyatryupanisad to Agastya, since he was the oldest

among the rsis, Agastya, then, taught it to ha and thus con-

tinued the tradition. From the epic and Puranic references it

would appear that Agastya was by nature not much interested in

material things but that, at the behest of his parents, he married

Lopamudra, the daughter of the king of Vidarbha. In order to

fulfil the desires of his wife he tried to acquire wealth from

Srutarvan, Bradhnasva and Trasadasyu. The last-mentioned

directed him to llvala from whom the seer received a lot of

wealth.

It has been observed by Lassen 3^—and, indeed, quite

rightly—that the Ramdyana contains the narrative of the first

attempt of the Aryans to extend themselves to the south through

conquest. These military inroads into the south, however,

presuppose the peaceful but vigorous activities of BrahmanicaJ

missions in the same directions. When Rama comes to the

south of the Yindhya range, he meets the sage Agastya, who had

rendered the southern regions safe and easily accessible. In ilw

Ramdyana, Agastya figures as the adviser and guide of Raqa, and

as the head of the hermits who had settled down in the south'^ It

would seem that the south was originally covered with huge

forests which were first cleared up by the Brahmanical missions

who subsequently settled down there. The Raksasas who are

represented, in the various legends in the Rdmayana, as disturbing

the sacrifices instituted by the sages and devouring the priests

signify merely the savage tribes which arranged themselves in

hostile opposition to Brahmanical institutions. Before Rama
entered the south, the sage Agastya appears to have been

34. RKI. 174.

35. 4. 15. 1, 16. 1.

36. Ramdyana ( I Edition, p. 535; II Edition pp, 647tf.

)

7
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perfccfily successful in keeping the Raksasas under restraint.

For instance, at one place in the Ramayana, 3^ the destruction

Agastyaof the two Asuras, Vatapi and Ilvala, is described.

The ruthless Ilvala, disguising hjmself as a Brahmana, used to

invite other Brahmanas for a feast at Sraddha, Vatapi transformed

himself into a ram and was served by Ilvala to the Brahmanas^

After the meals, Ilvala called back his biolher, who then lore

open the bodies of the Brahmanas and came out bleating.

The same trick was played upon Agastya, who, however^

completely digested Vatapi and then burnt Ilvala by the

flash of his eye. Weber ^9 suggests that this story may have

taken its rise in the belief of some cannibals living in the

south. At another place Agastya is spoken of as the conqueror

of the south, It is interesting to note that the name Agastya

is explained in the Rumayana*^ as ‘one who controls the

mountain (agatn styayati i{i)\ that is one who has rendered

the Vindhyas penetrable by the Aryan settlers,

Agastya must accordingly be regarded as the founder of the

Aryan colonies to the south of the Vindhyas. Indeed, in course

of time, he came to be looked upon as the prototype of the Aryan

coloniser in general. This would explain why his name came to

be associated with several distant places in the south and even

vJaajj^nd. For instance, Agastya ’s name is connected with the

mountain Mahendra in the vicinity of Mahanadi in the

Pandya country.

It must, however, be remembered that in the RV itself there

are no indications of this role of Agast>a as the pioneer coloniser

of the south. Indeed, there could not have been any such indi-

37. Ramayana III, 11. 81-83 :

1 armflt

tl

38. Ramayana HI. 11. 5 ff.

39. Indische Studien I, p. 475.

40. Ramayana IV. 117. 14.

41. Ramayana Aranyakanda 11.
*’
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cations, for, the expansion of the Vedic Aryans towards the

south of the Vindhyas clearly belongs to the later Vedic and early

post-Vedic periods. It must have been in these periods that tlie

family of Agastya, the cpoifymous seer of the RK, led the

colonising Aryan missionaries to the south.

Aravamuthan ^2 points out that the Pandyas claim to be the

disciples of Agaslya. The achievements of the preceptor,

according to him, must have been attributed to the disciples. In

Java also the temples of Agastya are found 43

Agastya is thus connected with the North ^4 as well as the

South of India. He is the first Aryan explorer and the originator

of the art of colonisation. A great missionary, as he appears to

have been, his influence can be traced across the seas to the

distant lands of Combodia, Borneo and Java. In the

Indo-Javanese hierarchy of gods, highest rank is given to

Agastya. It is, indeed, possible to recognize in Agastya not

only the Aryanizer of the south, but also, the Titanic Architect

—the Great Builder of a greater India beyond the seas. 46

It is significant that I. 188, which is an AprVsukta belongs to

Agastya. It appears that by the time of the final redaction of the

RF the Agastya-family must have been so prominent that it was
considered a matter of moment that their Apri-hymn should

included in the RF. RFI. 191 is, according to the Anukramani^

Fisaghrtopanisad. It has an Atharvanic character and staniias 4,

8, 9 from this sukta arc repeated in the AF.

A2. “ Madurai Chronicles ”, JOR, Madras, VI, p. 293.

43. Agastipuri is mentioned in the MBIu ( Fanaparvan 94. 1. )

It seems to indicate a locality near Nasik. The name of Vatapi,

who was overpowered by Agastya, is preserved in present Badami.

44. The Matsya R. connects him with the Ganges, the

Yamuna and Prayaga.

45. Ganguly, “ The Cult of Agastya ”, QJMS^ Bangalore,
Vol. 27, No. 3 (January, 1927).

46. Cf. the view of K A Nilakantasastri ( Agastya or

the Rise and Spread of Hindu culture ”, JBHUl, 1937. ) ; Agastya
was an embodiment of the Brahmin intelligence that brought
about a liason between the Pre-Aryan culture arid the new Aryan
culture that supervened over all those countries in India and
Greater India

”
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In the A K. Agasiya appears as an expert in magic and
incantation and is mentioned in a long list of seers, like Atharvan,

Kasyapa,''Kanva, Kaksivan, Purumidha, Sobhari and Arcananas. -*7

In the Maitrayani samhita, cows with a peculiar mark on their

ears ( vistyakamah ) arc associated with him.

From the Puranas^ we come to know that there were three

sub-branches with which the family of Agastya was connected—
namely, the Paulastyas, the Paulahas and the Kratus. About the

Paulastyas, the following information is available. The Vaisali

line begins with Narisyanta, the son of Marutta. He had a son
Dama. Dama’s eighth successor was Trnabindu. Trnabindu gave
his daughter Ilavila to Pulastya. Their son was Visravas Ailavila.

From his wife Dcvavarnini he had a son. called Kubera
Vaisravana. Kubera had four sons, Nalakubara, Ravana,
Kumbhakarna, Bibhisana and a daughter Surpanakha. All

offsprings of Pulastya, except Kubera, were Raksasas. The
Matsya P, (202. 12-13) states that on that account Pulastya
adopted Agastya’s son and thenceforward the Paulastyas became
Agastyas. It is noteworthy that all the Paulastyas except Kubera
belonged to South India and Ceylon. About the Pulahas the
Matsya P. 49 states that Pulaha had three sons ; but, not being
pleased with them, he adopted Agastya’s son Drdhasya and so
the Paulahas are Agastyas. The Matsya P.so also states that
Kratu adopted Agastya’s son Idhmavaha and so the Kratus also
are ,?Lgastyas. Obviously, all these traditions regarding the
adoption of the sons of Agastya by other families—.mostly
belonging to the South—have their origin in the basic tradition of
Agastya being the first coloniser of the South.

The Matsya P, says that Agastya had two sons, Indrabahu
and Dr4hadyumna, while the Brahmanda p. si says that he had
three sons, namely, Aya, Dr^hayu and Idhmavaha. According to
the Sarvdnukramant and the RK however, the genealogy of
Agastya can be reconstructed as follows :

47. ^FII. 32. 3, IV. 37. 1, XVIII. 3. 15. in ^KIV. 29. 3
his name occurs as Agasti.

48 IV 2 Q
49! Matsya P.,202. 10-11.
50. 145. 114-115.

51. II. 32. 119-20.
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t

Mitravarunau

1_1

X I - . . I

Agastya (m. Lopamudra) . Vasistha

I

Drihacyuta

Idhmaviha

Out of these, Drihacyuta is the seer of IX. 25. He is not

mentioned by his name anywhere in theRF. Idhmavaha is the

seer of IX. 26 and the Anukramam says that he was the son of

Drihacyuta. This genealogical tradition seems to have been

preserved in the Pravaras of the Agastyas as given by the AsSS, 52

It is said in the sukta^ that the Pravaras are ‘ Agastya,

Darcjhacyuta and Idhmavaha ’ or optionally ‘ Agastya, Dardha-
cyuta, Somavaha

Sayana 53 has often made a reference to Agastya being a

family-priest of king Khela and to Vispala being Khela’s wife.

The RF. however, does not afford any clear evidence to

corroborate this tradition. On examining all the references to

Vispala in the RF. Chapekar 54 comes to the conclusion that

Vispala was not connected in any way to Khela and likewise there

is no corroboration that Agastya was the the priest of Khela. ^

52. .4i55 12. 15. 3: I

53. Cf. Sayanabhasya on I. 117. 11, RF, VSM, I, p. 732.

54. Chapekar, “ Agastya”, JBBRAS, 28, p. 28.
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KAUTILYA studies

by

Buddha Prakash, Saharanpur

III

Saiivarnakudyakam Tailaparnikam

In the twcnty-nirtth chapter of the second book ( adhikarana )

of the Arthasastra Kosa-pravesya-ratna-panksa'^ Kautilya

refers to a kind of sandal called tailaparnika^, which was
produced in Suvarnakudya. Besides this substance, the linen

1. /tr///(^sa^7ra of Kautilya IT, 29 cd R Shamasastry. p 78.

cRrm-'-T ^1%; iTJsftq TT^TTf^^

€TU: I

2. The fact that tailaparnika is a variety of sandal is clear

from the Amarakosa If,6, 131 l®qT%nT5?fiq

According to its commentator Ksirasvamin, this kind of sandal is

yellow and cold and is found on a mountain named Tailaparna.

In his opinion, the name gosxrsa is also derived from the name of

a mountain where it grows. He suggests another etymology of

tailaparnika by remarking that its leaf is like that of tila (sesame)

and it grows near the river Tilaparni. Another commentator
of the Amarakosa Sarvananda holds that tailaparnika is

white and cold sandal. The Amarakosa adds that it is the name of

red sandal also 5 The Arthahastra

refers to ail these varieties of tailaparnika.
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called dukula^ and the fibrous garment called patrorna'^ are also

said to have been manufactured there. As is manifest from a

perusal of the whole paragraph relating to tailaparnika, the

product of Suvarnakucjya is distinguished from that of Svaira-

bhumi, called Kaleyaka.

Suvarnakucjya is mentioned in the Harivamsapuram th®

Saddharmasmrityupasthdnasutra * and the Mahdniddesa. ’ Varaha*

3.

Arthasastra II, 29 P. 80 ^I|f% iki 55,

«T5tTii ^ I

The fabric called dukula was manufactured with the tissue of

a plant bearing this name. According to the Harivamsapurdna

[231, 12680 ] the dukula plants adorned the garden of

Hiranyakasipu. In the Tibetan

translation of the this fabric is named as du-ku-

laU-ras and in its Chinese rendering it is called the cloth of ko-

4. Arthasastra II, 29 P 80

Patrorna was a kind of tussor made of the fibres of the barks

of trees, like and Ksirasvamin's remarks on it

agree with those of the Arthasastra cf. Amarakosa II, 6, 3, 14..

But m the

Amarakosa [11, 6, 3, 14J there is a confusion between the pa)r6<rna

and ksauma and kauseya or silk, in

the Mahdbhdrata [
XIIL 111, 5503 ], however, ksauma and dukula

are clearly distinguished.

5. Harivamsapurdna [ 236, 12830 ]

6. This text was translated into Chinese by Gautamaprajndruci

in the sixth century. A. D. f Sylvain Levi, Pour I ’ Hisioire du

Rdmdyana in Journal Asiatique
[
1918 ] Vol. II P. 20 ].

7. Mahdniddesa ed. Louis de la Vallee-Poussin and E. J.

Thomas Vol I P. 154-55; Vol ILP. 414-15, discussed hy Sylvain

Ldvi, Ptolemie, le Niddesa et la Brihatkatha^ in Etudes Asiatiques

Vol. II Pp. 22, 36, 37

2
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mihira refers to a place Hemakutya, a variant of which is Hema-
lcud|ya, according to Utpala, the commentator of his BrhatsaMiita.^

Hemakuta is mentioned in later literature also but on account of

its resemblance with the mythical mountain of gold named Sumeru
which is located in the north of Jambudvipa it is confused and

identified with its northern namesake, ^ The word kudya is a

variant of the Tamil word which means a town or place

of Habitation, From this word have also come pura, kuruy

gura, ura, ur which form the endings of a large number of

place-names in India and abroad. Analogous to these words
are the following words for ^ village ’ in the Munda languages :

Santali aro, Mahle afo, Mundari hdiu, Birhar hdto and Dhangar
hdt6^ Corresponding to these words are the Indonesian names
ending in kuta. In Java kuta means “ the court ” and “ the royal

residence” and in Malay and Achin kuta, in Minangkabao
koto and in Batak huta signify a village, town or residence. From
the roots underlying these words have emerged the words for
^ skin ’ and * bark which have the connotation of covering,

closing, shutting and protecting , ^2 e, g. Cam kulit (skin) and

kaduh {h2ixk), Bahnar akar (skin) and k^dah (bark), Malay

keiok^ ketOy and geto ( skin ), hetong ( scales of fish ), keto ’

(, p^shell ) and ketong ( shell of a tortoise ). In these languages

the verbs meaning surround” have also emanated from the

same roots e. g, Bahnar kot^ Stieng koty Sedang kot^ Mon dakaty

8. Brhatsamhitd ed. Kern fXlV, 9]. Bibliothica Indica

edition Vol. 1 P. 288 cited in F. N. 40.

9. Kddamban of Banabhatta ed. Peterson P. 136 IcHR

; Harsacariia ed. Kane P. 59

^ q?:Tlg i

10. Yule and Burnell, Hobxon-Jobson S. V. Tuticorin.

1 1 Linguistic Survey of India Vol. IV Pp. 272-5.

12. Brandstetter, Indonesian Linguistics ( tr C. O, Blagden

)

• P. 34 [
cited by Jean Przyluski, Names of Indian Towns in the

Geography ofPtolemy P, C. Bagchi, Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian

in Ind'a P. 144 ]

3
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1

Malay /Aro;, jekod anA ceka*- Thus it is clear that the Sanskrit
^ ^ •

t

words kuta and kudya arc derived from an Austric-Indonesian

base signifying a village, city, enclosure or wall. On this show^Ing

the word Suvarnakudya me/ans ‘city of gold' and its exact

synonym is Kanakapura or Kanakapun,

Kanakapiin is mentioned in the Kathdsaritsdgara of Somadeva

which is a compendium of the Brhatkathd of Gunadhya. 'The

story under reference relates to One Saktideva who heard of

Kanakapuri and intending to know its whereabouts approached

an ascetic Dirghatamas. The saint’expressed his ignorance of the

location of this place but gave his opinion' that it must have been

situated near an island called Utsthala somewhere in dvipantara^

that IS, the lands beyond the sea. Saktideva then reached the

port of Vitaukapura and set sail for that island of Utsthala in the

company of a merchant named Samudradaita. His ship foundered

in the way and, as he was swimming through, a boat belonging to

his father came to his rescue Then the party reached the island

and enquired of the king thereof about their journey to

Kanakapuri. The king referred tl em to the islands beyond the

sea or Dvipantara for their destination. This story shows that the

city of Kanakapuri which is but another name of Suvarnakudy^

lay somewhere in the Indian Archipelago beyond the Bay of

Bengal. Since tlie Brhatkathd of Gunadhya belongs to'*^ine*

13. Kathdsaritsdgara ch. XXV-XXVI

^ I

%: ^ flF II

^ ^ m i

^
1

1

^ ^ I

sTltr II

4
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opening centuries of the Christian era, ^^ the name of Kanakapuri

must have been current about that time.

In the second century A. D. ’the Alexandrian geographer

Claudius Ptolemaeus ( cir. 150-170) who knew of the Peninsula

of Gold ( khruse Khersonesos) mentioned the town Suvarna-

gouru in his Tables. Here " goura" is a variant of ^ pura^ and

the name of this town, Suvarnapura, recalls Kanakapuri or

Suvarnakucjya. In his geography of the Far-East a large number

of place-names are based on the words denoting gold.

Arab writers, v/ho have referred to the lands of the Archi-

pelago and the Malay Peninsula under the general name of

Bilad-al-zah'db-M'aURanaj or the countries of gold and silver

after the Indian nomenclature, have mentioned a city named

al-Ranaj. Abu Zaid describes this city as facing the lands of

China, the distance between them being one month’s journey ora

little less by sea. The palace of the Maharaja constructed in it is

14. Though the date of Gunadhya is a subject of controversy,

it is certain that this author flourished under the Satavahanas who

reigned up to the middle of the 4th century A. D. A. Weber

placed the Brhaikathd in the 6th century A. D.
[
History of

•Mdkm Literature P.213]; A. B. Keith considered it not later

than 500 A. D.
[
History of Sanskrit Literature^V. 268 ]; Speyer

called;! k work of the fifth, century A. D. [
Studies about the

Kathdsaritsagara P. 45 ] ;
Lacote relegated it to the third century

A. D.
[
Essay on Gunadhya and the Brihatkathd Eng. tr. by Rev.

A. M. Tabard Pp. 26-28 ]. Biihler and Macdonnell took it to have

been written in the second or the first century A. D. f
Detailed

Report of a tour in search of Sanskrit manuscripts, in Journal

of the Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic Society ( 1877 ) P* 47;

History of Sanskrit Literature?. 376 1 ; arud Durgaprasad and

Parab treated it as a work of the first century A. D. [ Kathdsarit-

sdgara. Preface P. 1 ]

15. Louis Renou, La Geographic de Ptolemee, Vlnde

( VII, 1-4).

16. Buzurg bin Shahryar; ‘ Ajdib al-Hind translated by P. A*

Van Der Lith and Devic, Le Livre des Merveilles de Vlnde par le

Capitaine Bozorg P. 154.

5
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said to have been equipped with a thalaj ( pond ) in which bricks

of gold were thrown fee treasuring. Among the peculiarities of
this place parrots and peacocks of various hues, birds resembUng
parrots, big white monkeys, winged cats and vast dragons are

specifically mentioned. The accounts of this city leave no room
for doubt that it was situated on ihe coast facing Cambodia.
The title of its ruler al-Fatijah is a rendering of the honorific

Vijayapali mentioned in the Ligor inscription.

Chinese geographers of the opening centuries of the

Christian era were also familiar with a land towards the

Archipelago which they called Kin-lin. The first part of this

word kin meant gold in Chinese and the second lin was equivalent

to tehi'en which was pronounced as d'ien and served as a trans-

cription of dya. Thus in the correspondence of Kin-lin to

Suvanjakudya the first syllable is a translation of the former part

and the second one is a partial transliteration of the latter part.

According to Chinese texts Kin-lin was situatecj to the west of

Fu-nan along the Great Bay at a distance of more than two

thousand li from it. From Kin-lin one reached the four countries

of Pien-teou ( Pan-teou ), Fou-k'oun ( Tou-kun, Takkola ), Kiu-li

( kiu-ya ) and Pi-song ( Vesunga ) after sailing for 3000 li. ^8 We
learn from Chinese texts that the famous ruler of Fu-nan, Fan
Che-man, died in course of an expedition to Kin-lin B. R.
Chatterji holds that Kin-lin lay in Sumatra 20 but Chinese

accounts show that it must have been somewhere from ^Lower

Burma to the Malaya Peninsula. At any rate, the identification

17. Ibn Faqih 10; Ibn Khurdadbih 65; Abu’l Fida 372

al-Idrisi X, 67 cited in S. M. Yusuf, Al-Ranaj; Arab Navigation

in the Bay of Bengal and the Gulf of Siam in the thirdand thefourth

centuries A. H. in Islamic Culture Vol. XXIX no 2 ( April 1955 )

Pp. 77-103 at page 94.

18. Sylvain Levi, Ptoleme'e, le Niddesa et la Brihatkathd^ in

Etudes Asiatiques Vol. II. Pp. 36-37.

19. Georges Coedes, Les Etats Hindouises rf’ Indochine et

d' Indonesie P. 74.

20. B. R. Chatterji, TAc Hindu Kingdoms of Indochina and

Java, in Cultural Heritage ofIndia Vol. Ill P, 97.

6
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of Suv'arnakucjiya with a place of South India like Suvarnagiri

mentioned in the Yerragudi inscription of Asoka or Suvarna*

pitrvaia referred to in the Hitopadesa has no leg to stand upon as

all the authorities examined so far unmistakably show that its

location has to be sought in the Far-East on the right side of the

Bay of Bengal. 21

Before considering the chronological aspect of the reference

to Suvarnakuejiya in the Arthasdstra, it is necessary to study some
other geographical data given in this work in the same context.

Just after Suvarnakudya Purnadvipa or Purnakadvipa is mentioned

in it as a source of the supply of tailaparnika. Since I have
discussed the problem of the identification of this island in

another paper, ‘^2
it is needless to enter into the details of the

same here. Suffice it to say that this country is identical with

P'o-ni mentioned in the Man-shu^ the Chu fan che of Chao Ju-kua
and the History of the Sung of To’-to, which has been identified

with Borneo by Paul Pelliot. 23 n is noteworthy that the western

coast of Borneo was called Puni in the tenth century. Later on
the name Porunei was given to the whole island. From this word
has come the name Brunei which is situated on the north-western

coast of Borneo. The modern name Borneo is based on the old

names Brunei or Porunei. Thus Purnadvipa of the Arthasdstra

stands for Borneo.

Kautilya refers to the soft and yellow tailaparnika sandal
produced in Suvarnabhumi known as Kdleyaka, Evident[y this

variety had something to do with a place having a name resembling
Kdla, Kautilya himself mentions Kdlaparvata as the home of a

2 1. In this connection it may be interesting to note that in

the Peninsular regions several place-names still recall the

tradition of the Alderado of ancient times. A city on the Mekong
is named Savarnakhet and another on the Me Yom, a tributary
of the Menam is called Savankalok.

22. Buddha Prakash, Purnadvipa to be shortly published in

the Sir Jadunath Sarkar Commemoration Volume.

23. Paul Pelliot, Deux Itineraires de Chine en Indea la fin du

huitieme siecle, in Bulletin de Pecole Francaise d'Extreme Orient

(1904) Vol. IV P. 287.

7
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good variety of sandal. 24 Curiously enough, we get a reference

to an island named Kaliyadvipa in the Jaina text Jndtadharma-

kaiha, 25 \ party of merchants once reached there after braving^'a

storm in the sea. They foun.d there the mines of gold, silver,

diamonds and other jewels, striped horses and aromatic sub-

stances They loaded their ships with these goods and sailed back

to their port. On hearing of the wealth of that island the king

also sent an official mission there. Arab writers also describe a

place kalah or kilah which the sailors reached after six days’

journey from Lanjbalus ( Nicobars ). . t was a large and important

island on the right hand right of al-Hind of which it marked the

beginning from the direction of China. It is said to have

constituted a half-way port between China and the land of the

Arabs and is described as an emporium of trade of various

commodities like incense-wood, camphor, sandal, ivory

white lead, aromatics and spices. Its chief product is stated to have

been white lead, which gave birth to the word for polishing and

plating in Arabic QalaU which is also used in India and owes its

origin to the fact that the material for polishing was produced in

Kala. We learn from Ibn-khurdadbih that contiguous to the island

of kalah were the islands of Jaba ( Java ;
Shalabit and Harlaj and

that to the left of it at a distance of two days’ journey was the

island called Balus, which is to be identified with Sumatra as

will be shown later. 26 These data about the location of kala leST"

us to identify it with the Isthmus of Kra in the Malaya Peninsula.

In ancient times Indian navigators either sailed througfl the

channel between the Andamans and the Nicobars and touched

the Malay Peuinsula at Takua Pa or taking a route more to the

south between the Nicobars and the head of Achin reached Kedah.

FromTakua Pa the merchandise was trans-shipped to Ch’aiya, from

Kedah to Singora and from Kra to Cfa’ump’on. All these localities

are ancient places as archaeological finds testify. 27 the lime of

24. Arthasastra II, 29 P. 78

25. Jhatadharmakatha Pp. 137 ff cited in Moiicandra,

Sarihavdha Pp. 171-172.

26. Ibn-khurdadbih, al-Masalik-wal-Mamdlik P. 66 cited in

S. M. Yusuf, al-RanaJ, Islamic Culture, op, cit. ( P. 81 F. N. 4 f

27. H. O. Quatrich Wales, Archaeological Researches on

Ancient Indian Colonization in Malaya, in the Journal ofthe Malaya

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society Vol XVIII No. 1, 1940.

8
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the coming of Arab navigators this region of Kalah was under the

domination of one Maharaja, who held sway over Sribuza

( Srivijaya = Palembang = Sumatra ) also, as we learn from the

account of the Persian geographer* Abu Zaid Hasan ( 910 A. D
)

who derived this information from the itinerary of the Arab

merchant Sulaiman (851 A. D. ). This datum is confirmed in

the Tanjore inscription of Rajendra Chola I ( 101 1 A. D. ) which

refers to Maravijayottungavarman as a descendant of the

family of the Sailendras who ruled both over Srivijaya and

Kataha,29 these two lands being identical with Sribuza and

Kalah of the Arab-Persian accounts

S. M. Yusuf prefers the identification of Kalah with the delta

of the Irrawaddy in Burma to that with the Isthmus of Kra on

the ground that the latter is called Kadrangor Kardang distinctly

in Arabic works and that kula or kla is a Burmese name for

immigrants from Coniinental India. But this view is not

tenable firstly because it is hard to comprehend that the navigators

turned north from the Nicobars and then sailed along the coast

to the Peninsular region making in this way a long and cumbrous
detour and secondly since this region is said to be closely related

to Java and at a distance of two days’ journey only from Balus’

which, as will be presently shown, is the same as Baros in

Si.matra. Hence the equation kalah = kra proposed by Coedes

is souncj and satisfactory. The modern name of Kra is a clear

reminiscence of the ancient designation kala.

Moticandra suggests the identification of Kaliyadvipa with

Zanjibar mainly on the ground that striped horses or zebras are

said to have been found there.*^^ But this island is also said to have
been the home of aromatics and precious metals which were
regarded as the peculiarities of the Far East in ancient Indian

28. G. Ferrand, Relations de Voyages et Textes Geographiques

Arqbes, Persons et Turks relatifs a Vlndochine (Paris 1913)

Vo). I 82-83.
\ / / ^

29. G. Coedes, Les Etais HindouUes d*Indochine et d'Indonesie

P. 240.

: . 30. S. M. Yusuf, Al-Ranaj, Islamic Culture, op cit pp. 82-83.

31. Moticandra, SartAflvaAaP. 172.

9
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geographical notions. Besides this, the Arthaiastra uses the term

in a context of Far Eastern localities noted for sandal. Hence

it is safer to place this land in the Far East though there m^ay

have been some confusion about its flora and fauna in later

times.

Kautilya mentions the tailaparnika called johgaka which is

reddish yellow and smells like a blue lotus flower or like the

urine of a cow (johgakam raklapUakam-utpalagandhi gomutra-

gandhi va ). According io him, jongaka is also the name of a

sandal which is red or dark-red and soft and signifies agaru

( amyris agallocha ) as well. 32 In Eastern Java we find a place

named Jangala or Ujung Galuh. It is a port on the della of the

Brantas. In the Chu-fan-che of Chau Ju-kua it is called

Jong-ya-lou.33 As Sylvain Levi has shown, the ending " la ’ or ‘ ra
’

in certain place-names is a peculiarity of the Austric-Asiatic

languages which are current in the Indian Archipelago. Levi

has ascribed the liquid ending in some Indian names like Kosala,

Tosala, Utkala, Mekala etc. to this tendency which prevailed in

India as a result of the existence of the Austric race in the

Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian period. 3* Thus separating the

liquid ending from the name in question we get the form Jang or

Jong. In ancient times this name denoted the whole of Eastern

Java beyond the Brantas, To the east of this river lay the ki»#---

dom of Jangala and to its west was the stale of Panjalu. The
boundary between these two stales was sometimes marked by

this river and sometimes by a wall the ruins of which arc still

found between the mountain Kawi and the southern coast of the

island. In the east Jangala comprised the region of Malang and

the delta of the Brantas including the ports of Surabaya, Rembang
and Pasuruban. The capital of Jangala was at Kahuripan. It

was the seat of the famous monarch Airlanga ( 1006-1049 A. D. )

32. Arthasastra II, 29 P. 78.

33. Chu-fan-che of Chau Ju-Kua Eng. translation by Hirth

and Rockhill Pp. 83, 86.

34. Sylvain Levi, Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India Eng.

tr by P. C. BagehipPp. 96-97.
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%

After the death of this king this kingdom was annexed to the rival

sl^te of Panjalu or Kediri. Among the epigraphic records coming

from this region is an ordinance relating to the irrigation works

completed under the king Rake Halu, Sri Samarotsaha Karna-

kesana Dharmavamsa Kirtisimha Jayantakatuhgadeva. The Jong

of Kautilya is evidently identical with this region.

The analogue of jongaka is dohgaka. The dohgaka variety of

agaru is described as black in contrast to jongaka which is dark

and variegated. '^5 This shows that dohgaka came from a land

different from that of jongaka. Since we have identified yengfl/ra

with the product of Jangala region in Eastern Java we should

search for the home of dohgaka in some other country. In this

search we come across the locality called Dong-diiong in Champa.

Dong-duong, Fra-kien and Mi-son are the chief archaeological

sites of Quang-nam which is a kind of holy land of Champa.

From Dong-diiong has come a beautiful bronze image of Buddha

belonging to the school of Amaravati which is the most ancient

vestige of Indian penetration in Champa. ^6 In the latter half of

the ninth century Laksmmdra Bhumisvara Gramasvamin known

as Indravarman II who was the founder of the dynasty of

Indrapura in Champa established the famous Mahayana Buddhist

foundation centring round the monastery of Laksmindralokesvara

<xi Dong-Duong whose ruins attest its ancient glory. 37

‘ (^.hampa is known as al-sanf in Arabic texts. It was the

home of sandalwood and a special fragrant wood called al-‘ Ud
al-Sanfi. This country was known as the Sandalwood Island

’’

on this account. The reference to the agaru of Dong in the

Arthasastra is a pointer to the richness of Champa in aromatics

and fragrant articles.

35. Arthasastra IT, 29 P. 78

36. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and

Indonesian Art P. 197,

37. H. Parmentier, Inventaire descriptif des monuments

chams de VAnnam Vol. I. P. 439.

38. G. E. Gerini, Researches on Ptolemy's Geography of

Eastern Asia^ Further India^ Indo-Malay Peninsula. Pp. 225-243

;

Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson S. V. ‘‘ Champa *’
; S' M, Yusuf,

AhRanajt op. cit P. 89.
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Just after mentioning the sandal of Jong, Kautilya refers to

its variety called taurupOy which resembled jongaka in 'all

characteristics. It was also red or dark red and soft. A variant

of the word taurupa is taurusa according to Shama Sastry. The
reading of this word is evidently very corrupt here. It is likely

that this word is Varusavihxch is mentioned in iht Arya-marijusri'^

mula-kalpa among the islands of the Indian Archipelago. In a

list of the Eastern Islands given in the Brhatsamhita of Varaha-

mihira this name occurs as Vrsa, in a passage of the Maha-
bharata^^ there is a reference to Karusa^ a variant of which is

Varusa. Moticandra prefers the reading of the phrase Karuse

ca samudrante as vdrisena samudrdnte* ^ob But a better reading

would be varuse ca samudrante. The fact that some island in the

Indian Archipelago is intended in this verse is manifest from the

reference to the wealth of fragrant woods like sandal and agaru

and the heaps of perfumes, gold and jewels in this context. This

Vdrusa is the same as Varusa of the Arya-mavjusrimula-kalpa and

39* Arya-mdf\jusri-mula-kalpa ed. T. Ganapati Shastri Vol.

II P. 322.

40. Brhatsamhita XIV, 9 Bibliothica Indica edition Vol. I,

P. 288,

II

for Kern’s notes see Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society ( new
series ) Vol. V P. 83.

40a. Mahdbhdrata. Sabhaparvan, 52, 8-10.

q;55^sT5RT ^ i

qqqi^it ii

40b. MancAUDRA, Geographical and Economic Studies in the

Mafmbhdrata Pp. 84-85.
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Vrsa ipf the Brhatsamhita noted above. In the work of Ibn

Kliurdadbih its form is Balus and in the account of al-Idrisi its

variants are Jalus and Jalush, According to the former Arabic

writer this island was at a distance of two days’ journey to the east

of Kalah. Evidently this name corresponds to Barousai mentioned

by Ptolemy which has been identified with Baros on the western

coast of Sumatra. 42 In the vicinity of this region has been found

a Tamil inscription of 1088 engraved by an Indian guild of traders

of southern India. Marco Polo calls it Fansur, the country ot

camphor par excellence. The above variants of the names of this

country and its importance in ancient times vouch for its identi-

fication with the Taurusa ( Varusa ) of the Arthasastra,

After mentioning the sandal called Taurusa ( Varusa

)

Kautilya describes a yellowish red sandal known as maleyaka or

maleya.^^ This name may be conveniently equated with the name

of the Malaya Peninsula. Similarly grameruka coming from

grameru 44 may be identified with a product of gramapura. This

place was the home of Jaya Indravarman who played an important

part in the events of Campa in 1 177. 45

41. S. M. Yusuf, Al-Ranaj of. cit. P. 84.

42. Sylvain Levi, Ptokmie, le Niddesa et la Brihatkatha, in

Etudes Asiatiques HP 27.

43. Arthasastra II, 29, p. 78

44. ibid ^17

45. While identifying the place-names of the Arthasastra

with the localities of the Far East, the fact that sandal, which is

mainly dealt with in this work in the paragraphs under reference,

was the chief product of the Malay Peninsula and the Archipelago

has to be taken into consideration. The Arab writers Ibn - al

Baytar and Abul Fa<}l Jaf’ar have particularly mentioned the

high quality of the sandal of these regions, f G. Ferrand,/?e/a/io«s

de voyages ei textes geographiques Arabes, Persons et Turks relatifs

aV Indochine Vol. I P. 279; ibid Vol. 11 p. 605 ]
Sidi ‘ Ali Salibi

calls the island of Timur (
Timor l to the south of Java and those

called Bandan ( Bupda ) situated to the east of Timor ‘ the

( continued on the next page )
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The above study of Suvarnakudya, Purnadvipa, Kiliyzvdvipa,

johgaka, dohgaka, taurOsa, Malcya and grameruka and their

identification with the localities of Malaya Peninsula and t^e

Archipelago show the wide range of knowledge of the author of

the Arthasastra in regard to these lands. It leaves no room for

doubt that this author was fully conversant with the economic
geography of the Far-East. The definite and precise references

to the places mentioned above are in contrast to the vague and
indeterminate notices of the golden lands ( suvarnabhumi ) in

Buddhist Jatakas and other works. In order to ascertain the date

on or about which these references could have possibly been made
it is necessary to consider first the chronology of the works in

which these eastern lands are mentioned. To begin with, let us

take the Jatakas. The Samkha-jataka and the Mahajanakajataka

refer to the voyages of Indian merchants to suvarnabhumi via

Tamralipti. ^6 Though it is indicated in these stories that

Suvarnabhumi lay beyond the high sea, no definite data about its

location or situation are available in them. In these fables it is

treated as a wonderland of adventure, romance and wealth which

excited the interest and fired the imagination of Indian merchants

and mariners and side by side exaggerated their achievements in

the estimation of the common people. The Jatakas were popular

in the Buddhist world two or three centuries before Christ as is

manifest from the sculptures on the stupa of Bhaihut depicting

scenes from these stories and sometimes containing their names

also, e. g, Isimigo jataka, Uda-jataka, Biddla-jataka which .Jiave

been assigned to about 200 B C. Though the gathas of these

( continued from previous page

)

countries of sandal ’

[
G Ferrand, ibid Vol II p. 513 ]. About

the sandal of these regions Crawford observes as follows : while

going to the east from Java and Madura one finds sandalwood

in small quantities in many islands. The more one advances m
the cast, the more it becomes abundant and excellent. At Time r

its quality and quantity become of the first order ”
[ Crawford

History of the Indian Archipelago Vol. I p. 519 ].

46. Sarnkhajdtaka ( ed. Fausboll no 442 ; Mahajanakajataka

Fausboll no 539 ).

47. Sylvain Levi, Les jataka^ in Memorial Sylvain Levi cd:

Jae'^ques Bacat p 43.

14
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Jatakois are old, their prose narratives were reduced to the present
*

form much later. The original Pali version was first rendered

inio Singhalese and this later redaction was retranslated into Pali

prose about the beginning of the Christian era and incorporated

in the existing Pali Tripitaka. Even if this theory is not

accepted it is undoubted that the prose portions of these tales

are later than the verses.

Reference to Suvarnabhumi is also made in the account of

the Buddhist council ( sangiti ) held at Pataliputra under the

leadership of Maudgaliputra Tisya ( Moggalliputta Tissa ) in the

time of Asoka. Two sthaviras Sona and Uttara are said to have

been sent to Suvarnabhumi for the propagation of the faith. 49

C. O. Blagden subscribes to the plausibility of the tradition of

the mission of these monks to the ‘ Land of Gold ’ which he

identifies with Burma, so But the absence of any reference to this

country in the inscriptions of Asoka makes one look askance at

this tradition. B. M. Barua has pointed out the fact that the places

where the missions are said to have been sent are all indicated by
the find-spots of the kalsi, Mansehra, Shahbazgarhi ‘Girnar and
Sopara versions of Asoka’s Rock Edicts and the Hyderabad and
northern Mysore copies of his Minor Edict. Only Suvarnabhumi

and Tamraparni are not explicable by the findspots of his inscri-

ptions. Hence Barua assumes that Suvarnabhumi was a later

• substitution for Suvarnagiri, which is identical with Suvarnavati,

a city of .south India described in the Hitopadesa
( II, I )

5i. it is

quite likely that the reading Suvarnabhumi crept in at

a later period.

Among ancient literary works that refer to Suvarnabhumi

the Ramayana is also very important. In the Kiskindhakancja
_

48. Sylvain Levi, Les JataVa, of cit p 12. Levi holds that

the Pali canon was codihed in Ceylon a little before the dawn of
the Christian era. The original discourses of Buddha were in the

Magadhi language which was different from Pali. [ Sylvain Levi,

Les saintes ecritures du Bouddhisme, op. cit, pp. 81-82 1.

49. Mahdvamsa XU. 44-50; Dipavamsa VUl, I f ; Sdmanta-
pdsddikd I p. 63 f.

’ 50. Epip-aphia Burmica Vol III Pp. 83-84.

51. B. M. Barua, Aioka and his Inscriptions p. 325.
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Sugriva sends his envoys in different directions in search Qf Sita.

Describing the countries of the east to his emissary Vinata he

refers to Yavadvipa, Suvarnarupyakadvipa and Samudradvipa. 52

The geography of the quest of Sita is based on an original work
composed probably in Kashmir, which served as a source of

information of the countries, continents and towns mentioned in

the geographical sections of the harivamsapurana and the

SaddharmasmrtyupasthanasAtra translated into Chinese in the

sixth century by Gautamapraj^aruci. After a brilliant and

penetrating study of the geographical data given in these sections

of the Ramiyana in comparison with other cognate texts Sylvain

Levi held that this account is not earlier than the second century

B. C. and not later than the first century A. D. 5?

52. Ramayana, Kiskindhakdnda 40, 28-31

II

ftrfeft irw i

ibid, 40, 36-37

cRt; I

53 Sylvain Levi, Pour VHistoire du Ramayana, Journal
\

Asiatique (1918) p. 149 “ Le temps ou le voyageur qui sortait de
y N \

I’Inde trouvait au*dela de I’lndus un pays scytbique, un pays Grec

un pays Parihe et un pays Tokharien ne peut pas etre de
' \ \

beaucodp anterieur au deuxieme siecle avant J. C. ni de beaucotip

posterieur au primiere siecle de I’ere.
”

The Samudradvipa of the Ramayana is the same as the

Sigaradvipa of the Mababharata. Sahadeva is stated to have

( continued on the next page )
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As regards other texts referring to the countries of the Eastern

/Archipelago, the Brhatkatha of Gunacjhya belongs to some period

in the first three centuries of the Cjiristian era as we have discussed

earlier; the Mahaniddesa Milindapdnho were composed

about the dawn of this era; the notices of Ptolemy are of the

second century A, D. and the data of the Pumnas^ the

Aryamapjusnntulakalpa and the Brhatsamhita are posterior to the

time of Christ, There is, however, a passage in the Tslrhhan-shu

of the Chinese writer Pan-kou, who lived not later than the first

century A. D, in which he describes the sea-route from Je-nan to

Houang -che and states that the people of that kingdom had been

sending tributes to the Chinese court from the time of emperor

Wu ( 140-86 B. C. ). It is also said in this text that emperor

Wang Mang sent rich presents to the king of Houang-che and

asked him to send an embassy with a live rhinoceros. 5^

Herrmann locates Houang-che in Abyssinia, Laufer in Malaya
and Ferrand in South India. Agreeing with the view of Ferrand,

K, A. Nilakanta Sastri identifies Houang-che with Kaiici and

shows that Ch’na and South India came into contact with each

other by the sea route in the second century B. C. Hence it may
be argued that the lands of the Archipelago were known to the

merchants and mariners of south India in the 2nd century

B. C. Though the identification of Houang-che is highly con-

troversial and no opinion can he pronounced on it with finality,

( continued from previous page )

defeated the Mlecchas, Nisadas, Karnapravaranas and kalamukhas

there (Mahdbharata Sablmparvan^ 28, 44-45 ). Bhima is also said

to have vanquished its king and obtained a tribute of sandal,

jewels, pearls, gold, silver, coral and diamonds. Mahabhurata II,

27, 25-26 ). But the data of the Mahabharata are not so definite

and detailed as those of the Ramayana.

54. Paul Pclliot has translated this passage in his paper

*^Vorigine du nom de Chine'" in Toung Pao ( 1912 ) ]Pp. 457-459. It

has been cited and commented upon by K A. Nilakanta Sastri,

The Beginnings of Intercourse between India and China, Indian

Historicdl Quarterly (1938) { Winternkh Memorial Volume Part I ]

p. 380.
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yet, the acceptance of Ferrand*s view at best shows that Indian

contacts with the Far East date from the second century B.

We have seen above that the literary notices and references

to the lands of the Indian Archipelago are not earlier than the

second century B. C. and attain precision and certitude about the

beginning of the Christian era. Let us now cast a flying glance

at the archaeological and epigraphic evidence of the expansion of

Indian culture in Indochina and Indonesia. In Burma the most

ancient vestiges of Indian influence that have so far come to light

•are the fragments of the Pali canon dated about 500 A. D. found

at Moza and Maungun. In the Basin of Menam nuddhisl

sculptures of the Gupta style and a bronze statue of Buddha
belonging to the Amaravati school have been discovered which

cannot be earlier than the third and fourth centuries of the

Christian era. In Cambodge the Chinese place the foundation of

. the kingdom of Fu - nan by the Brahma^a Kaundinya in the first

, century A. D. They established relations with it in the third half

of the third century A. D. The oldest of the four Sanskrit

inscriptions found in that country is also of the third century

A. D. The finds of Oc Eo in western Cochinebine to the south of

Phnom Bathe including a golden medallion of Antonine dated

152 A. D. belongs to the second and third centuries. About the

kingdom of Campa on the coast of Annam the Chinese begin to

speak from 190-193 A. D. and the most ancient archaeological

vestige found so far is the statue of Buddha of Dong-duong,

which is one of the finest specimens of the art of Amaravati. On
the Malaya Peninsula, the Chinese mention the Hindu states

towards the end of the second century A. D. and the Sanskrit

inscriptions found there do not take us beyond the fourth century

A. D. In the Archipelago, the Sanskrit inscriptions of Mula-

varman found in Borneo date from the beginning of the 5tb

century A D., those of Purijavarman discovered in Java from the

middle of the same century, though Buddha images unearthed at

55. Ferrand holds that the process of hinduisation of the

Indonesian and Indochinese countries started before the rise of

the Christian era, G. Ferrand, Le fCouen-Louen et les anciennes
V

navigations inter-oceaniques dans les mers du Sud. in Journal

Asiatique ( 1919) p. 20.
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SetnpSga in Celebes are more ancient. On the basis of these data

G. Coedes observes :
“ it appears to me, therefore, prudent to

sty simply that the Hindu colonisation, intense in the second and

third centuries of our era, bore all its fruits in the fourth and

the fifth .” » *

Our enquiry has led us to conclude that the earliest time

when the lands of the Far-east including the Indo-Chinese and

Malaya Peninsula and the Archipelago became known to Indian

merchants and mariners was the second century B. C. Of course,

there was some contact between these lands and the coastal regions

of India from Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian times, but these

regions were called by the names given to them in India in the

historical period in the second or first century B. C. for the

earliest time. The Arthdsastra^ as seen above, shows a detailed

knowledge of these lands of the Far East. Being a treatise on
statecraft and administration, it mentions these countries from

a commercial and economic standpoint which a government has

to adopt in shaping its policy of external relations. Hence it is

hard to understand that its author deigned to deal with vague,

airy and semi-mythical lands in a treatise of practical use and

utility. To sum up, the reference to Suvarnakudya and other

places of the Far East in the Arthasastra cannot be earlier than

the second or first century B, C.

IV

Bkihgisi Naipalakftm

Kautilya refers to a woollen fabric of Nepala called bhingisi

which was black in colour and made of light pieces and served as

a rain-cover. 57 in order to ascertain the date of this reference it

is necessary to study the use of the word Nepala in Indian

56. G. Coedes, Les etats Hindouises Indochine et

d'Indonesie p. 40, “ II me parait done prudent de dire simpleraent

que la colonisation hindoe, intense aux Ile-IIIe siecles de notre

We porta tous ses fruits au IVe ct au V c.
”

57. AnhasdstKa II, 29 p. 80.
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literature in the light of the history of Indo-Nepalese cultural

contacts.

In ancient times Mithila, the capital of Videha was situated

within the Nepala border, if' its identification with Janakapura

north of the boundary of Muzaffarpur and Darbhanga districts is

correct, ss The valley of Nepala was included in the empire of

Asoka as his monuments at Lalitapatan attest. But it is signi-

ficant that inspite of the relations of India and Nepala in those

early times this country is not known by this name in the

literature of that period. The earliest text to refer to Nepala is

perhaps the Atharvavedaparisista where it is mentioned with

Videha, Udumbara and Kamarupa. The astrological data given in

this work betray Hellenic influence. Hence Weber is inclined to

place it about the beginning of the Christian era. 59 Then this

country is mentioned in the Ndtyasdstra of Bharata 6o which is a

work of the second century A. D. though the traditions recorded

in it go back to the first century B. C. Another reference to

Nepala is found in the Brhatkatha of Gunacjhya, which was

composed in the opening centuries of the Christian era, as seen

above. One of the twenty-five stories of the vampire has a king

of Nepala named Yasahketu for its hero. 62 The first epigraphic

58. H. C Raychaudhury, Political History of Ancient India

( 5th edition ) p. 53.

59 . I

II

for date Vide A. Weber, Indische Studien VIII, p. 413; X p 319.

60. Ndtyasdstra of Bharatamumj XIII, 31

5Ic?rR%Rlf*TFi'erT: I

ql’JU 1

1

61. Mano Mohan Ghosh, The Date of the Ndtyasdstra, in

Journal of the Department of Letters ( Calcutta University )

Vol XXV ( 1934 ); ascribed to Bharatamuni
( RAsB

1951 ) introduction p. LXXXII.
62. Kathasaritsagara of Somadeva XI [, 22, 3

jngi 5^ I

Brhatkathdmdnjari of Ksemendra IV, 728
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notice \)f .\epala is in the Allahabad Stone Pillar Inscription of

Samudragupta who is said to have received the obeisance of the

fr«>ntier kingdoms of Samatata, pavaka, Kamarupa, Nepala and

Kartrpura in the fourth century A. D. ^3 a little later, the

Buddhist Patriarch Vasubandhu is stated to have visited Nepala

and founded his sect there as Taranath informs us. In the same
Gupta period Varahamihira names Nepala in the geographical

section of his Brhatsamhita.^^

Several Buddhist Sanskrit texts of the northern schools

mention Nepala occasionally. In the Candragarbhasutra which

was translated into Chinese by Narendrayasas ^ between 550

and 557 A. D. this country is referred to and in the

Mulasarvdstivadavinayasahgraha compiled by Jinamitra and

rendered into Chinese by 1-Tsing in 700 A. D. a group of

bhiksus is stated to have gone to Nepala
(
Ni-po -lo j for wool

while Buddha was staying at Sravasti. In the seventh century the

famous emperor Harsa composed a poem entitled Asta-mahd-sfi-

caitya-samskrta-stotra that wbs translated into Chinese by Fa-t’ien

as Pa-tading-t'a-fan-tsan, In this work the royal poet refers to

Kasmira, CIna, Khasa-tata < Kashgara ), Marvar, Ceylon, Lata,

Udra, Sindhu, Pauncjra, Samatata, Magadha, Mekhala, Kosala,

Nepala, Kamarupa, Kaici and Saurastra. In the Manjusn-

63. J. F. Fleet, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum Vol. Ill

no 1 line 22

64. Takakusu, Date of Vasubandhu^ Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society i 1905 ) P. 1

65. Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira IV, 22

66. Bunyiu Nanjio, A Catalogue of the Chinese translation of

the Buddhist Tripitaka ( Oxford 1883 ) no, 1127.

67. ibid no. 63.

68. Sylvain Levi, Un Poesie Inconnue du Roi Harsa S'lladitya^

Memorial Sylvain Levi ed. J. Bac6t Pp. 244-245.

% 51*RqT^ II
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rnulatantra^^ done into Chinese between 980 and lOCO A, D.

Nepala is mentioned with Kasmira, Kapisa, CIna and Mahacina

among the countries of the north. In the Sarva-tathagata-maha

-guhya->rajadbhutanuttqra-prasaSta-maha-mandala-sutra^^ preserved

in the Chinese canon the name of Nepala occurs with Magadha,
Cina, Samatata, Lata etc. where the disciples of Vajrapani reside.

The Jaina writer Hemacandra ( 1088-1 173 A. D. ) refers to

Nepala in his Parisistaparvan^^ and Kavyanusasana.^^ In the

Brhatkalpa-sutrabha^ya ( ed. Muni Punyavijaya. P. 3912 ) Nepala

is said to have been famous for good clothes and fabrics. Thus

we observe that the notices and references to Nepala in Indian

literature date from the second or first century B. C

In the Mahabharata and the Puranas the use of the word

Nepala is conspicuous by absence though the form Nipa is

found. The Nipas are said to have served as bondsmen in the

palace of Yudhisthira. 13 In the Vayupurana ihty are dubbed as

foreigners.’^ The word Nepala is sometimes derived from Nipa,

Nlpa + alaya or Naipa -k a-^ la. The former is a naive etymology

and the latter is based on the tendency of the Tibeto-Burman

language Isahla to add the suffix la to nominal stems for forming

place names, ’s But in reality this word consists of two parts

Ne 4- Pal or BaU To quote S. K. Chatterji ‘‘ the name came from

the language of a Tibeto-Burman speaking tribe, the ancestors of

the present day Newar people, and consists of two elements, a

prefix Ne - ^ of uncertain meaning ( it may be the name of some

69. Bunyiu Nanjio, A Catalogue of the Chinese translation of
the Buddhist Tripitaka no. 1056.

70. ibid no. 1018.

71. Parisistaparvan of Hemacandra ed. H. Jacobi IX, 59
P. 264.

72. Kavyamsasma of Hemacandra (Kavyamala edition)

P. 128

73. Mahabharata II, 46, 21.

74. F. E. Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age Pp. 2-3.

75. Robert Schafer, Ethnography of Ancient India P. 137.
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hero-king or priest among the tribe ), and the proper tribal name

P^ll or BaU the meaning of which in Newari is lost, although in

Tibetan the word bal means ‘ wool The Tibetans call the

Nepalese i, e. the Newaris particularly BaUPo i. e. the Bal-mtn*

It may also be questioned if Pal-po, the name of the region

immediately to the west of the Nepala valley, the home of the

Newars, is connected with this Pal or BaL Ne-pal became with

the Sanskrit and Prakrit using Indians of north India Nepala

during the period roundabout Christ, if not as early as the time

of Asoka, or earlier still In Newari, the sounds of r and /

interchange. Through later phonetic change Nepal became Newar
and, in modern Newari, the loss of the final r has further modified

the name, particularly as the name of the Newar people, to

Newah or Neiwa, ’’ xhe word Nipa is the result of an analogous

linguistic process. But the fact that in the epic and the Puranas

the form Nepala is not found is significant. Besides this, the epic

geography is also not earlier than the second or first century B. C.

as is manifest from the mention of such tribes as the Saks, Rsikas,

Kankas, Hunas etc, in it who came into prominence in that age.

In later works an attempt was made to invent a historical

etymology of the word Nepala on imaginative lines. From the

root ni i to lead the word Ne ( leader > was derived and to that

the word Nepala i the country having Svayambhuva for its

protector) was traced. In Pasupatipurana (XXI) Ne was
descrifbed as the saint who founded the empire of this country.

In the Nepalamahaiamya ( Ch VII ) this founder was called Nemi
or Nimisa. He is said to have inaugurated the first Hindu dynasty

of Nepala. These traditions simply show how the original import

of the word Nepala was missed by Indian writers

As regards the beginnings of political contacts between India

and Nepala, the Nepalese Vamsavalis first refer to the rule of

the mythical Gopala and Abhira dynasties and then pass on to

the line of Kirata kings the names of most of whom are non -

Sanskritic and who arc probably referred to in early Indian Works

76. Suniti Kumar Chatterji, Kiraia-jana-krti
; [ The Indo-

Mongoloids; Their contribution to the History and Culture ofIndia ],

Journal of the Asistic Society of Bengal Vol. XVI letters ( 1950 )

P. 183.
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under the general ethnic name Kirata, The Kiratas were supj/resseci

and supplanted by a lunar dynasty of five kings from Bihar who
were followed by the Suryavamsi Licchavi line that ruled from ck»
350 A. D. to the end of the ,ninlh century A. D. The Cangu
Narayana Temple Pillar Inscription of Manadeva of this dynasty
dated 386-387 A. D. tells us somthing about the earlier kings and
the prevalence of Sanskrit culture under them. The kingdom of
the Licchavis passed the course of the Gandaki river and included

the fortress of the Mallas. The Licchavis were in political and
matrimonial relationship with the Guptas. It was probably

with their help that Candragupta I strengthened his position in

Magadha, His coins bearing his effigy and that of his Licchavi

wife Kumaradevi with the legend Licchavayah ^ clearly show that

his state was a veritable partnership between the Guptas and the

Licchavis. Subsequently Samudragupta prided himself on being

the grandson of the Licchavis, licchavidauhitra and indulged in

the rhodomontade of the submission of the ruler of Nepala to

him, as seen above. The early coins of Nepala resemble the

copper currency of the Yaudheyas. Thus we observe that Nepala

made her debut into positive and authentic history marked by her

political and cultural relations with India in the fourth century

of the Christian era.

To sum up, Nepala was known to the Indians by its current

name about the beginning of the Christian era and the earliest

time when a reference to this country could have been m^de in

the Arthasdstra is the second or first century B. C., though its

first notice of a precise date is in the Allahabad stone Pillar

Inscription of Samudragupta of the fourth century A. D.

77. J. Allan, Catalogue of the Indian coins in the British

Museunty Gupta Dynasties ( London 1914 ) P. 8.

78. J. F. Fleet, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum Vol. Ill no 1

line 29

79. Sylv&in Le Nepal; Etude Historique d’un Royaume

Hindou Vol. II P. 61, “ Le Nepal n’entre dans Thistoire authen-
\ /

tique et positive qu’au IV e siecle de I’ere Chretienne. ”

80. B. M. Barua, The Arthasdstra : A blend of old and New in

Bhdrata-Kaumudd. ( Dr. Radhakumud Mookerji Commemoration
Volume I, Pp. 85 ff,)
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TRADITION ABOUT THE 12 PILLARS IN
SRI VIDYASHANKAR TEMPLE AT SRINGERI

by

S. K, Kallianpur, Shirali ( North Kanara )

From the lips of almost every one in Sringeri, it is heard
that there is a certain peculiarity in the construction of the

1
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12 pillars in the Vidya-Shankar temple. Not being able<^io find

out its authenticity, the writer of this article was after finding

out any literature which would explain the truth of tbe traditign.

A booklet named ‘ Greatness of Sringeri ’ was obtained, but to

the utter dismay it was found to contain nothing more than

the statement that the rays of the rising sun fall on the pillar

representing the specific solar month. Since this booklet does

not give any explanation of the statement the extract referred to

in the booklet viz. from the archaeological report of Mysore State

which is reproduced below was sought for. It runs thus :
“ Each

pillar has sculptured on its back a sign of the zodiac such as ram,

bull and so forth and it is staled that the pillars are so arranged

that the rays of the sun fall on them in the order of the solar

months, that is to say, the rays of the sun fall on the pillars

marked with the rani in the first solar month and so on with the

others. Each pillar has likewise carved on it the particular ;planet

or planets ruling over the particular rasi or zodiacal sign re-

presented by it while the sun, being the lord of all the mi/j, is

sculptured on the top panel on all the pillars.”

An examination of the drawing of the plan of the hall of the

temple having the pillars presented here gives no clue to the

possibility of the truth in the statement made above. Any clari-

fication to show if the above h only a tradition or if there is any

truth in the statement given either through the medium of this

journal or direct to the writer of this article will be greatly

appreciated.
‘



NYAYAMANJARI STUDIES

2.

Jayantabhatta and Vacaspatimisra ^

by

H. G. Narahari, Poona

Normally examined the relative chronology of Jayantabhatta

and Vacaspatimisra should present no problem at all. The

subject has to be re-examined now because Dr. Paul Hacker has

recorded, in a recent article, 2 some objections against the

accepted date of Vacaspatimisra which makes him senior to

Jayantabhatta.

Now, we have it on the authority of Abhinanda, ^ Jayanta-

bhatta's son, that his father’s great grand-father, Saktisvamin,

was minister to King Muktapida ( A. D. 733-769 ) of Kashmir.

And the Nyayamdnjan of Jayantabhtta refers to the Dhvanikara^

who was the contemporary of King Avantivarman (A. D.

856-883) of Kashmir and to the objectionable Ntlambaravrata

disapproved by King Sahkaravarman (A. D. 883-902), ^ successor

to King Avantivarman. Taking into consideration all these

evidences, internal and external, Dr. Hacker concludes,® and

quite,, reasonably too, that, by 890 A. D., during the reign of

King Sahkaravarman, Jayantabhatta should have been an elderly

man about sixty years old ( um 890 etwa 60 Jahre alt ).

1. In a summarised form this paper was submitted to the

XVIII All-India Oriental Conferenccy Annamalainagar, December

1955.

2. Beitrsige zur indischen Philologie und Altertumskunde

( Walthet Schubring zum 70 Geburtstag dargebracht von der

deutschen Indologie), Hamburg, 1951, pp. 160 ff.

3. Kadambarrkathdsara, Introductory Verse 7.

4. Nyayamanjart (Kashi Sanskrit Series, No. 106), I. 45.

5. Ibid., I. 248,

6. Op. cit., p. 162.

1
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As regards Vacaspatimisra his Nyayasucmibandha'^ concludes

with the chronogram :

Accordingly this work was composed in 898. It is no doubt true

that this date can refer as well to the Saka Era as to the Vikrama.

But it is reasonable to choose the latter alternative and hold that

Vacaspati wrote the above work in Samvat 898 ( = A. D. 841 ).

To prefer the former alternative, as did the late Mm. Haraprasada

Sastri, » would be to ignore the necessity to posit between Vacas-

pati and Udayana (A. D 984) ‘‘ a sufficiently long interval”

which would justify the latter’s composition of a commentary
like the Parisuddhi on the Nydyavarttikatdtparyatika of the

former. ^ A great writer like Udayana, himself the author of

many important independent works, would never comment
needlessly on the work of a predecessor, howsoever great, when
the latter is alive to defend himself against his adversaries.

Dr. Hacker, however, has his own difficulties in accepting

this date for Vacaspati. What may be looked upon as the most
formidable of these difficulties is alleged to be presented by the

following verse of Vacaspati

:

sivrf^ II

where allusion is made to the Nyayamanjan composed by his

preceptor (guru). This Nyayamanjarl is identified<2 by Dr.

Hacker with Jayantabhatta’s work of the same name and he is

therefore led to the conclusion that Vacaspati should not be earlier

than Jayanta. Accordingly he would take that the Nyayasuci-

nibandha was composed in Saka 898 ( = A. D. 976 ) eight years

7 Appendix to Nydyavdrttika of Udyotakara ( B. I. S Edn. )

p. 26.

8. J. A S B., 1905, p. 246.

9. Gopinatha Kaviraja, Sarasvati Bhavana Studies, Benares,

1924, III. 101 n.

10. op. eit.. pp. 162 flf.

11. Nydyakanikd (on Mai^d^na’s Vidhiviveka), Verse 3,

12. op. ciU, p. 162.

2
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befoi^ Udayana composed his Laksamvalu ^3 Vacaspati and
Udayana would thus be contemporaries {Zeitgenossen)^ and to

^ose who would point out that the latter is a commentator on
the work of the former and this relationship i« unusual among
contemporaries. Dr. Hacker’s reply is that this rule need not

necessarily be valid {nicht notwending gultig ist) always and
Vicaspati’s might be an exceptional case {ein Ausnahmefall

vofliegen ) in view of the unusual esteem he enjoyed, even during

his life-time, at least within the limits of his own province, by
virtue of his encyclopaedic erudition ( wegen seiner miversalen

Gelehrsamkeit schon zu Lebzeiten zumindest in seiner engeren

Heimat mgewohnliches Ansehen genoss ). Apparently Dr. Hacker
is confused between ‘ citing ’ from the work of an author and
‘ commenting ’ on it. The latter is a more important affair and,

as explained already, it is not likely that Udayana felt himself

bound to comment on the work of a contemporary.

This can, no doubt, be dismissed as a minor point on which

one guess may be as good as another. But even the fundamental

supposition of Dr. Hacker that Vacaspati alludes to the

Nydyamanjari of Jayantabhatta, his preceptor
( gwrw ), can now

be proved to be definitely untenable. We have it, even on the

testimony of two of Vacaspati’s important commentators,

Udayana and Vardhamana, yon of the celebrated Gangeso-

padhyaya, father of the modern ( navya ) school of Nyaya, that

Trilocaha was the preceptor ( vidydgurn ) of Vacaspati. Vacaspati

himself avers this in his own Nydyavdntikatdtparyatikd ;

And there is no warrant at all for any wild conjecture to the

effect that Vacaspati might have been the disciple, though indirect

p. 163.

14. Ibid,, p. 163 f.

15. Nydyavdrnikatatparyatikdparisuddhi ( Bibliotheca Indica^

1911 ),p. 9.

16. Prakdka on above, p. 9 n.

17. Kashi Sanskrit Series, 1925, p. 133.

18. Hacker, op. ci7., p. 164.

3
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I indirekt Schuler ), of the author of the Nydyamanjafi alsd who
is none other than Jayantabhat|:a. For the well-known preceptor
of Vacaspati, Trilocana, appears to have composed also y.

Nydyamanjafi to which frequent allusions are made in the work
of Jfianasrimitra and Ratnakirti which cite numerous passages

from it even.

Also, at least once 20 in the Nydyamanjafi^ by the appellative
Acdrya^ Jayantabhatt:a appears to refer to a statement 21 of
Vacaspati.

There should thus be no difficulty whatever in accepting that

Vacaspatimisra lived in A. D, 841. And Jayantabhafta who lived

in A. D. 890 might have been his junior conten porary.

19. For these allusions and passages see the very informative
article by Sri Anantalal Thakur, “ Nyayamanjari of Guru
Trilocana- A Forgotten Work, ” in the Journal of the Bihar
Research Society^ Vol. XLI, part 4, 1955.

20. I. 285,

21. Nydyavdrttikatdtparyatikdy p. 385.
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A REFERENCE ABOUT DECORATIONS IN

ANCIENT INDIA
''

by

Jnan Chandra, 'Bombay

It is generally thought that decorations— as medals—is a

purely western thing and has come to India through foreigners.

The first instance of a decoration found in Indian History is said

to be the portrait-coin of Jahangir.

But recently while reading Jain Literature, my attention. was
drawn to a particular word and its commentaries which throw a

new light on the subject.

The word is which has been explained by Shri

Abhayadeva Suri in the commentary of the ‘Jmtadhaima Katha'

as Dr. Otto Stein

has translated it as—“ King’s substitutes which are adorned with

headbands bestowed upon them by the king who is well-minded

upon them.” 2

‘ Jaindgam Shabda Sangrah ’ has given it as

—

Shri Jagadish Chandra Jain in his book ‘ Life in Ancient

India ’ tells, ‘ They were invested with a patta given by the king.

They possessed the same status as the king, the only difference

was that they were without chowries.” <

All these explanations show that ;

—

1. There was something known as 'Jl

2. It was given by the king to the person on whom he was

pleased.

3. The man used to put it on his turban,

4. And by getting the said ‘ decoration ’ he used to get

certain responsibilities in the state

If these explanations were correct the history of Decoration

in India goes back to the first or second century B C.

1. Jndtadharma Kalhd Page 23.

2. Jain Studies No. 3. Page 76.

3. Jaindgam Shabda Sangrah Page 403.

4. Life in Ancient India Page 60.

1



ON TWO ALANKARAS : SAMATA AND PRATIPRASAVA

• by

B. T. Kane, Poona.

a in 25 ’rf®, has been commented

upon by In his commentary, mentions the
‘

’ and
*

’ as occurring in canto 7 st. 27.,

and canto 17 st. 7 respectively. These figures have not been

treated in such standard works as ^rrft?^-

and Hence, an attempt to discuss

them here :
—

‘ ^WcIT ’ means ‘ sameness of level ‘ equality ’. The idea

of the figure will be clear from the stanza

7-27

In this stanza,
* sameness of level ’ is attempted between

two things :— (
i

)

lengthening of the separation of the

(from their beloveds) and (ii) lessening of the separation of

the ( from their beloveds ). In doing the first thing, the

spring (
= *15 * “ ) acquired sin, but this was removed by

his doing the second thing. Thus, the sin produced by (
i ) is

removed by ( ii

)

and ‘ balance ’ is accomplished. Hence, here is

remarks

‘

*1^:

II

’

The second figure is
* The stanza runs thus :

—

^gu^K^q'iui: n

-(17-7)

‘ xrirPRra metms ‘ a counter-order * an exception to an

exception * returning to the original state

1
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Here, in the above stanza, the skulls were firstly, of course,

but the Nectar flowing from the moon made them alive;

but, alas ! the breaths—poisonous that they were^—coming from

the mouths of the serpents, again made the skulls soul-less.

Thus, the original state is restored and hence here is

simply says

In the j
we get Thus:

—

5Efi^ ‘ ^ ^
^ ” %T^r5f seems

to have the idea of this rule in his mind.

It appears to me that none of these two figures could be

included in any of the figures in etc. Hence, it is better

to regard them as separate alamkaras 1

2



REVIEW
Introduction to the Vedarthasangraha ofShree Ramanujacharya

by S. S. Raghavachar, m. a.

PuWisher-The Mangalore Trading Assn. (Private) Ltd,

Mangalore. Pages vi + 168; Rs. 3/-

The present volume, as stated by the author in the preface, is

a supplement and a companion to the other volume published by

Sri Ramakrishna Ashram, Mysore. It aims at an exposition of

the three fundamentals viz. (i) The Philosophy of Reality

(ii) The Philosophy of the Way and ( iii ) The Philosophy of

the End as contained in the Vedarthasangraha, The author of

the Introduction has devoted pp. 27 to 168 of the book to explain

at great length the philosophical doctrines concerning the

Physical Universe ( pp. 27-30 i the Individual Soul ( 31-38 ) the

Atomic notion of the Self ( 38 i, Freedom and so on. The
author has also utilized for the purpose of amplification

considerable supplementary material from other works of

Shri Ramanuja and also of Shrt Sudarsanasuri and Sbri

Vedantadasika.

We are indebted to the author of the Introduction for pre-

senting to the readers the philosophical droctrines proponnded by

one of the three great Acaryas of the Indian Philosophy.

M. M. Patkar.

1



BIBLIOGRAPHY

Latest publications arranged alphabetically Subject-wise

By Dr. R. N. Sardesai

ART, ARCHAEOLOGY, SCULPTURE, ICONOGRAPHY

Hindu View of Art by Mulk Raj Anand, with an Introductory

Essay on An and Reality by Eric Gill. A noted Indian author

and art critic provides an introduction to Indian Aesthetics, by
an exposition of all considerations - religious, philosophic,

sociological, aesthetic and technical - which have stirred the

imaginations of Indian craftsmen from times immemorial.

Bombay 1957. Sup. Roy. Pp. xiii, 128, 25 Plates or so. Rs. 18.

Introductipn to Indian Art by Ananda Coomaraswami. Originally

written some twenty years ago as a brief introduction to Indian

art. the present edition has been enlarged with sections from

the author’s writings, especially on Moghul painting and by

three essays on Mussalman architecture, Sikh painting and
Modern painting. The book has also been embelished with a

large number of pen and ink drawings of various sculptures and
paintings. 2nd ed. Madras 1957. One reproduction in full

colour. Boards. Rs. 9.

Saga of Indian Sculpture by K. M. Munshi. The author presents

in this work a panoramic view of the whole range of Indian

sculpture. In scintillating phraseology he brings to life the

innumeraMe sculptures of India's ageless past which live before

us with _aU their vivacity and significance; for he does not

view them from the routine standpoint of an archaeologist, but
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that of a thinker, historian, novelist and poet al] rolfed into

one, who alone can penetrate their outer veil and perceive the,,

mysteries and esoteric nature of Hindu Iconography. Bomitiy

1957. D. Cr. Pp. 50, 185, Plates 7 Pp. of Notes on Plates Rs 15.

South Indian Images - A Handbook of - Or Study of Hindu Icono-

graphy by T. N. Srinivasan. The author has epitomised what

the great scholars have written on Hindu Iconography which

is presented here with special reference to South Indian Images

in a tabloid form - the form that the present-day reader mostly

reads. Profusely Illustrated. Tirupati 1955. Demi Pp. ix,

134 and 90 Plates. Rs. 5.

ASTROLOGY, ASTRONOMY, MATHEMATICS

Applied and Practical Astrology ( Phalddesa ) and Reconciliation

of Contradictory Statements in the works of. Being the thesis

for the degree of Ph. D. by B. N. Acharya. This essay contri-

butes to the general knowledge of the science of Phala Jyotisa

fiirstly, by pointing out the conflicting texts on various topics

on Pkala Jyotisa and by reconciling them, or where reconcilation

is not possible, by explaining which of the texts is correct and

secondly, by trying ro explain the principles on which various

important rules of Phala Jyotisa are supposed to have been

worked out. Helps greatly in arriving correct predictions.

Halvad 1956. Demi Pp. 16, 153 Rs. 5.

Astakavarga ( ) Compiled by C. S. Patel and C. A. S.

Aiyar with English Translation and Explanatory Notes, an

exhaustive Prologue and a Foreword by Y. K. Pradhan. This

work,consisting of about 950 verses exclusively of the

Astakavarga, is recognised as an outstanding system of

prediction in Indian Astrology. The plan of treatment is

quite suitable viz. the original Sanskrit verse comes first, then

follows the translation in English with copious explanatory

Notes and Comments, and an example horoscope has been

worked out in detail, so as to give a clear idea of the application

of the system. Astrologers will now have a first rate manual

to render their readings of horoscopes remarkably precise.

Bombay 1957. Demi Pp xxxiv, 288, 39, 4 and a blank

form. Rs. 10
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COMMEMORATION VOLUMES

Taraporewala I J. S. Memorial Volume. Completed on the

occassion of tbe ‘First Anniversary of his Death ( 15th Jan. 1957 .’

by Members of the Faculty of the Schools of Linguistics,

jointly with the Linguistic Society of India, Calcutta. Being

Vol. XVII ( for the years 1955-56 ) of the Indian Linguistics

containing 36 articles by eminent scholars on various Indian

languages. 1957. D. Cr. Pp. viii, 265, with a portrait and

5 Plates. Rs. 25.

World Parliament of Religions : Commemoration Volume under

the auspices of Shri Swami Sivananda. Risbikesh. 1957. Rs. 25.

DRAMA, DRAMATURGY

History of Hindu Drama-Contributions to its origin and diffusion

by M. Ghosh. The author has discussed the problem of the

origin of the Hindu Drama from the following two broad

questions viz. ( 1 ) Was the origin of the ancient Indian drama
religious or secular ? ( 2 ) Were the Indo-Aryans its originators

or their predecessors were so ? Calcutta 1957. Roy. Pp. 50.

Rs. 5.

Tapasavatsaraja of Anangaharsa i'cd;t id'feH,

) ed. for the first time from the only Ms. in the

Berlin Library, by His Holiness Sampathkumara Ramanuja,

with Forewords in English by G. R. Josyer and F. O. Schrader.

This IX Century drama in the Sarada characters, though perhaps

of little artistic value, is of considerable interest for the history

of Sanskrit literature, especially with regard to the Bhasa

problem and the material used by Anandavardbana for bis much
admired work Dhvanydloka. Bangalore 1929. Roy Pp 4,28,

%-% 75. Rs. 2.

Vcnlsamharam of Bhatta Narayana

ed. by G. V. Devasthali with an exhaustive Intro., Notes,

Trans, in English, and also. Intro. & Trans, in Marathi by

M. V. Patwardhan. Bombay 1957. Demi. Marathi Intro

,

Trans. Pp. 27, 96. Eng. portion xxvi, 396. Rs 5*75.
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ed. by L. D. Bembalkar with an exhaukive Intro.

Notes, Trans, in Marathi language and Appendices. BomW
1954. Cr-Pp.30, 226. Rs. 4.

EPICS, PURANAS, FOLK-LORE

Last Message of Shri Krishna. Text with English Trans. & Notes

by Swami Madhavananda. Bhagavan Shri Krishna on the eve

of his exit from the arena of the world gave His parting in-

structions to His beloved Devotee and follower Uddhava,

which form the main portion of the XI Book of the great Hindu

scripture Srimad-Bhagavatam. These teachings are as impor-

tant as those found in the Gita. The present volume contains

the immortal dialogue between Shri Krishna and Uddhava.

3rd Impresn. Calcutta 1956. Cr. Pp. vi, 376. Rs. 4*50.

Mahabharata Primer by K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, with an Appen-

dix on the Mahabharata and Cold War. In this booklet an

attempt has been made to present the story and the grandeur

of the greatest and longest epic poem in world-literature in

an adequate though very brief form. Tirupati 1956, Demi
Pp. iv, 108, v Rs. 1*50.

Raroayana of Valmiki summarised into English from his Tamil

ed., by C. Rajagopalachari. Written in homely style the work

is striking in its originality and beauty of expression. In

presenting this English version of the story of Rama and Sita

to a wider circle of readers spread all over the world, the

author’s object is to present the people of Bharata just as they

are, with all their virtues and their faults. Bombay 1957.

Pocket size Pp xii, 337. Rs. 2.

— New Approach to the, by N. R. Navlekar. The author

has dealt with the story of Rama from a rationalistic stand-

point and has studied the doings of Rama, not as the Supreme

Being, but as a human hero, divested of all the supernatural

powers which his votaries have ascribed to him, Jabalpur 1957.

Demi Pp. xxviii, 272, Map of Anc. India. Rs. 10

HISTORY & CULTURE

Ch§luk}as of Gujarat-il Survey of the history &. culture ofGujarat

from the middle of the X to the end of the XIII Centtiry^ hy
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A. K Majumdar. The book is an attempt to reconstruct the

^ history of Gujarat along with an appriseenent of its political,

administrative, economic, religious, social and artistic achieve-

ments, during the Chalukyan peTiod of Gujarat. Bombay 1956.

Roy. Pp. xiv, 545, 11 Plates, Map. Rs. 30*

Culture of South-East Asia - The Heritage of India - by Reginald

le May, with a Foreword by R. A. Butler. This is the first

comprehensive work on the Subject, containing 216 figures in

96 pages of Illustrations, and the author demonstrates herein

the extent to which Burma, Siam, Malaya, Sumatra Java and

French Indo-China have derived their art from India and

gives the reader a full knowledge of the background. 2nd

Impiesn. London 1956. Roy. Pp 222, 2 Maps, 96 Pages of

lllustrns. Rs. 42.

Dutch Chronicles of Mughal India translated and edited by Brij,

Narain and Sri Ram Sharma This is a reproduction of the

articles based on Hindustan Chronicle in Dutch, translated into

English by Brij Narain, while S. R. Sharma edited and anno-

tated the English translation, modernised the spelling of Indian

names, identified places and persons mentioned in the text and
added Notes which are appended at the end of the book.

Calcutta 1957. Demi Pp. 104. Rs. 6.

History & Culture of the Indian People, Vol. V : The Struggle for

Empire, ed. by R. C. Mujumdar <fe A. D. Pusalkar, with a

Foreword by K, M. Munshi. Rougnly covering the period

from A. D. 1000 to 1300, this volume deals with the transition

period that marks the end of independent Hindu rule and the

beginning of the dominance of Turk sh tribes over a large part

of India. Altogether this volume gathers for the first time the

chequered yctcoiourful history of not less than fifty dynasties,

and their success in the fields of art and architecture, literature,

law and administration. Contains an elaborate treatment of

Sanskrit and of Sanskritic and Dravidian literature. Art, Religion

& Philosophy. Ceylon and South East Asia are also included

in the purview df this book. Bombay 1957. Roy. Pp. lix, 940,

62 Plates, 57 Text-figures and 2 Maps. Rs. 35.

INDIAN DANCE,—MEDICINE,—MUSIC

Anftndakttildfl Of- Tht Root of Bliss of Bhairva (
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3ri»55 Sri^'TR'Wlf? qt^JI

ed. by S. V. Radhakrishna Sastri, with introduction in Englisi^

Tamil, Sanskrit and Translation in Tamil. A treatise on
Mercury and other heavy metals and their uses in Medicine

and Alchemy ( Atomic Phenomena ). The work is divided

into two Parts; the first, called .4/nrriA:flra^ deals

with the art of defying old age, disease and death, while the

second, called Kriyakarana ( ) deals with chemical

processes involving metals, alloys and precious stones, so as to

make them serve as medical agencies fo.r fighting diseases etc,

and also deals with various rare and valuable herbs and their

uses for a similar purpose. Tanjore 1952. Demi pp. xiii, xi,

46, 36, 728, iv 319. Rs, 20.

Dancing Foot by Mulk Raj Anand. In this booklet, the author

does not divide the dances according to whether they are

community, tribal or professional dances, but describes them

as the urges of pastoral man of the different parts of India

dedicate to the spirit of rhythm. Contains a dozen coloured

Plates of various folk-dances and numerous Ink-sketches.

Delhi 1957. Roy Pp. 35. Rs. 1-50.

Madbavanidana Sartba of Madhavakara (^1*1

Jipstn ^ ) ed.

by late Dr. G. K. Garde with Marathi translation and an

exhaustive Intro, in Marathi by Nyayaratna D. G. Vinod.

The purpose of this work is to arrive at correct diagnosis easily

even for a layman. 2nd ed. Poona 1957. Demi Pp. 41, 2, 10,

289. Rs. 6.

LEXICOGRAPHY, LINGUISTICS, REFFERENCE

Kalidasa-Lexicoa, Vol. I Basic Texts of the Works, Part II :

Malavikagnimitra and Vikramorvasiya, by A. Scharpe. This

edition of Kalidasa’s two minor plays, which in its general

plan and scope, conforms to the edition of Sakuntala that

appeared as Part I of this Series, reproduces the criticul text

as published in the Bombay Sk. S. and ed. by S. P. Pandit,

combined with occasional divergences of the Bollensen

editions. It likewise contains complete verse variants occuriog
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in a number of other editions and in Alankara quotations.

Gent 1956. Roy. Pp. 150. Rs. 40.
X
Marathi Bhasi - Udgana Va Vikasa - In Marathi. ( *1^1^

^ ) by K. P. Kulkarni, The author has put

forth his own theories re. the origin and development of the

Marathi language after a historical and scientific survey of the

characteristics of the Marathi language and also taking into

account the researches made by Western scholars. 3rd revised

and enlarged ed. Poona 1957 Demi Pp. 408. Rs. 10.

Marathi Shabdaratnakara - Marathi into Marathi Dictionary-

( ^ 515^ ^ )

Compiled by V G. Apte, revised and made up-to-date by
Gopinath Talwalkar, with an Introduction, Author’s life-sketch

and various Appendices. 4th ed. Poona 1956. Demi Pp. 50,

775. Rs. 12.

Sanskrit and Allied Indologicai Studies in Europe by V Raghavan,

with Forewords by A. L. Mudaliar, Sir Ronald Adam, Ernst

W. Mayer and Louis Renou. This is a very useful book of

reference giving as it does an account of the scholars and the

subjects on which they have worked or working, and of the

Centres of Sanskrit and Allied Studies, Libraries and other

Institutions important for Indian Studies in Europe The book
is furnished with up-to-date Bibliographical References and
elaborate Indices Madras 1956 Roy Pp. 117. Plate ofNatarij

in a rare pose. Rs, 6-50.

Sanskrit -English Dictionary

—

Prin. V. S. Apte's Practical Ed .

—

Revised and enlarged by P. K. Code and C. G. Karve with the

assistance of the competant Board of Editors. The first

edition of this Dictionary being published in 1890 with two
subsequent Reprints only, many new words and vocables from

the subsequently published texts on Ayurveda, Sdhitya-idstra,

Artha-'sasira, Jainism, Buddhism etc, during the last 70 years or

so, had to be explained and they have been incorparated in this

revised Dictionary Fo/. / ). Poona 1957. Dr Cr Pp.

6, 7, 631 with author’s portrait. Rs. 40. (Concluding two Vols.

are expected to be published ea.h at an interval of six months,

)
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Subodha Sanskrit Samvadas Or Easy Sanskrit Dialogues '

) by G P Londhe Shastri, with Illustrations an(>^

a Glossary of Sanskrit words with their meanings in English

and Marathi. Written in simple, chaste and idio.i attc Sanskrit,

every dialogue is pleasing, having an element of wit or

humour about it Even themes relating to our modern life

have been handled in Sanskrit with charming ease Poona 1951.

Cr. Pp 7, 100. Rs. 1-25.

Unadi Kosa of Mahadeva Vedantin ( 3ori(^-

) ed by C. Kunban Raja, with the UnMi
Sutras and full Glossarial Index, Intro etc , and a Foreword

by V Raghavan. This is a homonymous lexicon in the form

of metrical stanzas giving the meanings together with the

genders of all the words derived with the suffixes ordained in

the Umdi Sutras. Mahadeva has given the title Nijavinoda

to his work, perhaps to show that the work was written

without any great effort, just to vile away his time. Madras

1956. Roy. Pp 4, xvi, 262. Rs. 12.

Vakya-Muktavali (

•ftw ) Compiled by

Charudeva Shastri, with Hindi translation and foot-notes. It is

a compilation of 1000 model Sanskrit sentences. Highly useful

for students. Jullundar 1957. Cr. Pp. 250. . Rs. 3

MISCELLANEOUS

Kailasa - Manasarovara by Swami Prabhavananda, with a Fore-

word by Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru. An authentic, thrilling and
enchanting description of the pilgrimage to the Holy Mount
Kailas and Lake Manasa. Profusely Illustrated. Calcutta.

142 Illustrns,, 5 Sketches, 7 Maps. Rs. 12‘50

Upadesidi by Sadguru Omkar. A new book of the old Rishi

Gult-full a inspiration and enlightenment-full of the power

and joy of life-designed to bring about World Unity and

progress. An altogether new approach to the problems of Hfe

solved in the Upanisdic way. Bangalore 1946. Pp. 178. Bs* 3*75.

Your Holidays in India by R. T. Shahani. For the visiting as well

as the home tourist. It is a unique and a fascinating book

;
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unique because, it covers within a small compass the varied

xlife and cultures of this country, and fascinating, as it is

written i and illustrated with carefully selected photographs

)

to make the whole -a joyous reading. Bombay Demi Pp xix,

160, 12 Plates Rs 12-50.

PALI, PRAKRIT, ARDHAMAGADHI
Aids to Pali Conversation and Translation by A P. Buddhadatta

Mahathera This book consists of three parts, of which, the

first includes ‘Words in groups’, such as, ‘Relations’,

‘ Victuals ’
; the second is on conversation dealing with various

topics, and the third constitutes translation. All words found

in the separate portions are given in the Vocabulary together

with their meanings, first Pali-English and secondly Engllsh-

Piili. In the third part, to begin with, there are some easy

passages from popular stories and fables, and then somewhat
more difficult selections, essays etc. Ambalangoda. Cr.

Pp. xii, 228. Rs. 6.

New Pall Conrse by A. P. Buddhadatta Thera. The mathod
adopted in these books for the teaching of Pali through the

medium of English is the modern one of teaching the languages

through Composition and has supplied a long-felt want.

Colombo. Parti, V cd. 1954. Cr. Pp. xiii, 119. Rs. 4. Part II.

IV ed. 1956. Cr. Pp. ix, 268. Rs. 6. Part III, entitled Higher

Pali'Course for Advanced Students. 1951. Cr. Pp. xi,289. Rs. 8.

Pali-English Dictionary ( Concise ) by A. P. Buddhadatta

Mahathera, with a Foreword by O. H. de A. Wijesekara. This

Concise Dictionary will be found indispensable by all students

of the Pali language, in acquiring a practical and workmg
knowledge of the subject, even at the University level, and also

serve as a reliable guide to the more abstruse language of the

Tripitaka. Colombo 1949. Demi Pp. xi, 281. Rs. 10.

Uttaradhyayaiui SHtra - Manuscript Illustrations of the - Repro-
duced and described by W. Norman Brown. New Haven 1941.

Pp. xiii, 54 & 46 Plates. Rs. 20.

PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION

BUDDHISM
Buddhist,Bible Revised and Enlafged. Edited by Dwight Goddard,

it is a valuable compilation of the Buddhist Scriptures which
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are indicative of the gradual development of Buddhist thought

from the early days to the modern limes Contains EnglirfT

translations of the Selections from the following Sources : Pali,

Sanskrit, Chinese, Tibetan and Modern. The book is closed

with a summary of Buddha's Dharma and an Appendix giving

a brief history of the selected scriptures. London 1956. Cr.

Pp. viii 677. Rs. 22-50.

Buddhism in Kashmir and Ladakh by J. N. and P. N. Ganhar,

with a Foreword by K N. Katju. The story of the peaceful

coexistence of Buddhism and Hinduism for centuries in

Kashmir is narrated interestingly in this volume, which outlines

the fortunes of Buddhism through the ages from the days of

Surendra, who lived after the Buddha and before Asoka. Deals

also with Buddhism in Gilgit and Buddhist revival in Kashniir

at present. New Delhi 1956. Demi Pp. vii, 245, 18 Illstrns.

Rs. 15.

DHARMA
Aniruddha Samhita-OA?^ of Divyasamhita in Pahearatra -

9ft ) ed. by A. Sreenivasa

Iyengar with Forewords in English and Sanskrit, discussing

about the Paricaratra Agama literature. One of the valuable

texts of 108 Paricaratra Samhitas^ this deals with Divine wor-

ships, icons and rituals, Temple constructions, Raja-EJharma

etc. Mysore 1956. Cr. Pp. 23, 208. Rs. 5.

Dharma. In Sanskrit {
i by Shri.

Agamananda Swatni. It is a treatise on Religion in lucid

Sanskrit, discussing its real nature, place in State administration

etc., regarding which, most of us arc ignorant. Kaladi 1955.

Cr. Pp. vii, 79. Rs, 1-50.

Foundation of Hinduism by Jadunath Sinha. An earnest attempt

has been made here to enter into the inner core of Hinduism

behind the symbols and images used in abundance in the Hindu

religious literature, and present the foundation of Hindusim in

a clear perspectiye from an objective stand-point. Calcutta

1955. Demi Pp. viii, 207. Rs. 5.

Outlines of Hinduism by T. M. P. Mahadevan, with a' 'Poreword

by S Radhakrishnan. This is a complete survey of Hinduism
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in all its aspects. In the first chapter the author introduces us

to the essentials of Religion in general; in the second, he sets

^ forth the essence of Hinduism. Then follow chapters expounding

the Scriptures, the rituals, ethics and spiritual disciplines of

Hinduism. In Chap. VII, the doctrines of ihe Hindu philo-

sophies arc explained. In Chap. VI H, an account is given of

the beliefs and practices of the Tantric Cults. The concluding

chapter, entitled ‘‘Living Hinduism’* is devoted to the

teachings of four great sages of Modern India, viz,

Sri Rimakrishna, Mahatma Gandhi. Sri Aurobindo and

Sri Ra»ana Maharshi. Bombay i956. Cr. Pp. xiv, 312. Rs 7-50.

Pouskara Samhita - One of the three gems in Pancaratra - (

ed by His Holiness Sampath-

kumara Ramanuja, with a Foreword in English by T. E.

Satakopacharya This is so named because it records the

dialogue between Bhagavan Narayana and Brahma, the

Lotus-born, the subject matter of which, roughly speaking,

falls under three main categories :—the construction of temples

and installation of images, the different modes of worship and

ritual, and miscellaneous topics related to the foregoing.

Bangalore 1934. Roy Pp. 8, 22, 272. Rs, 5.

JAINISM

Jainism in Bihar by P. C. Roy Choudhury, with a Foreword by

Shd Sri Prakasa. In this book, the reader will find Jainism and

thi achievements of the followers of the faith studied in varied

facets; and those who belong to Bihar will be particularly

delighted to find that unknown to them, so many antiquities,

representative of the great religion exist in various districts of

their State. Patna 1956. Demi Fp. x, 110, 16 Plates. Rs. 5.

MANTRA, TANTRA

Mantra Shastra. In Marathi, (

feWRT, ^ 3Tt?R ^ iisrirt

sifw ani.

)

by Jagadguru Shri Shankaricarya of Puri Peetha ( Khare

Shastri ), with Benedictory Foreword in English and Marathi
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by Shf' Bharati Krishna Teertha and a lucid resume in Marathi

by Nyayaratna D, V Vinod. This is an encyclopaedic work on

Mantra Shastra, giving personal experiences and a good matfy

secrets, 3rd revised ed. Bombay 1957. Cr. Pp. 32, 139, 104.

362, Diagrams & Charts. Rs. 10.

MIMANSA, NYAYA

Dharmottarapradipa of Durveka M'sra : Being a sub-commentary

on Lharmottara's Nyayabtndu-tika- a Comm, on Dharmakirti's

Nyayabindu - (

tlTiP4ctt t ed. by Pt. Dalsukhbha; Malvani with exhaustive

Introductions in English and Hindi. This work also deals with

Buddhist Nydya, like its predecessor Pramdrmdrtika Bhdsya of

Prajnakaragupta, and is also like that work, being published

for the first time in Sanskrit from the photographs of a single

Ms preserved in Tibet and brought to India by Rahula

Sankrityayana. The present work includes the following three

works viz., Nyayabindu, Nydyabindu-tlka and Dharmottara-

pradipa. Patna 1955. Roy. Pp. vii, xxxv, 37-60, 301. Rs 7 50.

Indices to Pramanavartika Bhasya of Prajnakara Gupta (

) Compiled by Rahul SankritySj ana.

Eight detailed Indices have been printed in this Supplement

which is sure to help a critical and comprehensive study of the

Pramanavartika Bhasya Patna 1957 Roy. Pp. 649 92. Rs. 2.

sankhya

S^kbya-tattwakamnudi-Prabha el’ll

^ ®^l^l ) ed. by Adyaprasad Mishra,

with an exhaustive Intro, in Hindi and Hindi translation of

Sdnkhyakdrika and Tattwakaumudi accompanied by his valuable

comments on difficult topics. Prayag 1956. Demi Pp. 4, ^-*1,

223. Rs; 6.

VEDANTA

Bbsgavad Gita ( ) ed. by Swami Sivanandaji, with the

original text, alphabetical Sloka>iiidex, transliteration, ^rd-
to-word meaning, verse-by>verse translation and ‘exhatntive
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comments. One of the finest, most comprehensive and ideally

synthetic commentaries available on this great scripture; here
' are found the portrayal of the intuitive self-realization of a

world-renowned saint, the praotical analysis of the multiple

jproblems of life, and the most salutary means to their solution,

5th ed. Rishikesh 1937. Pp. 900. Rs H.

Or The Song Celestial, translated from the Sanskrit

Sir Edwin Arnold. Being a Discourse between Arjuna, Prince

of India, and the Supreme Being under the Form of

Shri Krishna. Complete and unabridged. Bombay 1957.

Pocket-size Pp viii, 92. Rs. 1-25.

BrahmasGtra-Vritti PadasQci-sahita ( ) ed.

by the late B. G. Tilak, giving English explanations and
Ramanuja’s views here and there, with a Foreword in Sanskrit

by V. P. Limaye. This work was written by the author while

in prison at Mandle ( Burma ) Poona 1957. Cr. Pp. 8, 180

Author’s portrait and hand-writing Rs. 3.

Chhandogya Upanisad ( ) ed. by Swami Swahananda,
with the original text, word-by-word English meaning, copious

notes, running translation, and an exhaustive Introduction by

Swami Vimalananda. In interpreting the text, the commentary
of Sri Sankara has been systematically followed, mainly in the

light of its gloss by Anandagiri. Madras 1956. Cr. Pp. Iviii,

•623’ Rs. 8.

Cultural Heritage of India - An Encyclopaedia of Indian Culture-

ed. by Haridasa Bhattacharya with exhaustive Introductions.

The first historic work of the combined intelligence of all India

giving a complete and connected story of her ancient culture

and civilization, is now being reissued in an improved and
enlarged form in a series of 5 independent Volumes, of which,

the following are pubiihsed. Vol. Ill ; The Pfailoso^ies. The
present volume incorporates expositions of the different systems

and problems pf Indian Philosophy by 35 eminent Indian

scholars who are specialists in their own subjects. 2nd ed.

Calcutta 1953. D. Cr. pp xxi, 695, 6 Illustrns. of Kapila,

Patanjali, Sankaracirya, Raiminujacarya, MadbwScarya and
Yallabhicarya. Rs. 30. Vol. IV ; The Religions The present
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volume gives in a comprehensive manner, an account of the

various sects and cults as they are still living in India and
shows the remarkable variety of the religious quest whioJT"

allows each sect and cult to follow its own line of argument
and its own special view-point. 2nd ed. Calcutta 1956. D. Cr.

Pp. xix, 775, 3 Illustrns. of Trimurti* Sri Ramakrishna and
Swami Vivekananda. Rs. 35.

Dattatreya - The Way and the God - by H. H. Sri Jaya Chama-
rajendra Wadiyar Bahadur, with an Introduction by S.

Radhakrishnan. In this book* the author gives us English

translations of Jivanmukta Gud and Avadhuta Gltd with bis own
commentary. These treatises expound the Advaita Vedanta

philosophy* which offers the basis for a sympathetic under-

standing among different religions The representation of
Dattdtreya as a being with three faces indicates the fundamental

oneness of the three Gods : Brahma^ Visnu and Siva^ one only

but conceived as three-fold. This excellent discussion makes
available to the modern reader possibly the first account in

English of this influential philosophy. London 1957 Demi
Pp. XV, 285. Rs. 21.

Indian Philosophy - History of - by Jadunatha Sinha. The work

consists of 2 Vols. The First Volume deals with the evolution of

religious thought and philosophical speculation from the princi-

pal Upanisads to the Purdnas and the Guds through the Manu-

samhiidy the Mahdbhdrata^ the Rdmdyona*?inA the iranpr C/pfl-

nisadSy traces the germs of the different systems of the Upethisads,

explains the ideas common to them, and treats of the Carvaka,

Vaisesika, Nyaya, Navya-Nyaya, Mimansa and the Sabdika

systems. The Second Volume deals with the Sankhya, Yoga, Jain

systems, Early Buddhism, Schools of Buddhism, Philosophies

of the Upanisadsy Gaudapada and the Yogavdsisthay Sankara’s

Advaita- vaduy Philosophies of the Bhagavad Gltdy Pancardtray

and the Bf^gavatay Ramanuja’s Visistddvaitavdda, Madhva’s

DvaitavadOy Nimbarka’s Dvatfat/vuiVavorfa, Vallabha’s Suddhd-

dva/tavarffl, Caitanya, Jiva Goswami, Baladeva’s Aciniyabhedd-

bhedavdday Smvhw Saktism* Calcutta. Vol. I. 1956. Demi

Pp. XV, 912. VoL n. 1952. Demi Pp. xv, 762, Per Vol. Rs. 25.

' -— 'A Source Book In—edited by S.JRadhakrisbnaii and

Charles A, Moore. Here arc the chief riches of more than
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3000 years of Indian Philosophical Thought - the ancient

Vedas, the Upanisads, the Epics; the treatises of the heterodox

and orthodex systems, the copamentaries of the scholastic

period and the contemporary writings This work fulfills the two

needs viz.^ to supply Western readers with basic source material

on Indian Phiiosophy in convenient and usable form and to

present source material which represents all of the major

philosophical systems and perspectives of India, not merely its

earliest and most religious background. New Jersey 1957 Roy.

Pp. xxix, 684. Special Indian Edition, Rs. 21.

Isarasya Upanisad i ) ed. by T. M. P. Mahadevan^
with the text in Devanagari and Roman, Intro., Trans., Notes

based on Sankara’s Comm, in English. This is the first of the

108 Upanisads accepted by Hindu tradition as cannonical text

and is a fine compendium of all the main doctrines of Vedanta.

Madras 1957. Cr pp. 31. Rs. 0*50.

Mahanarayana Upanisad ( ed. by Swami
Vimalananda, with the original text, explanation in Sanskrit^

word-by-word meaning, running translation and notes. Madras
1956. Pp. 420. Rs. 5*50.

Satabhusani. In Sanskrit. ( ) ed by M. M. Anantalcrishna

Sastri, with an exhaustive Jnlroduction in English giving a

resum® of tbe contents. It is a critical study of Sotadusini of

Vedanta Desika dealing with 64 Advaita problems as criticised

by him. Madras 1957 Demi Pp. about 1000. Rs. 20.

Spiritual Life - The conception of - in Mahatma Gandhi & Hindi

Saints ™ by late Prof R. D. Ranade. Being the Shah Popatlal

Hemachand Adhyatma Vyakhyanamala Lectures in an enlarged

and rerised form. Contents :

—

I Conception of Spiritual life in Mahatma Gandhi; II Genesis of

Spiritual Realisation in Hindi Saints ; HI Growth of Spiritual

Realisation in Hindi Saints ;
IV Culmination of Spiritual Realisa-

tion in Hi'di Saints; V Spiritual Autobiography of Kabir.

Ahmcdbad 1956. Demi Pp. 24, 198. Rs. 3.

Tattwamuktakalapa and Sarvarthasiddhi of Vedantacarya, Vol. IV.
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ed. hy T. T. Srinivasagopalacarya with the Comm.
Anandadayini ” of Sri Nrisinaraja. This is a well-knowiT

work of Vedanta-desika of the Ramanuja School of Philosophy.

The Vritti known as “ Sarvdrthasiddhi ” is by himself. Mysore

1956. Demi Pp. xv, 329. Rs. 7-50.

Vedirtfaasangraha—Introduction to the-of Sri Rarranujicarya, by

S. S. Raghavachar. The work aims at an elucidation and ex-

position of classic, outlining the historical background and

furnisbing a picture of the philosophical school as a whole

under the illuminating guidance of the Acharyas like Sudarsana-

suri and Vedanta-desika. Mangalore 1957 Cr. Pp. vi. 168.

Rs, 3.

YOGA

Hints on Japam and Dhyinam by Swami Desikanand. Japan is

the repetition of the name of God with a mystic syllable

attached to it and this work describes how a devotee or a votary

( worshipper ) of God can practise Japam and Dhyanam for

the realisation of his /iraffiurr/. Salem 1956. Demi Pp. iv, 62.

Rs. 1-50.

POETRY, PROSE, RHETORIC, ROMANCE

Comparative Aesthetics, Vol. II : Western Aesthetics by K. C.

Pandey. To prove the marked similarity of Easteriji and

Western thought on the problem of the beautiful, this v6lume

presents the imitative hedonistic, pedagogic, mystic, intuitive

and other allied theories of art generally in a chronological

order, grouping together the thinkers of a particular country;

shows how each aesthetic thinker influenced his successors ;

states in the beginning of each chapter the points of similarity

between the aesthetic thought of a Western thinker and that of

an Indian ; and in the concluding chapter gives a summary of

comparative approach. Banaras 1956. Demi Pp. xxxvii, 612.

Rs. 20.

Indian Aesthetics - An Aspect of - Being Sir George Stanley

Endowment Lectures 1955-56, delivered in Febry. 1956, by

H- H* Jaya Chamarajendra Wadiyar Bahadur. A study of

Indian Aesthetics reveals that here, more than in ths WjSSt, the

stress is on the close resemblance between the joy of art and
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the joy of spiritual experience; the end of aesthetic experience

is to create joy and pleasure. Madras 1956 Roy. Pp- 47. Rs. 3.

Dasakumaracaritam of Dandin, Ucchvasa VI to VIII (

) ed. by S. V. Dixit, with

Intro., Notes, Trans, in English in a simplified and condensed

form. A SanSsrit-English-Marathi-Kannada Glossary is

appended- 2nd ed Belgaon 1957. Demi Pp. 30, 131. Rs. 2*62.

———Or The Ten Princes, translated from the Sanskrit by

Arthur W. Ryder. Written in XVll Century A. D., it is a

prose novel in 14 Chapters, consisting of gay, amorous and

daring adventures of the ten princes who set out to conquer

the world and each gets a kingdom and a pretty lady. Complete

and unabridged. Bombay 1956. Pocket-size Pp 178. Rs. 2.

Dayananda Digvijaya Mahakavya - Illustrated (

(^<{1 31 ^--1
1

)

Compiled in Sanskrit verses

by Pt. Medhavratacarya, exhaustive Intro, in Hindi and Hindi

translation by Shrutabandhu and Satyavrata. Contains the life

and teachings of the late renowned Maharsi Shri Dayananda

Saraswati. Vol. I. Baroda 1938. Roy. Pp. 84, 330, 3 , Vol. II.

Navasari 1947. Roy. Pp. 34, 280, 7. Per, Vol. Rs. 5.

Hitopadesa of Bhatta Narayana ( ) ed.

by M. S. Apte, with explanatory Notes, a literal translation of

all .ihe verses occuring in the text and the dssolution of

Compounds adapted to meet the requirements of the less

advanced students. A Book of salutary advice by way of

stories. Popular Edition Reprinted. Poona 1957. Cr. Pp. 233.

Rs. 3.

Jnanesvara-Caritam ( ) Composed by Pandita

Kshama Rao with English translation, and a Foreword by

P. V. Kane. Contains in lucid Sanskrit verses the life of the

XIII Century Poet-Saint of Maharashtra, Shri Jnapesvara

Maharaja, who wrote in Marathi the famous commentary on

Bhagavad Gita, entitled “ Jnanesvari a unique work of

Vedantic Mysticism. Bombay 1956. Demi Pp 6, 40, 44. Rs. 4*50.

Kadambari - A Romance in Sanskrit Prose - of Banabhatta, trans-

lated into English by C. M. Ridding. For its engrossing story,
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its elegance and grace of language, its subtle analysis of human
nature, its true-to-life characters, and its descriptions of

emotions and sentiments, Kadamban is a master-piece of all

lime. Complete and unabridged, Bombay 1956, Pocket-size

Pp 204. Rs. 2.

Kathasaritsagara ( Ocean of Story ) Stories from - of Somadeva,
translated by C H. Tawney. The present volume is a collection

of 19 most delightful stories which represent the glorious

heights to which the genius of a slory-teller can ever hope to

achieve. Each story complete and unabridged. Bombay 1956.

Pocket-size Pp. 338. Rs 2.

Loves of Krishna-//i Indian Painting and Poetry - by W. G. Archer.

In this book, the author relates in vivid terms the Krishna

Story. His supreme romance with Radha is illustrated by

excerpts from poetry aud its spiritual significance is explained

as an allegory of Divine Love. A final chapter traces the

history of ’Krishna in Indian painting and is followed by 39

Plates of mostly unpublished Indian pictures, each being

accompanied by author’s commentary, which combines the

significance of the episode depicted with technical details of

the painting. London 1957 Roy Pp 127 with a coloured

frontispiece and 39 half-tone Plates. Rs. 00.

Meghadutam of Kalidasa M. R. Kale's Marathi EdUion (

^ -wt^, irltiT 210%

1 ed. by V. K. Joshi and Mrs Prajna Joshi,

with an exhaustive Intro., Notes, Trans, in Marathi and

' Sanfivani' Sanskrit Comm. Bombay 1957. Demi Pp. 22, 103,

101. Rs. 3-50.

Pathya-Maajusa ( 3T*raT

f^rfkRf t R ^Tssqr ^ ^

m*{in Y %. m. ^5rT55C4>^ H

•Wt? I » 9^, Ml4T^ ^ ) Compiled by S. R. Sardesai. It

is a unique and varied collection of Sanskrit and Marathi

verses for children to learn by heart for singing at various

occassions at home and outside. Talegaon 1957. Pocket>size

Pp. 8,205 Rs. 1*50.
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Sisupalavadha of Magha (

^^nssm^piT, f^i:-il^T^t5t5rRr-TOra^ f^ifr-qf^Risi^i^:

) ed. by Durgaprasad and revised by N. R Acharya

'yith MalHnatha’s and Vallabhadeva’s Commentaries, removing

inconsistancies between text and commentary from the previous

editions. 12th ed. Bombay 1957. Demi Pp. 21, 558, 16. Rs. 7.

Sringaraprakasa of Bhojadeva, 22, 23 & 24 Prakasas (

T%R^*irJT,

M+lstiw'h: il*Wt *TPT: ) ed. by His Holiness Sampathkumar
Ramanuja, with a Foreword in English by A. Rangaswami

Sarasvati. A very voluminous work on Sanskrit Poetics.

Bangalore 1936. Roy. Pp. viii, xxiv, 103, xxiv, iii Rs 3.

Subhasita-trisati of Bhartrhari (

ed. by D. D.
Kosambi and N. R. Acharya, with a preface in English and
the Sanskrit Comm. ‘ Sarhidayanandini ’ of Ramachandra
Budhendra and an Index of Slokas. 8th ed. Bombay 1957. Demi
Pp 3, 171, 9. Rs. 2-50.

POLITICS, MILITARY SCIENCE

Canakya’s Aphorisms in the Hitopadesa (I, by L. Sternbach. New
Haven 1956. Pp. 16 Rs. 1*50.

Staatiiod Gesellschaft im alten ladien - nach den Brdhmana-Texten

dargestellt by Wilhelm Rau. Die politische und gesellschaftliche

Organisation der arischen Inder vedischer Zeit ist bisher von
westlicben Indologen monographisch kaum untersucht worden,

da die Mantra-Werke nur sehr unergiebiges Material bieten und

die Angaben der spaetvedischen Literatur, sofern die Fors-

chung sie ueberhaupt beachtete, ledigich nebenbei and eklektisch

in Bearbeitungen Juengerer Texte der klassischen Zeit mitbe-

handelt warden ( This is a very valuable work in German on the

State and Society in Ancient India as represented in the Brahmana
Texts ). Wiesbaden 1957. Pp. about 170. Rs. 30.

VEDA

Kauthama-Grihya { ) ed. by Suryakanata, with an

exhaustive Intro., Notes and Indices. The present edition is
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based on a copy of the only Ms. of the work deposited in the

Mysore Oriental Institute Library and published for the first

time. Calcutta 1956. Roy. Pp. iv, 119, 31, 5. R^. 10.”^

Vedatila Rashtra-darshana. Purvardha. In Marathi. Cl^-

Being the lectures on various Vedic topics deliver-

ed by Balasastri Haradas, at Poona, during 1st to 17,th April

1955, on the following subjects :

—

^ t ^ laert \s %aT-

%c[5FT^Tq q ^
t ^ ar^qr^rqt ^ t:Taj=^ qt:*nctifqqqq5 qrw
? V %l^ . TTSrqr 3T3^3;f%qTq q ^tiqaftqq t \ Poona

1955. Cr. Pp. 7, 461. Rs 8. Uttarardha ' ) Lectures from

19-4 to 11-5-56 on the following topics : I ^<qi«uqi-qi

vnqqr t eqraicqqT y qqr't^rtn^qr qmm
qr^nn « ^ ^ tisq^qr

?«> qf^ ?q^ tt

*rqi^<ii q ^tf%q 51^# ^y %qTq^ tK f^q ^
? ^ 1%f%q 3<Tm t « t;npfTf% q sTq^=q ? <j anf^qr q
aqq^iq t ^ qf^ at^cqq^qr t;T|,fqT fq'Sri^FStq.

Poona 1957. Cr. Pp. 12,413. *Ks. 10,



RECEIVED TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
CInaLya and the Artha-sastra by S. Dhar. A thought-provoking

essay, shedding new light on the problem. Bangalore 1957.

Rs. 1-50

Hoyasalas-^ Medieval Indian Royal Family-hy J. D. M. Derrett.

This study of the Hoyasalas of Mysore i 940 to 1346 A. D. ) is

chosen because a number of geographical, historical and social

factors combine to make this dynasty particularly typical. The
story is interesting in itselt, and the light which it throws on the

conception of kingship and on the administrative methods and
the social life of the time, should make it of interest to a fairly

wide public. Bombay 195"^. Demi Pp. 278, 5 half-tone Plates,

6 Maps Rs. 12.

Indo-Greeks by A. K. Narain. This book tells the story of the

rise and fall of an adventurous people—the Indo-Greeks.

Setting up a kingdom in Bactria on the ruins of Alexander’s

empire, they crossed the Hindu-kush and, in the 2nd Century
B. C. succeeded in occupying much of the upper Indus Valley

and the Punjab; and made dangerous but unsuccessful raids on
the Ganges Valley, once even reaching the great city of Patali-

putra (Patna ). For the first time the Indo-Greeks are seen

against two backgrounds—the world of the heirs of Alexander

in Western Asia, and that of the successors of the Mauryas in

India. London 1957. Demi Pp. 236 Indian Editivn. Rs 26.

Survey of Buddhism by Sangharakshita Bhikshu. A very valuable

contribution to Buddhism. Bangalore 1957 Rs 15

Descriptive details of “ World Parliament of Religions ” listed on
Page 3--Origi nally intended only to commemorate the

unique “ Parliament ” of Religions, which was held in April

1953, at S’vanandanagar, the Volume was later enlarged to

accommodate a mimber of other papers on the major religions

and allied topics by eminent scholars and thinkers of the East

and the West. The Religions covered are Hinduism, Buddhism,

Jainism, Confucianism, Taoism, Shintoism, Zoroastrianism,

Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Sufism and Sikhism. Some of
the other sections are : Universality of Religion; General Con-
tributions on Religion and other Allied Subjects and the

Proceedings of the World Parliament of Religions. Cr. Quarto,
Pp. 700 or so. Rs. 25.
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EDITORIAL NOTES
With the publication of the present joint number the Poona

Orientalist would be completing the 22nd year of its existence.

During the past few years the volumes of the journal were very

much in arrears and we feel happy that the present volume is

being brought out in time. We have every hope that in future

the Poona Orientalist will appear regularly in its quarterly form.

*

The present number of the Poona Orientalist is being dedi-

cated to the memory of the late Dr. R. D. Ranade, who died at

Nimbal in the Bijapur District on 6ih June 1957. Prof. Ranade
was bo|n at Jamkhandi on the 3rd July 1886 and he passed his

matriculation examination with merit in 1902. securing the first

Jagannath Shankarshet Scholarship For his College career he

joined the then Deccan College in Poona and took his B. A.

degree with Mathematics. In the M. A. examination he got the

Chancellor’s Gold Medal in Philosophy. In 1913 he was appointed

as teacher in English in Fergusson College, where he also worked

as the Professor of Philosophy till 1924. In 1928 Prof. Ranade

was invited at the Allahabad University as the Professor and

Head of the Philosophy department. He occupied this post for

a long time and subsequently retired in 1946 as the Vice-

Chancellor of the Allahabad University. Since his retirement from

service in 1946 Dr. Ranade made Nimbal his permanent resi-

dence, where he devoted much of his lime to the study of philo-

sophy and meditation. Prof. Code’s Reminiscences of his Guru

Prof. Ranade which are published in the present issue will

acquaint the readers with the type of life Prof. Ranade lived.
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Prof. Ranade has contributed his mite to the study of Philo-

sophy and mysticism and his works will be ever studied by all

interested in the subject. Describing bis own development while

studying philosophy Prof. Ranade says, “ spiritual life has been

my aim from the beginning of my philosophic career, let me hope

that it would be its culmination also”. Those who knew Prof

Ranade, from very close quarters know very well how far he

achieved the ambition of his life.



MY REMINISCENCES OF
THE LATE PROF. Dr. R. D. RANADE, M. a., d. Litt.

by

P. K. Code, Poona.

—Mahabharata^ V, 90, 53

One who possesses vYtta or character is a real Arya, Merc
acquisition of wealth or learning cannot entitle a man to be

called Arya. My contact with the late Dr. Ranade from 1910 to

1957, a period of 47 years, has brought home to my mind the

truth of the above definition of an Arya given in the Mahabharata,

After my Matriculation in 1910 I joined the Fergusson

College in the Previous Class, to which Dr. Ranade taught English

composition. I caught my first inspiration for systematic study

from Dr. Ranade at this time. He recommended to us Bain’s

Rhetoric ( 2 Vols. ) for a close study and I followed his advice

faithfully. I still remember one of the illustrations of a balanced

sentence he gave us from Bain’s Rhetoric viz. “ help, when

friends djo not, and when books do not, meditation.'"

In my case books have helped me more than friends but

Dr. Ranade reached the meditative stage of life quite in his

forties, if not earlier. On 29th May 1955 Dr. Ranade paid me
a visit at my house in the Deccan Gymkhana Colony in Poona.

It was a bright summer morning. After entertaining Dr. Ranade,

Prof. N. G. Damle and other friends I presented to Dr. Ranade
Vols. 1 and II ofmy Studies in Indian Literary History and bowed
to him. He gave me his blessings with a feeling heart and satis^

faction. At this time I remind^ him about the sentence from

Bain’s Rhetoric : ** Books help, when friends do not, and when
book do not, meditation ” and told him that he was then in the

meditative stage of life, beyond friends and books. Dr. Ranade
smiled at my statement with appreciation. I then told him the

following story given by the Chinese traveller I-tsing in his Record

1
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(Trans, by Takakusu, Oxford, 1896, p. 150) about his teacher,

who tore all his books and put them into mortar for being used

for a statue of Vajra then in preparation. His pupils said,

“ If it is necessary to use papers let us use blank papers in stead.*’

The teacher said that he had been led astray by the literature in

the mortar.”

Dr. Ranade appreciated this story very much as he knew its

mystic significance in the light of his own experience of books
and men.

In 1915 Dr. Ranade taught Carlyle’s Heroes & Hero-worship

to the B.A. classes of the Fergusson College. I was then his

student in this class and came into closer personal contact with

him. In the class I found Dr. Ranade completely saturated with

Carlyle’s thought and its close affinity with Indian Philosophy,

Nowadays loud speaking makes a good lecturer in a college

though the lecturer may not possess any deep knowledge of the

subject he is teaching. Carlyle described some of the Univer-

sities of his day as consisting of “ a square enclosure and declara-

tion aloud. ” This remark is still true in the case of some of

our colleges. Dr. Ranade’s method of teaching entirely differed

from that then current in the Fergusson College. He asked

us to read in advance the portion of the text he was to

teach. He taught us how to mark out the substance ofeach

paragraph of the text in the words of the author himself

wherever possible. He then explained all difficult portions

of the text with full explanation and parallel passages in Carlyle’s

other works. In fact he taught us how to study a text and develop

interest in the subject-matter I liked this method of study to

such an extent that I prepared summaries of no less than fifty

important books, which I had to read for my B. A. and M. A.

examinations in English and Sanskrit between 1914 and 1918.

1

subsequently followed this method with advantage throughout my
research career during the last 40 years. With me all reading

involves writing and though I have two easy chairs in my
house I have never used them. Some time before Dr. Ranade
taught us Carlyle he had joined the Deccan Education Society of

Poona as a life-member (1915). The study of Carlyle’s writings
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had made a permanent stamp on his mind and he brought out at

this time an edition of Carlyle’s “ Characteristics and Signs of the

Times with a critical introduction and notes for students. Curi-

ously enough he built a small hia for himself at this time on

the premises of the Fergusson College and named it Carlyle

Cottage ’’ which I often visited. My first literary contact with

Dr. Ranade began at this time as he published an article of mine

on Indian Caste-system in the Fergusson College Magazine (1915), of

which he was then Editor. In 1916 I prepared an original research

paper on the ‘Mr/, Style and Versification of the Mahabhdrata''

under the guidance of the late Dr. P. D, Gune, one of the

founders of the B O. R. Institute and my teacher in Sanskrit

right from the Matriculation to the M. A. Examination. I

showed it to Dr. Ranade, who showed it to Dr. Kurtakoti (now
His Holiness Shankaracharya of Nasik ). Both of them liked

this paper so much that they gave me a cash prize of Rs. 50/-

for it and published it in their journal Sanskrit Research"^

of Bangalore ( VoL I, pp. 365-386. ) This paper is the starting

point of my research in Indology during the last 41 years

and I bow with reverence to my gurus. Dr. Ranade and Dr. P, D.
Gune, who put me on the path to Indology, which I have served

loyally without a break so far. I owe to these gurus an irredeem-

able debt aud I have tried to redeem it at least partially by

dedicating Vol. HI of my Studies in Indian Literary History (1956)

to Dr., Ranade and Vol. I of these Studies to Dr Gune. I have

also succeeded in organising and founding a triennial “ Dr,

Gune Memorial Lectureship ” at the Poona University by

collecting the necessary funds for it. The first course of lectures

under this lectureship will be delivered in 1958.

Dr. Ranade was a man of ideas and ideals. In Mahara^ra as

also in other provinces of India many academic institutions have

sprung up during the last fifty years and are doing useful work.

These institutions are the visible embodiments of the ideas of

their originators. Carlyle called the St. Paul’s Cathedral “ an
architectural idea. ” In Maharastra the Bhandarker Oriental

Research Institute of Poona, which has now become famous in

three continents, had its origin in the ideas conceived by its

founders.- .According to the Report of the Working Committee ©f
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the B. O. R. Institute (6th July 1915 to 10th September 1918 )

published in Vol. 1 of the Annals ( 1920) as Appendix p. 5 ) the

idea of founding this Institute was first conceived and discussed

by Dr. Kurtakoti, Dr. Ranade, Dr. S. K. Belvalkar and

Dr. P. D. Gune in May 1915, when Dr. Ranade was working
as Professor of Philosophy in the Fergusson College, Poona.
Dr. Ranade was a member of the Working Committee and a

member of the first Executive Board of the Institute elected by

its Regulating Council on 8th September 1918. I was in close

contact with Dr. Ranade and Dr. Gune as their student during

this formative period of the B. O. R. Institute. I was present at

the foundation ceremony of the Institute on 6th‘July 1917 and

also on 1st April 1919, when Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar inaugurated

the work of the Institute on the Critical Edition of the Maha-
bharata before a distinguished gathering by writing the opening

verse of the Mahabharata ( etc. ) on a collation

sheet (now preserved by the Mahabharata Dept. ).

After passing my M, A.'Examination in 1918 I was appointed

Professor of English and Sanskrit at the Indian Women’s
University in June 1918. I used to meet Dr. Ranade and

Dr Gune very frequently even though I resided at this time at

Hingne near Poona. On 20th March 1919 Dr. Ranade wrote to

me a letter inquiring ifl would join the Institute as Asst. Curator.

I replied in the affirmative and on 8lh April 1919 I got an

order of my appointment as Asst. Curator signed by Dr. Gune as

Secretary of the Institute. I joined the Institute on 26th April

1919 after resigning my post as Professor of English and Sanskrit

at the Indian Women’s University and occupied the Curator’s

bungalow near the Institute according to the conditions of my
service.

From “ Carlyle Collage ” we now come to the **Adhy^tma

Bhavan^' a very significant name given by Dr. Ranade to the small

bungalow built by him on a plot of ground near the Bhandarkar

Institute about 1920^21. This new residence of Dr. Ranade being

very near the Curator’s Bungalow, in whit^h I then resided, gave

me daily opportunity to meet him and observe his academic

pursuits. In this Spiritual Abode or Adhyatma Bhavan with his

4
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small library of select books on Philosophy and allied subjects

Dr. Ranade wrote his masterpiece "" The Constructive Survey of

Upanishadic Philosophy.’'' Inspite of the sign-board “ Don't ask

for the loan of books^' put up ’by him prominently in his

library he was so liberal in allowing the use of his library by

friends and students that many important books were lost as

the borrowers never returned them. The study of the Upani-

shadic literature was almost the foundation of his later spiritual

life, which he valued more than intellectual achievements. Almost

simultaneously with his study of the Upanisads Dr. Ranade
began to delve deep into the writings of the Maharastra

saints like Tukarama, Jfianadeva, Ramadasa and others and
projected a volume on “ Mysticism in Maharashtra, The sources

of this volume were first published by him in four parts called

the ^^Adhyaima-granthamala" while the volume itself was published

in 1933. Jt was at his Adhyatma Bhavan that Dr. Ranade planned

and started his Academy of Philosophy and Religion, the de-

clared aim of which was to bring together all those who are

interested in a Philosophical Investigation of the Problem of God,'*

As the first Director of this Academy Dr. Ranade appointed

myself and Prof. N. G. Damle as its Secretaries. Among the

immediate academic projects of the Academy he included his

scheme of an Encyclopaedic History of Indian Philosophy in

16 volumes with a special Editorial Board to help him in

executing this project. This scheme was very well received by

scholars and others interested in Philosophy and Religion. H.

Sir Leslie Wilson, the then Governor of Bombay “ showed

great interest in the scheme by pressing upon the Minister of

Education and the Finance Member the importance of the

scheme.” The Minister of Education did not find it possible

to encourage the scheme by making provision for it in his budget^

suggesting an antithesis between the claims of primary education

and higher education

Dr. Ranade was more concerned with the problem of

God while the Minister of Education was concerned with the

1, See p. 1 of Second Biennial Report of the Academy (1929)

from 1st June 1927 to 30th April 1929,

5
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problem of man. The Finance Member was concerned with

the problem of money. Subsequent efforts of Dr. Ranade to get

financial support for his scheme did not materialise and conse-

quently no scholar except Dr. R. Nagaraja Sarma® arid Dr. Ranade
himself worked on the volumes assigned to them. Dr Ranade
had faith in God and also in himself He continued his studies

single-handed right up to the moment of his sad demise on
6th June 1957.

In 1929 Dr. Ranade asked me to organise the projected

Journal of the Academy called the Review of Philosophy and

Religion. Myself and my friend Prof. N, G. Damie organised and

started this Journal. I edited it successfully and brought out

six volumes of it as follows ; —

(1)

Vol. I -1930
(2) Vol II — 1931

( 3 ) Vol III — 1932

(4) Vol IV — 1933

( 5 ) Vol. V — 1934

(6) Vol. VI — 1935

I received numerous standard research journals in exchange

for our Journal from all countries of the world but the amount

collected from subscriptions was not sufficient to make it self-

supporting. In fact the yearly deficit of about Rs. 500 for

each volume was paid by Dr. Ranade himself. Verily . tl\e pro-

blem ofGod proved too costly to Dr. Ranade and 1 advised him

to stop this journal. Six more volumes of this journal were

later published by Dr. Jaimni and other friends of Dr. Ranade

at Allahabad between 1936 and 1942.

At the invitation of Dr. Ganganath Jha, ph, d., d. utt.,

LL. D., Vice-chancellor of the Allahabad University, Dr. Ranade

took over charge of the Professorship of Philosophy at the

Alltihabad University in December 1927. Later he acted as

Vice-chancellor of this University and finally retired from its

service in 1946. Subsequently the Allahabad University con-

2. As the Academy had no money to publish Dr. R. N.

Sarma’s volume on “ Reign of Realism in Indian Philosophy ’*

he published it himself.

6
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ferred on him the “ D. Litt. ” degree Honoris Causa in high

appreciation of his services to the University and the cause of

Indian Philosophy by his teaching, research and publication. He
was also made Emeritus Professor of Philosophy of the University

after his retirement.

In December 1928 Dr. Ranade delivered the Kinkhede
Lectures at the University of Nagpur on **the Bhagavadgtta” These
lectures will be published by the Nagpur University shortly. In

March 1929 he delivered the Basu-Mallik Lectures at the Univer-

sity of Calcutta on Vedinta and Western Thought.'"'

Though Df. Ranade left Poona for Allahabad in December
1927, the office of the Poona branch of the Academy remained
in my charge at the Adhyatma Bhavan up to 1936 and the

Review of Philosophy and Religion was published from this office

between 1930 and 1936. Dr. Ranade loved solitude to enable

him to run his Godly course of life. Some time before 1925

he built a small Ashram at Ntmbal near Bijapur. He used to

pass his vacations at this Ashram which was admirably suited for

his study and nieditation. I still remember my visit to this

Ashram in 1930 and in particular his wind-proof meditation

room in which he offered me hot tea which made me perspire to

such an extent that I had to get out of it temporarily to cool my-
self in the gusts of wind that generally passed over the rocky

plain .Where the Ashram is situated. Between 1927 and 1941

Dr. Ranade resided at Allahabad in a rented house, which was
apparently not suited for the meditative mode of his life. He
therefore, built a house near Draupadi Ghat on the bank of the

Ganges at Allahabad far removed from the bustle of the crowd.

In this house he made a close study of the writings of the Hindi

poet-saints in the light of his own spiritual experiences and
produced his two monumental volumes on “ Pathway to God in

Hindi Literature,"

Though Dr. Ranade resided at Allahabad for about eighteen

years
( 1927-1946 ) he paid frequent visits to Nimbal, where he

met bis Guru-bandhus and disciples, who gathered there for

practising Sidhana and attending Dr Ranade s informal spiri-

tual discourses. In fact Nimbat became a seat of pilgrimage

7
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for a large number of his spiritual followers and friends. Oh
3rd July 1956, the 70th birthday of Dr Ranade, a grand festival

(Amrta-Mahotsava) was celebrated at Jamkhandi, his birthplace,

by the citizens of Jamkhandi and hundreds of Dr. Ranade’s

friends and followers in all parts of India. On this unique

occasion a volume entitled “ Philosophical and other Essays ”

of Dr. Ranade edited by the Shri Gurudeva Ranade Satkar

Samiti was presented to him. Every friend, admirer and follower

of Dr. Ranade should possess a copy of this volume not only

on account of its rich philosophical contents but on account

of the following features which give us a good glimpse of

Dr. Ranade’s early life and later development of his literary and

spiritual career

( 1 ) Photo of Shri Sadguru Bhausaheb Maharaj, the spiri-

tual teacher of Dr. Ranade.

( 2 ) Photo of Dr. Ranade in a sitting posture.

( 3 } Photo of the house at Jamkhandi where Dr. Ranade
was born.

(4) Photo of the Parashuram Bhau Highschool at

Jamkhandi from which Dr. Ranade passed his Matricu-

lation examination in 1902, winning the Jagannath

Shankarshet Scholarship for Sanskrit,

( 5 ) Appreciation of Gurudeva Ranade in three* Sanskrit

stanzas by Lokanayak M. S. Aney, ex~Goverhor of

Bihar.

( 6 ) An elaborate Foreword by Prof. N. G. Damle, which

gives us all available information about Dr. Ranade's

life, his philosoph>^, his spiritual teaching and literary

productions.

Dr. Ranade used to pay at least one visit to Poona every

year and I had the pleasure of meeting him during this visit.

Unfortunately I could not meet him this year as he came to

Poona in a disturbed condition of health and immediately went

to Nimbal where after a few days of illness he passed away
quietly on 6th June 1957. We all mourn his loss. He was

guide, friend and philosopher not only to myself but to bundredl

8
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of his friends and disciples Verily a man who attracted more

than a thousand friends, young and old, for his funeral on that

bushless plain of Nimbal has not lived in vain.

Before^losing this small tribute of mine to a great persona-

lity I note below the following works of Dr. Ranade which

will be ever studied by all interested in Philosophy and

Religion

( I ) Philosophical and other Essays part I, ed. by Ranade

Satkar Samiti, 1956 containing the following essays :

—

( i ) Herakleitos ( pp. 1-23 )

( ii ) Aristotle's Criticism of the Eleatics ( pp. 24-71

)

(iii) Thalis ( pp. 72-91 )

(iv) Aristotle’s Critique of Protagoreanism ( pp. 92-111 )

(v) A Philosophy of Spirit ( pp. 112-120 ) ( abstract ©f

Presidential Address at the Nagpur Session of the

Indian Philosophical Congress in December 1937 )

(vi) Yajfiavalkya and the Philosophy of Fictions

( pp. 121-133 )

(vii) Meditations on a Fire-fly ( pp. 134-139 )

(viii) The Centre of the Universe ( pp. 140-143 )

(ix) Indian Theism ( review of Dr, Macnicol’s book )

(pp. 144-152)

(X) The Ideal of Kingship ( review of Asoka by Dr.

D. R. Bhandarkar, 1925 ) ( pp. 153-164 )

(xi) A Vindication of Indian Philosophy ( pp. 165-184 )

( 2 ) .4 Constructive Survey of Upanishadic Philosophy
(
Pages

472-1926 ).

(3) Creaf/ve PmW by R. D. Ranade and S. K. Belvalkar.

(Pages XXIX + 514)— 1927.

( 4 ) Adhyatmagranthamald ( 5 parts ) : —

( i )

( ii )

( iii )

( iv )

(
• v ) ( Second edition in press ).

9
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( 5 ) Mysticism in Maharashtra ( 1933 )—( pp. 540 )

(6) The Vedinta as a Culmination of Indian Thought

( Basu-Mallik lectures, Calcutta University )-to be published.

( 7 ) Pathway to God in Hindi Literature ( pp. 450 ) 1954.

( 8 ) Paramirtha Soplna ( pp. 454 )

( 9 ) Conception of Spiritual Life in Mahatma Gandhi and
Hindi Saints ( delivered before the Gujarat Vidyasabha,
Ahmadabad, 1956 )

(10) Mysticism in Karnatak (with Sources )—Karnatak
University Lectures )

(11) The Bbagavadgita as a Philosophy of God-realisation

( Kinkhede lectures, Nagpur University ) — to be published
shortly,

(12) The Kaushika Lectures ( delivered ) at the S. P. College,

Poona )

Dr. Ranade had a brilliant academic career which was
crowned with his winning the Chancellor’s Gold Medal at the

M. A. examination, but his health was much shattered after

1909 by a serious illness from which he partially recovered

about 1912. From this time up to the end of his life he remained

“ a bundle of bones. ” It is really a Mysticism for us how such

a “ bundle of bones ” could produce such marvellous literary

work of a high order. “Things of the mind are not of the clay”

said an English poet and the literary output of Dr. Ranade has

already become immortal as it has the enduring stamp of bis

spiritual life. When Shri. Aurobindo read Dr. Ranade’s essays

on Greek Philosophy 45 years ago he described their author as a

''perfect writer and scholar
'' and Dr. Ranade's subsequent

literary production as specifed above has fully justified the pro-

phetic compliment paid by the Saint-philosopher of Pondicherry

to the Saint - philosopher of Nimbal. No better brief tribute can

be offered to Dr. Ranade than the following stanzas 3 composed

by the learned Lokanayak Bapuji Aney, the ex - Governor of

Bihar on the occasion of the 70tb Birthday of Dr. Ranade on

3rd July 1956:—

3. These stanzas are published at the beginning of the

Volume of "Philosophicaland other Essay I of Dr Ranade.

10
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THE RIDDLE OF ‘INDRA’ AND ‘SOMA’

A. J. Karandikar, Poona.

In the Rgveda, Indra is the deity of the summer solstice.

This hypothesis is accepted by almost all the astronomers and

ridiculed by philologists. For instance. Dr. Dandekar in his

essay on ‘ Vrtraha Indra’ observes: “ In the Atharvaveda

( 3-10-12 ) Ekastaka, that is the new year’s nighty is said to be

the mother of Indra, thus implying that Indra is the symbol of

the advent of the new year, i, e. of the Spring. But, this is an

absolutely unwarranted inference. Unfortunately our philologists

fail to see that Ekas^aka is in no way connected with the

equinoxes. According to the Hindu astronomical tradition the

full moon and the new moon arc the indicators of the equinoxes

and Ekasfaka i. e. the half waxing moon and the half waning

moon of the solstices. The Vedic sacrificial wheel was intimately

associated with the constellation Sagittarius, as evidenced by the

title Dhanurmakha; and in those antique days, the four phases

of the moon occurring in that sign marked the four turning

points of the year. According to a tradition, Visnu, who is the

symbol of the sacrifice, stood with his chin resting on the bow

and defied all the gods. ” ^ H

aicRSBl*! I ^ l”
( Satapatha 14-1-1-1)

.

In the Taittinya Aranyaka ( 1-1-5 ) a similar story is related

about ^ ^ ’43^ I

I H I cTWTci; q: ^ q5T^

“ This story proves that Visnu or Rudra was the sacrifice,

and the sacrifice was the year, and the pivot of the year was the

constellation Sagittarius. Visnu and Rudra alone among the gods

were armed with bow and arrows. Even in this divine pair,

Rudra was the original archer of the sky.
** ^ 313^

’

( RK 2-1-6). He is Bbalacandra i. e. he carries moon on his

1
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fprehead. It is but natural that Rudra, the archer God with thp

fixed bow, should be so enamoured with the moon, which

frequently appears like a moving bow. Incidentally, let it be

noted that the archer God of the sk^ is also a serpent-holder which

proves that he is the original Rudra or Mahakala. The special

weapon of Visnu is the celebrated disc or Sudarsana cakra, while

Rudra is the archer god par excellence. In Western Asia also,

Ahura Mazda carries the same disc in his hand, while Assur

although occasionally toying with the disc, usually appears armed
with a bow and arrows. In spile of this apparent difference

both pairs of deities represent the constellation Sagittarius, since

a single glance at the celestial globe will disclose how closely the
‘ Corona Australis * ( the Southern crown ) or the disc of Visnu

is connected with the bow of Rudra or Assur. As the

serpent-holder Rudra remains indifferent to the crown or disc

attached to his bow, the moon becomes his crown. Since in

those antique times when the figure of the heavenly Archer was
first conceived, the full moon in Archer marked the advent of the

Spring equinox, and the new moon in the same sign indicated the

approach of the autumnal equinox, the half-waning moon in

Sagittarius was the signal for the entry of the winter solstice, and
the crescent or half-waxing moon in the same sign was the alarm

bell for the onset of the stormy summer solstice. The title

Bhalacandra is of utmost importance in order to understand the

real Rudra. But, I must take leave of this fascinating subject

and return to the problem of Ekastaka. The Taittinya Samhita

has stated in plain terms that Ekastaka is the * reversing ’ of the

year. ’ ^ ^ 1
”

( 7-4-8 ),

The Ekastaka mentioned in this passage was the half^waning

moon in Phalguna The author of the ‘ Crion

'

has missed this

point in his discussion of this passage, as this Eka^aka has

been thrown into the background by the better-known latter

Bkis(aka of the half-waning moon in the month of Magha. But

the ancient Eka^aka can be rescued from her oblivion if we pay

{Some attention to the traditional starting date of the festival pf

Ipdra, as recorded by Varihatnihira, in the chapter W
i^ndradhyajasampat .in the Varefhxsamhita, which i$ the hajCr

waxing moon in Bbadrapada or the Bhadrapfda; Snicllastaml

QbviQUsly the date recorded by Varahamihira was the ancient

2
"

‘
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birth-date of Indra, although in the epic age, Srikrsna, whose

birth-date is the half-waning moon in Sravana was known as

Upendra, the younger . brother of Indra, which name suggests

that the half-waxing moon in Sravana might have been connected

with Indra in those days. The half waxing moon in Sravana

is even now marked in our calendars as Bhanusaptami, which is

an indication that the date was once connected with some turning

point of the Sun.

The Indradhvaja festival indicated merely the annual birth

of Indra, while the cyclical birth of Indra, or the point of the

summer solstice as it passed from one constellation to the other

on account of the precession, was a closely guarded secret,

conhned to the select few. According to the Vedic tradition, the

secret of and the cyclical birth of Indra was revealed by

the sage The Brhadaranyaka-upanisad records ^
I i efeRi; i

3^ 31^ II

”

• In this stanza has expressed in symbolical

language the mystery of the motion of Indra from one constellation

to the other in the course of a thousand years. Here ‘ rupa
’

means the constellation and ‘ Harayah ’ the years, as revealed by

the last passage of the Taittiriya samhitd-
‘ ^ ^

*13# I 3«n 3T I I

3TT?*rr i %tEn: i i btw i

’

* So the so-called car of Indra drawn by a thousand horses,

is actually the precession of the summer solstice from one

constellation to the other, in course of a thousand years. In

ancient times astronomy was closely associated with theology and

consequently the astronomical secrets were jealously guarded by

the priests. Even in the fourth century B. C. Hippasus, a Greek
mathematician was said to have been drowned in his bath for

revealing mathematical secrets. According to the Vedic tradition

Dadhyah Atharvana had to lose bis head for giving out the secret

of Indra, that is of the summer solstice. On account of such

secretive tendencies the teaching of Dadhyan At^iarvana gradu-

ally lost its astronomical contents and was transformed into a mete
3
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philosophical forinula. For instance the Kpthaka Upanisad while

imitating Dadhyah Atharvaija says, UpAUi wA

But this latter development must not blind us to the original

teaching of the sage. Before the Vedic sages turned their

attention from astronomy to philosophy of the type of the

Upanisadi, they were very careful observers of the sky and had

noted* how Indra, who was at first Arjuna or Phalguna and a great

friend of became Maghavan, the great, on account of

his association with the imperial star Magha, and lastly how the

once haughty Mahendra was dethroned and caught in the toils of

the Ahi of Aslesa. Anybody who studies the legend of Indra

with a map of stars in his hand must admit that the Aryans had

followed the precession of the summer solstice for thousands of

years and consequently the chosen few among them had dis*

covered the approximate rate of precession as well. If the scholars

of the Rgveda persist in denying this obvious fact, we might

pray God to forgive them, for they know not what they do.

For instance, Vamadeva who was the contemporary and rival of
Visvamitra in astronomical lore, in describing the birth of Indra

states ‘ ^ i *ntr
’

(4-18-4). Here the poet asserts in plain language that Indra

has been in the womb of his mother, not merely for a period of

thousaW months but a thousand years. Unfortunately, the

philologists have chosen to misunderstand the phrase.

Prof. Geldnbr translates this as follows :
“ whom she has carried

in her womb for thousand months and many years. ” I think

that this interpretation does not convey the real sense. According

to the medical science, the period of intra-uterine life is nine

solar or ten lunar months. So the poet emphasises here the fact

that the mother of Indra has been carrying not for the usual tea

months, not even for thousand months, but for thousand years.

If the hymns in the Rgveda are to be regarded as poetry, they

must be interpreted according to the cannons of poetry.

Geldner’s “ many years ” does not make any sense in the context.

Even if the mother of Indra was condemned to carry him for

thousand months and thousand years, these sentences were to run

concurrently and not separately. Qne may claim that jail birds

4
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and poets are better qualified to translate this phrase than the

philologists, who may not like to believe that the Vedic sages

knew their astronomy fairly well. But Bently and Ketkar refer

to a complicated Aryan cycle of 247 1/12 tropical years which is a

happy combination of the lunar, solar and sidereal systems, each

of the new cycle beginning invariably on the 7th tithi of the month
next to that with which the preceding cycle had begun, the

precession of the equinox during one cycle being exactly a quarter

of naksatra The seventh tithi with which the cycle began might

have something to do with the tradition of Ekastaki being the

mother of Indra.

That the intra-uterinc life of Indra lasted for thousand years,

is a well-known Aryan tradition. For instance, the Rarmyana
mentions that when Diti prayed for a son who would replace

Indra, KIsyapa told her to practise austerities for a thousand years.

^ ^^11% 3 I 3^ II

^5^ qifiiiJn glints cIT^. I rRi:

II . . .'jyi 3 i ?f|?n^w*n^ll

gq«r5t??iT WFi m I 3Tqf^g]fJim % 'srrat II

But instead of waiting for the next ten years, she had to give

birth to the Marudgana in the same year, as the period of

990 years, is mathematically a more accurate period for the

birth of a new Indra.

According to the generally accepted opinion, the Marudgana

is a group of devoted followers of Indra, But the story of their

birth as related in the Ramayana suggests that originally they

belonged to a rival pantheon. The Vedic legend ( 1-165) about

Indra forcibly appropriating to himself the offerings dedicated to

the marudgana indicates the same situation. In the ^gveda they

are frequently referred to as ‘ sudanavah ’ and ‘ makhah

9Fn?r: ’
( 1-64-1

1

)

«Tqt q^ ’
( 1-64 6 1

‘ ^ ’
( 6-66-9 )

‘

TOWq.
ai*lTS*I5R[ 31^’ ( 3-31-7 )

^ §3FFi: I II ’ (1-172-2 )
‘

,13 1 3iqt 33^!
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H ’
( 1-64-8 )• I think,

i. need not multiply these quotations to prove that Marudgana was

known as ‘ makhih ’ and ‘ sudinai^ah * and that it was connected

With the constellations of Leo and Hydra. According to tie

Sumerian and Babylonian astronomers, the stars in the vicinity

of Regulus in Leo were known as makha or lika ihakht i. el

the great dog, the lion. So the Mafudgai^a might have includec!

some stars in Leo. But, I suspect, that the chief star whit li

represented the Marudgana lies outside the constellation of

Leo. It must be the Alphard, :an orange star in the neck

of Hydra, usually called Hydra^s heart or Cor Hydrae. This

^tar was called Tur-us-maLmakh, the son of the supreme

temple and Ilu Danu, the divine judge by the Babylohiah

astronomers. The famous Aryan astronomer Visvamitrra has

pointedly referred to this star, when he declared that the

Marudgana disclosed the vulnerable part of Vrtra who considered

himself to be invulnerable. “ h g

( 3-32-4 )» Here
‘

1(4 ’ obviously refers to Cot

Hydrae, This is the referred to in the g* ^ ^st,m

m I
’

( 3-2-4 ). In the ^gvedd

( 10-171-2 ) Indra cuts the head of Makha and goes to the house

of Soptia : ftlT: 3T? m I

This Is the DSnu killed by Indra:
‘ art^^^WR aift 2[Tg

tERT^T ^ ”
( 2-12-1 1

'• The same Dinu is transfo'-ned

into the mother of Vrtra by HiranyastQpa Ahgirasa :

*

^ 3T^T arq i g: arvrt:: 3R ^rr^ftg

gig: g ll ’
( 1-32-9 )• The mother of Vrtra tried

to cover her son, but Indra killed him nevertheless by attacking

him under her stomach. This appears to be the Vedic original of

the epic myth where Indra cuts his future rival to pieces in the

womb of Diti and this proves the continuity of the Aryan

tradition from the ^gveda to the RamSydna. It app^rs that the

Bhrgu elan was particularly opposed to the Babylonian worship

of Makha: ‘ ijr mvm HR ’
( 9-101-13 )• When

Ohqe it is khowii that Makha who was also Vrtra belonged to

the iBabylOnian pantheon, the real meaning of the epithet Vavri

6
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as applied to Vftra becomes obvious. The ancieht Babylon was

khown to Ihe Indo-Ifanians by thp name Vavri. So, the epithet

Vavri when applied to Vrtra means ‘ belonging to Babylon
“ arntj 31^ i

RfR»»IT ft*?! 3T5Sr; 11
’ ^ ( l-54-lO ). Here

the reference to the mountain in the belly of Vrira can be under-

stood only by those who are familiar with Babylonian astronomy.

But, I shall refrain from giving an explanation of the same, as

1 must refer here to one more Babylonian constellation the

Entenamasluv which is identical with Hydra wholly or in part.

The patron deity of this constellation is the God 1^, who with his

consort Ninip created the whole world. This Ip is often referred

to in the ^gvedaas Ap. But the Vedic scholars have not yet under-

stood this reference. £. g. the late veteran Ramwade in his essay

on ‘ Indra’s Enemies ’ observes “ 3^ to destroy occurs in ”,

which occurs nine times in the Rgveda and most probably means,

a destroyer or conquerer of water. ” Of course, the meaning given

by RajaWADE is obviously wrong. Tilak has already shown that

the Sumerian God or demon Apsu was well-known to the Vedic

Aryans. Similarly the God Ip or Ap was quite familiar to the

singers of the Veda as evidenced by
^

’
( 3-27-1

1

‘
’

( 3-51-2 ),

‘
’

( 6-61-13
‘

( 1-63-21 ^ where the meaning suggested by Rajawade
does not fit in. The real meaning is the killer of Ap (.Hydra ).

Mr. Robert Brown, the author of the Primitive Constelldtions,

suggests that the position of this constellation was at thS tail of

Hydra.

Antong the Babylonians, gods were inseparable from
stars. Mr. Z. A. Ragozin has proved this conclusively in the

“ Story ofChaldea ”. He observes, “ It is but just to the Shumiro-

Accads to say that the perception of the Divine in the beauty of

the stars was not foreign to them. This is amply proved by the

fact that in their oldest writing the sign of a star is used to express

the idea not of any particular God or Goddess but the Divine

principle, the deity generally. The name of every Divinity is|prece>

ded by the star On account of this supreme reverenee for the

stars the Babylonian year was a sidereal year, while tfie year, of

the Vedic Aryans was tropical. That the Aryans conceived theif

t
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principal deities as the principal turning points of the year is proved

by the fact that the Taittinya Brahmana identifies ‘ Sarad ’ with

‘ Ambika ‘ 51^^ ^ ’
( 1-6-10-4 )• In the RV,

Agni represents the vernal equinox^ Indra, the summer solstice and

Visnu, the winter solstice. According to the tradition, the Veda is

mortally afraid of those Professors who do not know this simple

astronomical truth and insist on interpreting the sacred text. An
English lady astronomer, the Hon’ble Emmeline Plunket has

convincingly proved that Indru was the God of the summer solstice

and Vrtra, the enormously lengthy constellation of Hydra. “That

4000 B. C. or to be more precise one or two hundred years

earlier—Hydra* extended its enormous length for more than 90®

symmetrically along one astronomically important ( though

invisible ) mathematical line—the line of the heavenly equator,

and was at the same date accurately divided by another equally

important mathematical line, namely, the colure of the summer
solstice.” ( Page 118). This important discovery and the novel

interpretation of the Vrtra myth by that gifted lady astronomer

has been entirely ignoied by the philologists to whom astronomy

is anathema. As she was unacquainted with Sanskrit she could

not naturally follow up her intution and unravel the mystery of

Soma as well, as according to the repeated assertion of the

Satapatha, Vrtra was Soma and consequently the discovery of

Vrtra ought to have solved the mystery of Soma. But a single

glance at plate IX, opposite page 118 of her work on the “ Ancient

Calendars, and Constellations
"

is sufficient to convince any lover

of Veda that the real Soma is to be found at the point where the

Hydra was accurately divided by the colure of the summer solstice,

in 4200 B. C., i. e. in the constellation of Crater.

According to the well-known astrologer Mr. Vivian Robson
the constellation Hydra extends from the Sth degree of Leo to

the 23rd of Scorpio. So the mid-point of Hydra occurs in the

29th degree of Virgo. At this point Hydra appears to be carrying

the constellation Crater on its slippery back. According to a
Greek legend, Apollo once gave feast to Jupiter and requiring

water sent the Raven with a cup ( crater ) to fetch some. On the

way the greedy bird noted a fig tree and waiting till the figs became
fipe he feasted upon the fruits and then remembering his errand

hnd fearing the anger of Apollo, he picked up a snake on the way
8
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and excused hiinself before the Gpd by pretending that it had
prevented him from filling the cup. Apollo punished the liaf and

nailed the raven, the cup and the snake to the vault of heaven,

where the crater extends from the 13th degree of Virgo to the

3r4 ( f Libra and is almost caught up in the beak of the raven

p jrpying the space between the 5th and the ISth degree of

L'hni This myth appears to be of Indo-European origin,

although in contrast with the raven who cheats Apollo the yedic

Syena docs bring Soma to Indra ( RV 1-80-2 ).

The constellation Hydra is called KadrQ in the Taittinya

Samhiia. “ ^ I 53T gqnfe

Wsnti: I BT 1 ^ rlH SfTft:, 3TTr*rTii

I (6-1-6)- So the son of -Suparni committed the

theft of Soma at the behest of his mother and offered the same

to Kadru in order to secure the freedom of his mother. Of
course this legend is more interesting than the old Indo-European

version of the same. The theft of Soma as described in the R V
4-26-27 ) is attributed to ^yena which is but another name for

the son of Suparni

That the constellation Crater is the heavenly Soma of the

RK, is easily proved by the special intimacy of Vayu with Soma.

Vayu is the protector of Soma,
‘

’
( 10-85-5 )•

He is the ‘sucipfi*, who alone drinks the pure Soma. He is the

* agrepa ’ who drinks Soma before all other Gods. Ht proved

himself to be the fastest of Gods, by out-running them all in the

race for Soma All these myths about Vayu are familiar to every

student of the ^V. Yet owing to the purblindness of the

philologists none of the professors of IJiK ever attempted to

explain these myths. If the study of the illK is to make any real

progress these professors must be compelled to complete a stiff

ftourse in ancient astronomy and astrology.

According to the poets of the A K, Tvasti is standing in the

•^ky holding a Kala^ or vessel full of Soma.

f^iBT ' t 9-^6). This description

refers to Yva^fi ponceived as the starry Erajapati, * TO
i I

1 ^ T
I

’
cl. ( I-5-2-2 )• As the figure of the sjlatfl

9
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Prajipati caught the imagination of the Aryans the myth of Syena,
the robber of Soma receded into the background and gradually

the Greek Raven and the Vedic gyena became the ‘ hasta ’ or the

hand of Tva§ti. Thus Tvasta the rhler of the constellation Citra

came to be regarded as the owner of Soma. When Tvasta was
transformed into an owner of Soma the special privileges that

Vayu enjoyed as regards the same were imagined to be the first

preferences due to the son-in*law of Tvasfa. In the RV. Vayu is

actually described as the son-in-law of Tvasfa
‘ ^

TR ’
( 8-26-22 ) This son-in-law of Vayu was suggested

by the simple astronomical observation that although in the

mid-heaven Hasta is followed by Citra and Citra by Svati, on
the eastern horizon Hasta in the northern latitudes is almost

immediately followed by Svati while Citra appears on the horizon

some thirty to forty minutes later. On account of this almost

simultaneous appearance on the Eastern horizon of Hasta and

Svati, Vayu, the ruler of Svati was regarded as the protector of

the ‘ Somakalasa ’ held by Tvasta. Vayu is the swiftest of gods

because Svati supercedes Citra and rises almost immediately

after Hasta. So, naturally, Vayu wins the race for Soma. He
tastes it first and consequently he alone tastes the purest un-

adulterated Soma. This simple explanation of the myths about

Vayu and Soma in the RV will save the trouble of reading

complicated dissertations on this problem by Hillebrant, Kuhn,
WiND/sekMANN, Bergaigne, and others.

So long as the point of summer solstice was in Crater, Soma
was considered to be the ruler of the Southern region and the

rainy season. Ancient Aryans were mortally afraid of the con-

fusion of the seasons and regions i. e directions. E. g. the

^atapatha ( 3-2-3 ) mentions ‘‘ The seasons became confounded,

the five the regions became confounded, the five. Through

Agni they recognised the Eastern region, wherefore they take

Agni towards the East and render homage to him ; for through

him they recognised the Eastern region and to him belongs the

Eastern region. Through Soma they recognised the Southern

region and hence they say that Soma is sacred to the fathers

;

for through him they recognised the Southern region and to him

belongs the Southern region. ” I think it is unnecessary to

10
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continue the quotation, which is in English as I have not got the

first half of the Satapatha. This passage proves beyond the shadow
of doubt that Agni in the Vedic'tradition represents the Spring

equinox and Soma, the Southern solstice. When once this is

admitted the repeated assertion of the Satapatha that Soma was

Vrtra becomes crystal clear. “Now Soma was Vrtra. When the

gods slew him his head rolled off. It became the Dronakalasa.

Thereinto flowed together so much of the juice as it could hold.

( 4-4-3~7 ). This means that the Crater was considered to be one

of the heads of the monster Hydra which was turned into a

drinking bowl after its separation from the main body according

to the savage custom of those days. In that age ^at every season

of the year except at that of the mid-summer some portion of

Hydra’s monstrous form was visible during some part of the

night. But at the summer solstice no star in this constellation

showed itself even for a short period. Therefore in this season

not only was Vrtra completely overpowered by Indra but also he

was almost identified with Indra. In fact according to the

dictionaries, one of the meanings of Vrtra is Indra.

According to the Vedic tradition there is a mountain in the

belly of Vrtra.
^

^
( RK. ). This mountain is

simply the point of the summer solstice. There is a Babylonian

legend about the storm bird Zu ( Greek Corvus and Indian Hasta )

which stole the tablets of Destiny and through the authority of

those tablets tried to rule the gods. It is related that after having

stolen the tablets the Zu bmd took shelter on the Southern

mountain. The other Gods did not dare to approach him. At last

the moon god was sent to outwit the bird and recover the tablets.

Of course, the Corvus, Hasta, is ‘ the moving finger that writes

and having writ moves on This is the origin of the idea that

the tablets of Destiny were stolen by the Zu bird when the point

of summer solstice reached that constellation, the point of the

summer solstice being the southern mountain on which the bird

takes its shelter, and where it is pursued by the Soma crater in

due course.

U



IN SEARCH OT LIGHT

(In Memory of Guru-Deva Prof. R. D. Ranade, the Saint

of Nimbal.

)

by

N. P. Gone, Sholapur

I went to Him with soul a-thirst

For nectar from his ruby lips;

He came to me and always comes

And makes me drink his nectared looks.

He knew me and ray sister bright i

In our golden days of innocence

;

He said, “ I loved you more than most

For your souls were transparently pure

He truly said. I went to Him to ask His blessings

On my Sire’s sad demise - ^

(Who died in harness; a soldier - Saint

Of Truth, fighting untruth and ignorance. )-

. Gurudeva said, ” You are children of Love and Truth
’ For your parents worshipped Love and Truth

And nothing else ! Fear not, for God looks after you.
’

• «e *** *** **<*

I went to Him when He had found

His Pathway unto God. The Hall 3 was full;

And His Voice was like the Thunder

Of the Ocean of Eternity. He had made
A science of Experience reaching God.

In the intense crucible of His soul he tested

Life and circumstance, and found the Truth

Between the angles and the corners and the chinks

Of thought and thought ! He said :

1. Since 1914. 2. In 1923. 3. Lady Ramabai Hall, S. P
College, Poona, 6-4-1947.
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“ Material life and the body of Man
Are ripples on the Ocean* of Eternity.

Life and Body are not the Ocean
But the ocean is in the life of Everyman !

”

He then explained how the Spider-soul

Lives in the Cobweb that he is made to make.

He moves on here and there within the web
Along its warp and woof. But he lives

Most joyously in the Cobweb’s roof

Which is found in the inner centre

Of the thousand-petalled lotus 4 woof
Atop the brain. This top is reached

By Consciousness which spirals upwards

From the root 5 to the solar plexus 6 and thence the

throat 7

From cardiac centre » till it reaches the mid-brow
spaced. From

Mid-brow space the transition to brain’s central lotus

is steep and narrow

This is the path of the razor’s edge, the needle’s eye -

Through which the Ego-Elephant can’t

Enter to drink the clear nectar water

Of the Manasa lake, mixed with moon light

And star light, cool, soft and sweet. ’Tis only’ \
When you find a Teacher-God and when
He looks benignly on your inner soul

To wash it clean and showers His infinite mercy
On your finite self- Then your soul expands

And bursts into Infinity, breaking the bonds

Of Samsara. Then the ground is ready

And the seed is sown, and Grace is granted unto you.

When the lofty glance*anglc of the Guru’s gaze

Picks up ycwir diamond soul from the heap of dust.

Then your soul burns bright, you realize

What Life is and what Love is

Which are neither matter nor energy nor mind,

4. 5 . 6. 7. 8 .

9 , and 10. in rising order.

2
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Atom nor proton nor neutron, but

Something* far more bright and far more subtle -

Something which makes the light of the sun and moon
And the million shining stars, and the Milky Way
And Earth and Clouds and the rainbow’s colours and
Beauty and Truth and Joy and Life and Love,

This realization is your reward of the upward climbing

steep -

And inspiration deep. It comes when you catch
By the callipers of your inspiration and expiration

The subtlest ether-essence of your “ you-ness ”

;

Your “ you-ness ” and my ‘me-ness’

Are between the acute angles and the corners and

the chinks
Of thought and thought and breath and breath ”

He said'

** **

1 went to Him in meekness "

When He was bound for the North;
( I took my friends with me for witness - )

He called me near Him, an inch or two
Of space alone divided Him from me.

' 'I offerred Him incense sweet and golden lemon
And star-white garland of the freshest Mogra flowers

;

I was all eagerness to drink his Form and fix it in my
soul

As the lotus drinks the sun’s rays. But lo !

‘ Twas He drank me up with his soul-filled eyes «
And left not a drop behind, till drop and Ocean

were unified

!

He looked at me with his infinite gaze

And He poured Infinity into my soul.

It was the Mother’s gaze on the hungry calf

* •• Spiriton

~

lOa. II. At Nimbal in Feb. 1957. 12. Sholapur,

March 1957,
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That had doubted and feared and fumbled and trembled

and stumbled

And cried and sufTerred long !

Fixing His mid-brow gaze on me
In time as long as eternity

He said :
“ Fear not, have no anxiety

For Yogakshema; I fix in Thee
The spiral stair-case of bright gold

By which thou shall climb

From Thy root-force to Brahmi stale !

”

He then made my corruption take on
Incorruption; my imperfection take

On perfection. He said, bathing me with tears -

‘‘ My Child ! Much hast Thou wandered, long

suffered much;
Lost much; lost thy sons and all !

Now are all thy seeds of passion burned

To pop-corn ;
Thy soul is fried

Thy soul is tried and freed -

For the seeds and deeds of Immortality

To be sown on Thy ripe field. Rejoice

You came, and worship Him through me.

Thy Night of Ignorance is done. The golden light

Of the rising sun is a-shine on you. ’

\

Thy muscles and flesh and veins and nerves

Are purified in fire and now Thou shalt

Travel on by the Pathway to God. Thou shalt not return"’.

Then lo ! as if by hands unseen

My “ me-ness ” was united with the Over-soul :

Then I felt this world was a garden of Joy -

AH its water was holy water

All trees were holy tress

All words were the Gospel of God
And all birds were angels of His grace

And all that I ate and drank

Was His holy eating and drinking.

He said -

4
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“ There is no going beyond His circumference ^3

All are centres of His great circle

All Paths the radii, all relations the ratio

Between His radius and His circumference -

But He circumference hath none.

His boundary is infinity; his bounty boundless;

And focussed in Love, the soul looks on
And touches His infinity.

Then Love is where-Death is not

As the Rose is where the worm is not;

And Death is where Love is not;

And doubt is where God is not;

And the ebb and the flow of the Ocean of Love
Is Death and Life and Doubt and Faith in Man.
And then like the murmur of golden bees above

His golden words I heard and locked

Them up in my soul ;

“ Always, night and day

From Golden Dawn to milk-white night

Climb step by step the spiral ladder

And by breath-control through name of God
Adjust the pulley system of the Vayus ^4 in you

To perfect balance. This achieved

,
.pierce a whole in the velvet-screen of the Bhutas within

• And gain an inner focus. Through it behold thy soul.

As the Manasa lake atop the Himalayas

Reflects the star-spangled sky

And the Golden pitcher of the rising sun,

So, through the pin-hole screen-hole Thou shalt behold

In Thy inner soul the golden bowl of nectar.

Drink deep that nectar; meditate on that orange light

And make Thyself bond-free.
”

As the night sky gathers white clouds around

The moon’s bright bowl of gold,

13. Vide Prof. N* G. Damle’s article in Kesari. Poona,

Aug. 1957; 14. m rmn
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So I gathered his winged words

Around my soul’s centre of Truth.

Now, life and death are no more to me
Than light and shade'as children play on Kartik nights.

And Love has filled my soul and I see His face

In all that 1 see and love,

15.



DATE OF MADHAVASVAMlN, AN EARLY AUTHOR
ON DHARMASASTRA — BEFORE 1100 A* C.

by

Sadasbiva L. Katre, Ujjain

Madhavasvamin is an early author on Dharmasastra*

However, his work has not yet been traced bodily and he is

known to-day only through citations from him by posterior

authors Aufrecht does not record him in any manner any-

where in the three volumes of his Catalogus Catalogorum,

P. V. Kane in his Lists of Works and Authors on Dharma-
sastra appended to his History of Dharmaiastra

,

Vol. I, P. 723 a,

records the following solitary detail about this Madhavasvamin :

m. in the Grhastharatnakara of Cancjesvara

as explaining a sQtra of gahkha-Likhita.

As Can4esvara’s literary activities are duly assigned to

the period 1314—1370 A, the said citation in his

Grhastharatnakara only enables us to fix the lower limit for

the date of Madhavasvamin at 1314 A, C.

It is now possible to push back this lower limit for

Madhavasvamin’s date at least by two centuries.

The^PrayakittakancJa of Laksraidhara's Krtyakalpataru had
been ’missing since long and, though vividly cited by genuine

later Dharma nibandhakaras like Sulapani, Raghunandana, etc.,

had been persistently refused ^ a place in the plan of the

Krtyakalpataru by K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, who has

edited this vast digest for the ^Gaekwad'^s Oriental Series, How-
ever, an actual MS of this Prayascittakcmda^ sorely broken as

it is, has been discovered by me lately in the Manuscripts

Library of the Scindia Oriental Institute of Ujjain
( Accession

No. 7421 ) and the same has been critically noticed by me at

1. History of Dharmasastra^ I, P. 372,

2 Vide his Introductory paper ‘‘ Lak§midhara and the

Krtyakalpataru ’’ prefixed to his edition of the Danakm4<^%

G. O. S. No* XCII, 1941, P. 18, Footnote 2, and his Preface to

the Vratakdnda^ G. O. S. No. CXXIII, 1953, P, (ix ).

1
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length in my paper ^ submitted for being read at the forthcom-
ing 19th Session of the All-India Oriental Conference to be held
at Delhi. At one place in this Prayascittakanda^ Laksmidhara
while dealing with the topic *of expiation on abhaksyabhaksana
is found to cite Madhavasvamin, again, as commenting on
a sutra of Sahkha-Likhita, Vide Folio 93a of the said MS :—

=5r I

qraq
-

51% 11

3 ( ? ) wfii 1

fefel#r-55gqq55TT>|7i^qq;WT%qTf qq:

‘ f%qT^ ’
1

‘ ’ ^R^qrgqrr^

I ^qqlcqq; ^qq;; |

‘ ’

qrqkrgqq^ft ( grP^r: 1 qT%q xw> %% I

‘ q^qsq qrasqq; ’
1

Here the duration, unspecified by Sahkha-Likhita, for
subsistence on Pdneagavya prescribed as an expiation for the
sin accruing from the eating of some banned herbs and
vegetables enumerated in the sutra is restricted by Madhava-
svamin to one day.

Luckily, Laksmidhara is now also found to cite this

Madhavasvamin once in his lately published Grhasthakanda 1 as
follows :

q qwqqqqqiq q%i q q 1

q qi^oit jurq^ 1 q q qqq^^qflRqrq fi

‘ qqqs^qqi^ftr^ ’ qqqij^: 1
‘w ’ qqqf|: 1 qwjftq q

I
‘ qi#iiT qvjqq ’ ^f%5qTqq[ |

‘ qiqrstnqrf^^ ’ |;t%

»TPJt^^ll(i I

It is further revealed that this latter citation is identical,

with slight variations, with the citation in the Grhastharatndkara
mentioned by Kane, Capdesvera in all likelihood having
borrowed it from Laksmidhara.

3. “ The Praya^cittakanda : A Hitherto Missing Smion of
Laksmidhara s Kriyakalpataru. ”

4. G. O S. No. CX, 1944. P. 369.

2
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As Laksmidhara’s literary activities fall in the period

1 100-1150 A. C.,5 in the light of these two citations in his digest

Madhavasvamin must now be- placed before 1100 A. C. Although

from the nature of the two citations Madhavasvamin seems

to be removed from Laksmidhara by some centuries, nothing

definite in the direction can be said to-day in the present state

of our knowledge

From the fact that in both these citations Madhavasvamin
is referred to as commenting on Sahkha-Likhita’s sutras, it

is very likely that he wrote a comprehensive bhasya on the entire

DharmasQtra of Sahkha-Likhita. An early bhasyakara on this

Dharmasutra is alluded to in later digests ^ like Candesvara’s

Vivadaratnakara
i 1311 A, C. >, Vacaspati’s Vivadacintamani

( 1450-1480 A. C.,7) etc. But whether our Madhavasvamin
is identical with that bhasyakara cannot be decided to-day for

want of due corroborative evidence.

srifh, I, pT 31^
6. Ibidy P. 77. Kane on the authority of G hose’s Hindu Law^

Vo). II, P. f04, states : “ Laksmidhara in his Kalpataru draws

attention to the fact that the bhasyakara of Sank ha read a well-

known sutra as ‘ sa yadyekah syat’ instead of ‘sa yadyekaputrah

syat However, I have been unable to trace such a comment
by Laksmidhara anywhere in the printed version of his gigantic

Vyavaharakanda (G. O. S. No. CXIX, 1953) edited by Aiyangar.
On the other hand, on P, 654 of this edition Laksmidhara
cites such sutras from Sahkha-Likhita

—

1 iwt 1 ni 1

IJ

and passes further without any comment of his own thereon.

In the footnote below this text the following comment on
these sQtras from Candesvara’s Vivadaratnakara is cited by

the editor *

—

3Tq>:oif$ra 1 =a aaqr 1

7 . HD, I. P. 405.
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SOME MORE INFORMATION ABOUT DECORATIONS
IN ANCIENT INDIA

by

Jnanchandra, -Bombay

In my last article “ A Reference about Decorations in

Ancient India ”, I have referred to paUa which was given by the

king as a mark of distinction or a badge to talwars. Further

studies of the Jain literature shows that there were different

grades of this patta (
with difference of metal and stampage ) and

the highest of it was awarded to Shreshthin. In his commentaries

of the Jain-Upang Rayapasenijjam ( Rajprashnrya Malay Giri

refers Shreshthin as j

^

Dr. J. C. Jain in his book “ Life in Ancient India” tells

that Shreshthin was authorised to put on patta of Gold. 2 I had

a talk with Dr. Jain. He told me that Nishith Churni also tells

that gold paftas were awarded to Shreshthin,

In the course of time the prestige of this patta was so much
enhanced that the kings and the princes also started wearing it.

Varahamihira in his book ‘ Brhat Samhiia ’ refers to the five

varieties of the patta^ in the following words

'If: IPTCI

'Tf:

5 ^ qfi: li

.. .

lRiq%: sRiT^qit 1 1

^

fA) ( i ) The patta which is of 8 ahgula depth from centre

is subha for the king.

{ ii of 7 ahgula depth to the queen

( iii ) of 6 ahgula depth to the prince ( Yuvraja )

( iv

)

of 4 ahgula depth to the senapati

( V ) of 2 ahgula depth was known as prasada-pa^a

(B) ( i ) of 5 sikha for kings

( ii ) of 3 sikha for Yuvraj and queen

( iii ) of I iikka for Senapati and
( iv) that having no sikha is known as prasada-patta,

1. Raypasenijjam. Edited by N. V. Vaidyas part II, pags 4.

2. “ Life in Ancient India ” footnote pags 60,

3. Brhat Samhiia Ch. 49.

1



THE CONCEPT OF GOD
by

N. G. Cha^ekar, Badlapur

It is truly saicj that Agni was the first God. For, he

has been addressed as such for over hundred times in the

Rgveda. The number of times Savita, Soma, Indra, Varuna

and Surya are invoked with the appellation of God is 55, 36, 29>

15 and 12 respectively. This calcalaiion has been made from

the collection of approximately 312 relevant rks. It is a fair

inference therefore that Agni was probably the first to be

styled as God.

There is reason for this. The word agni is derived from

s/ag to move. The fire rapidly spreads both in volume and
intensity. It is therefore appropriately named Agni. Similarly

Agni is deva since it illumines or enlightens. This action of
fire is natural as it itself is shining. Deva is derived from ydiv
to shine. The sources of the availability of fire to the mankind
were three—T) forest-conflagration, (2) the fall of lightning

and (3) friction—natural or artificial. Forest conflagration

m'ay be occasioned cither by trees being struck by lightning

or by natural friction. Generation of fire by artificial frictioxi

must be a later invention. It seems therefore highly probable

that man obtained fire in the first instance from conflagratiop

and hence the word Agni came to be applied to fire and if

was first described as deva on account of its shining character

and effusion of light.

Thus brightness came to be recognized as the chief

characteristic of a deva. Naturally therefore that which sheds

light and lustre is a deva. The Savita { Sun ) answers this

description and hence next to Agni, Savita is invoked as deva

in numerous places,

, Prayers are offered by the sacrificers to Agni who is

exhorted to bless them with the fulfilment of all their desires.

Such prayers arc tendentious. They of necessity result in

making t^ subject a repository of all conceivable virtues. For

1
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instance Agni is supreme, powerful, full of wisdom etc. Therefore

deva is one who possesses the above qualities This way a

new feature was iLtroduced into the meaning of the word deva.

Thus it came to acquire £fn expanded significance. In this

way every object to which prayers were offered and from which

favours solicited became a deva. Maruts, Vayu, Tvasta, Rudra
were all devas along with Indra, Brhaspati, Varuna etc.

Gradually the element of brilliancy receded and those of

comraendability, virtuosity came to the front. This accounts

for the godship of makha ( sacrifice), Ratha (chariot), Rtvij,

hymn reciters and the like. In the ninth man4ala Soma itself

has been addressed as god in innumerable places.

When a supplicant while eulogising his deity describes him
as the most powerful or the wisest he implies that there is no
rival to match it. This paves the way for the concept of single-

ness or uniqueness of god. In 1-165-9 the rsi praises Indra

Saying, there is no omniscient god other than you.’’ Likewise

Indra is said to be the god of gods (10-48-11, 1-68-2 ). See

also 4-18-13, Indra isdevatama the highest god.

When there are numerous gods to be worshipped simul-

taneously the worship tends to become purely mechanical. It

does not help to create emotional devotion that is needed for

the purification of mind. Prayers loo would be more effect-

ively addressed to one god rather than to a group of gods.

This feeling perhaps caused mental agitation in some . of the

Rgvedic poets . For instance a poet asks, ‘‘ whom among the

Several immortals shall I choose for my devotioii (
1-24-1 ) V*

Then, the intensity of devotion impels the devotee towards

Oneness of god. The sage in 6-30-4 acclaims, “ Oh Indra ! There

is none to match you both among mortals and immortals.’^

Nay he gfcts envious of others as he stands firm in his loyalty

to his own god ( 6-56-1 >.
^ ^

The Rgvedic gods were inseparably associated with the

sacrificial ritual.' Hence they were called yajEiyasah ( 2-3 4;
3-54-13, 18; 4-54-2 etc.) In fact Agni is related to devas

(J-36-12 ; 1-105 13 ). These were either luminary bodies or

elenieqts of nature such as Maruts^ Mitra, Aryami and Varuna

i^re by Visvedeva in 1-186-2. Probably they were the first

toJktndlo thf sacrificial fire (
1-36-4 ), This is quite clear from
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8-102-17 where we are expressly told that Agni owes his birth

to gods. In one place Maruts, Asvins, Mitra and Varuna are

c»tegorically mentioned as gods ( 5- 6-9 ) ; Pusi, Bhaga and
Aryama in another ( 4-30-24 ). ’For Visnu,Vata ( Vayu ) and
Indra see 1-186 10.

As observed before, the Rgvedic gods were sacrificial gods

There was no sacrifice without them. They were part and

parcel of the sacrificial system Agni brought them from heaven

at the request of the sacrificer or the rtvik. They were given

seats,made of darbha grass and enjoyed soma drinks Oblations

were consigned to Agni in their names and it was the function

of Agni to carry the soma to gods in heaven. At times Agni

was asked to come accompanied by gods ( 1 14-1, 2 etc.)

The purpose of their coming was to drink somajuicef 1.14-6,

1-44-9
) and to cat the oblations offered ( 1-74-6, 1-94-3 ).

Now one thing is quite patent that the idea of deya of

the rsis so far is quite different from what is currently under-

stood by the word god. The translation of deva by god is

consequently misleading. The rgvedic poets had not conceived

yet that there was a sentient principle behind this apparent

world. That idea came later on. Th-s is proved by the poet’s

observation in 1-105-3. He clearly took a materialistic view

of the Sun-god. He realized that they would not live with-

out the . Sun. He however feared that the Sun might fail

down and therefore prayed for the non-happening of this

calamity. The object of admiration and worship of the then

rsis was one that gave light. The Agni on earth lightened

the house ; the Sun in the sky enlightened the world. Therefore

the Sun was the Agni and the Agni was the Sun ( 2-1-7 ).

This is emphasized by the word a-deva—an antonym of deva

that is darkness. Sayana understands it in this sense in 2-22-4,

Almost identical idea is
;
expressed in 10-124-2. The Agni

was hrdeva ( non-shiniog ) while in the arani when however

p|roduce4 by attrition, be became deva as well as immortal. In

fact Arani is the inother of Agni, This is hinted at in 7-2-10.

The l^gvedic gods were not earth-born. Their abode was

in heaven (1-19-6; 3-54-8). This proves that there was no

community bearing the name of deva. The poet describes

3
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tte gods as rising early in the morning* This is no doubt a

a true picture, for they had to be ready to go to the sacrificial

session which commenced with the advent of the dawn

(1-44^1,4,9).

Adilya is another word for deva. It is however less conspi-

cuous in the Rgveda than the word deva. It therefore seems

to be a new-comer in the Rgvedic vocabulary being adopted

from other sources. Besides, it is a derivative. The word

Aditi must be prior to the word-Aditya. The Adityas are

said to be the sons of Aditi. If the Adilyas are gods Aditi is

^ goddess. Obviously then it is the female god and not a male

one who was the primary cause of this world. In other words

the idea of god originated with a female and not a male. An
absolutely different conception from what generally features

in the Rgveda. Aditi was a deity without a consort. It is very

probable that the word Aditya was applied by some to the

Sun only ( 1-105-16 ). The gods are said to be the sons of Aditi.

See 2-28-3. It is to be noted that the devata of this sukta

is Varuna. There is another rk which specifies the sons of

Aditi. They are Mitra, Varuna and Aryama ( 8-47-9 ). To this

list must be added the names of Bhaga, Daksa and Ansa-the

three gods that are mentioned along with Mitra, Varuna and

Aryama in 2-27-1. It is very striking that Indra is not one of

these sons of Aditi. Indra dominates the major part of the

Rgveda whereas Bhaga, Ansa and Daksa recede into obscurity.

It therefore seems plausible to. say that Aditi and her sons as

mentioned above were anterior to the set of gods headed by

Indra such as Usa, Asvins, Maruts etc. 1 hnve not missed

the fact that in the solitary instance in the Rgveda ( 7-85-4 )

and in later literature including the Maitrayani Samhita and

the Atharva-veda, Aditi is spoken of as the mother of Indra.

That, however, is palpably the result of either ignorance or

the process of assimilation. It needs be observed that in the

aforesaid hymn of the Rgveda it is not Indra alone but Indra*

varunau that are described as4h6 sons of Aditi.

As there were male gods so there were female gods too.

Usa, Dyavaprthyig IndranI Varunani, AgnySni, Ila Sarasvati,'

Bharati or Mahi, Raka, Sinivali, Naktosasa are the dcvis;

4
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These are exclusive of those which are only technically so

called. Iia Bharati and Sarasvati have their corresponding

males in lla ( Agni ), Bharata I the Sun ) and Sarasvan ( Nada )

Usi seems to stand in her own* right independently of any

male. Night and dawn are deified. All these occupy darbha

seats at the sacrifices. Raka is supposed to be the name of the

Full -Moon night. Araavasya is the New-Moon day. Opii^ions

differ as to the objects represented by the words lla, Bharati

and Sarasvati. But it seems to me that they were intimately

connected with the sacrificial system of Manu. In fact, lla is

supposed by some to be the daughter and at times the wife of

Manu. Agni was worshipped at night at about the sunrise

(1-144-4). The observation therefore that Naktosasa were

the mothers of a sarcrifice is quite apposite (
1-142-7).

The gods were thirty-three and each had his wife (3-6-9). It

is difficult to say which thirty-three gods and their wives the

poet had in his mind. The prominent gods seem to be nine only.

They are ( 1 ) Agni ( 2 ) Indra ( 3 ) Vanina ( 4 ) Usa

( 5 ) Asvins ( 6 ) Savita ( 7 ) Rbhu ( 8 ) Aditya ( 9 ) Maruts.

According to the Nairuktas there are not more than three gods

(Tisra eva devatah) or rather categories of gods.

They started with plurality of gods and rejoiced to

multiply them. Thus they created joint godship such as Maitra-

varunau, Indragni etc. Then they invented other names or

adopted the same from other sources. For example, Pusan is

almost identical with Scrya ( see 6-58 ). Similarly what were

primarily attributes of god gradually attained the status of

distinct gods Visnu is an obvious instance of this process.

It is problematic whether every sacrificer had his own
Agni. Had it been so the statements Agni was installed by

Manu (8-19-21, 24 etc); Agni known as that of Angiras

(8-102-17); one of Divodasa (8-103-2) : another of Ayu
(3-54-2 would lose their significance. (For Agni of Visa. Kanva
etc. see 1-36-10 ). It seems some prominent person sinstalled the

sacrificial fire which was maintained and kept alive as well as

worshipped not only by the family members of the inaugurating

individual but by others also. Possibly every one evolved his own
procedure concerning the sacrificial ritial. In this stale of ihings

5
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it is not unlikely that the sacrificcrs had their predilections for

certain gods. Mitra, Varuna, Aryatnan, Bhaga etc. were probably

the, PQrve devas to whom* the Rgvedic rsis make repeated

allusions. Very likely as seems from 1-36-4 the sacrificial

fire was first kindled on account of these gods.

' Hereafter efforts should be made to find out whose gods

they were. I suggest* Mitra, 'Varuna, Aryama etc. were some
of the gods who were invoked by Manu to grace his sacrifice

with their presence (See 1-26-4). Manu was a prevedic person.

He Bad lapsed into mythology at the time of the compostion

of the Rgvedic hymns. He was not cosidered a vedic rsi.

None of the ten books of the Rgveda is named after him. He
has no place in the Brahmanic rsitarpana. His sacrificial

system was different. So also his gods were different. These

gods point out a close alliance of Manu with the followers

of Zarathustra. So I agree that there was a separate set of gods

named as Adityas as has been expressly stated in 1-14-3. In

my opinion the Rgveda records the interchange of cultures

and religious systems. The process of assimilation which has

been going on upto the present day started even before the

Rgvedic times. The outcome of this distinction is that the

Adityas should be ditinguisbed from the devas despite the inter-

change of these words in the Rgveda itself.
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STUDIES IN SANSKRIT LEXICOGRAPHY { II )

Harsakirti's Contribution to Sanskrit Lexicography *

by

M M. Patkar, Poona.

Harsakirti, the author of a number of works belonged

to a Jain Sect and lived towards the close of the sixteenth

century. He was a High Priest belonging to the Nagapuriya-

tapigaccha branch of the Jain priests and a pupil of Candrakirti.

In his prasasti to the Dhatupathatarahgim Harsakirti mentions

a long list ^ of persons in his line who were honoured by royal

personages. Harsakirti was a versatile writer and wrote on

different subjects such as grammar, medicine, astrology, lexico-

graphy and so on. Among the large number of works attributed

to him, mostly in commentatorial form, are the three lexicons

viz. (i Saradlyakhyanamamala,'^ (ii) Anekarthariamamala and

(iii) SabdanekarthOy the first of which is a glossary of synonyms,

while the other two deal with homonyms.

In his lexical works, Harsakirti records numerous words

pertaining to different topics which may be classified as under

for the purpose of determining his contribution to Sanskrit

lexicography (i) Deities, (ii) heavenly bodies, (iii) the Earth

and its divisions, (iv) birds, (v) zoological names, ivi) botani-

cal terms, (vii) minerals and mineral substances, (viii) kinship

terms, (ix) parts of the body, (x) ornaments, (xi) dress and

costume, (xii) cosmetics, (xiii) musical terms and instruments,

and (xiv) professions followed by different classes of people.

( i ) Deities.

As in the Amarakosa we find a number of deities mentioned

Paper read at the 16th Session of the All-India Oriental

Conference held at Lucknow, 1951.

(I) Cf. R, G. Bhgndarkar : Report.on the scajpb of MSS. for

1882-83, p. 43,

2, References to on, are from the printed edition edited

by M, M. Patkar, 1951,

1
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by Harsakirti in the devavarge of the Sn. Buddha and Jina

are speeifically mentioned. Among other deities the following

are meptioned with their synoyms

Parattiesvara ( the Great Lord ), Sn. 11. 9-12

Brahman, Sn. 11. 15-9 ; his son Nsrada, also described

as a divine sage, and his veh’cJe ( vahana ), the hamsa. 1. 20.

Visnu or Krsna, Sn. lU 21-36. Among the synonyms for

Visnu we find the name of Vitfhala ( VifhobS of Pandharpur ),

which is hardly found in other Sanskrit lexicons.

Siva Sn. 11. 37-48, Laksmi, Sn 11. 49-50 ;
Parvati,

Sh. 11. 51-6 ;
Anahga, the God of Love, Sn. 11. 57-64;

Karttikeya, Sn. 11.65-8,; Indra, Sn. 11.77-86 and his wife

Saci ; Asvins, described as the physicians of heaven ( svar-

vaidyau », Sn. 1. 94 ; Kubera, also described as the treasurer

of Indra, Sn. 11. 101 6 ;
Varuna Sn, 11. i07-8 ; Yama, the

God of death, Sn. 11. 109-12 ;

Besides the deities mentioned above in the devavarga of

Sh. ,
we find Words for the following :

—
The Divine nymphs, Sn 11. 95-6, the divine trees viz.,

the samtSna, parijata, kalpa, haricandana and mandara,

11, 97-8, the demons, II. 113-6, nectar, 1. 87, the Gandharva,

1.88, Visvakarami, the architect of Gods, 1.88, Indra’s son

Jayanta, 1. 89, Indra’s palace VaijayantI and his city A'maravati,

1. 89, his charioteer, Matali, 1. 90 and elephant, Airavata,

1. 90. Indra’s weapon, vajra, 1. 91, garden, nandana, 1. 91,

door-keeper, Devanandin. 1. 93 and preceptor, Brhaspati, 1. 93

are also mentioned.

ii. Heavenly Bodies

Among the heavenly bodies Harsakirti included the Sun,

Sn 11. 110-31 ; Moon, 11. 131-8 ;
Mars, Sn. 1. 146 ; Mercury,

Sn. 1.147 ; Venus, Sn. 11. 148-19 ; Saturn, Sn 1. 150 ; Rahu,

Sn. 1.151 and Ketu, Sn, 1.152. The twenty-eight naksatras and the

twelve zodaical signs are barely indicated (Sn. 11 145-5) without

mentioning the names of either the constellations or the rasis.

iii. The Earth and its Divisions.

The dharavarga of the Sn. gives the synonyms for the

world and the earth, wherein we find particularly the names

2
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of principal mountains and rivers in India with synonyms

for them. Among the geographical names the following may
be mentioned under the two categories .

Names of Mountains.

i Mcru, Sn, 1 217

ii Himalaya, Sn 1. 217

iii Vindhya, Sn. 1. 217

iv Kailasa, Sn, 217

V Malaya, Sn. 1. 217

vi Udayagiri, Sn. 1. 218

vii Roh’ana, Sn. 1. 218 ; N. of a mountain in Ceylon

( Apte-Sans.-Eng. Diet. p. 918 ).

Names of Rivers

i The Heavenly Ganges—Svarnadi, Jahnavi, Gahga,

Trisrotas, Suradirghiki, Mandakini, Tripathagi,

Bhismasuh and Viyadapaga

ii The Ganges, -~gn. 1 1 . 233—Bhagirathi, Visnupadi,

Pavitra and Harasekhara.

iii The Yamuna, Sn. 1 234— Kalindi, Yamuna, Sauri,

Suryaputra and Yamasvasa.

iv Birds

Sy^ionyms and names of the birds such as Cataka, Sn.

I. 179, peacock, Sn. 1. 180-1, cuckoo, Sn, 11^ 182-3, cakravaka

Sn. 11. 184-5, cock, §n. ll. 187-8, parrot, Sn. 1. 189, wagtail,

Sn. 190, swan, Sn. 1. 191 and its varieties, 1. 192, garu4a, Sn.

II. 193-4 are to be found.

V Zoological Names

I The fish and its varieties : —
i Pathina, ^n. 1. 245—Silurus or Boalis ( a kind of sheat-

fish )
‘ bahudamsfrasya matsyavisesas ca ’ Mahesvara

on Amara,y 1. 10. 18.

ii gaphari, ^n. 1. 245 Sahari iti khyatasya subhra*

matsyavise^asya ’ Mahesvara on Amara.^ 1. 10 18.

iii Salkin, Sn. 1. 245

iv Rohita, Sn. I, 245--A kind of fish, Cyprinus Rohitaka
,

Mar. Rohi, SR. 452

3
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V Timihgila, i^n. 1. 245—so called because he swalloows

a smaller fish called timi.

1. Frog Sn. 1. 246.

2. Tortoise* Sn. 1. 247

4 . Bee, ^n. 1. 266-8

5. Serpent, Sb. 11. 290-5

6. Deer and its varieties, in. 1. 300

7. Lion, in. 1. 302-4

8. Tiger, in. 1. 305

9. iarabha, in. 1. 305—A kind of fabulous animal supposed

to have eight legs.

10. Elephant, in 11. 307-9

11. Horse, in. 11.310-3—its varieties; i kimboja, ii sain-

dhava, iii dpsya, iv ajaneya and v vaniyuja.

12. Bull, in. 11. 320-1.

13. Cow, Sn. 11. 322-3.

14. Camel, in. 1. 324.

15 Boer, in. 1. 325.

16. Ass, in. 1. 325.

17. Dog, in. 1. 326.

18. Monkey, in. 1. 327.

19. Jackal, in. 1. 327.

20. Goat, Sn. 11. 327-8.

vi. Botanical Tcmta. . .

1. Lotus, in. 11. 253-64.

2. Flower, in. 1. 270—its varieties :

i Ketaka, in. 1. 284-Pandanus odorarissimus ; Mar.
Ketaka or kevda.

ii tCetaki, Sn. 1. 284.

iii Jati, Sn. 1. 284—Jasminum Grandiflorum, Mar, Jsi.

iR. 195.

iv campaka, in. 1. 284—Michelia campaca ; Mar,
Soncapha.

V ‘ mallika, in. 1. 284-Jasminuin Zambac, PDPN 330 ;

‘ mogari iti khyatasya ’
, Mahejvara on Amara,2.4.

6 ; SR. 396.

4
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vi Japa, Sn.^ 1 284~the China rose, MfV 412 ;
Mar.

Jasvand, SR, 191.

vii bandhuka. Sn. 1. 285-Pentapetes Phoenices. MW 111 ;

‘ dupari iti khyatasya ‘ Mah. on Amara 2. 4. 73 ;

duparice Jhad SR. 356.

viii yuthika, Sn. 1. 285-Jasminum Auriculatum, MW ;

Mar. Jui, SR 430.

ix Kunda, Sn. 1 285—A kind of Jasmin ( jasminum

muUiflorum or pubescens ), MW 291 ; Mar. Kunda,
SR 138.

3. mango, Sn. 1 286.

4. Plantain :

i Kadali, Sn. 1. 287- E. Plantain, Banana, Adam’s apple;

L. Musa paradisiaca, PDPN, 404.

ii moca, Sn. 1. 286.

5. Pomgranate ;

i Karaka, ^n. 1. 287-E. Pomgranate, Cartheginian

apple ; L. Punica Granatum, PDPM 494 ; Mar.

daUmb.
ii didima, Sn. 1 . 287.

6. Sandal or Sandal-wood ( white ) :

i
*

* gandhasara, Sn 1. 288 ; E. Sandal-wood ( white ) L.

Santanum Album, PDPN 528 ;Mar. candan,

n candana-druraa, Sn. 1 288.

iii malayaja, Sn, 1. 288.

iv srikhanda, Sn. 1. 288.

V tailaparnika, Sn. 1. 288.

vi gosirsa, l^n. 1. 288.

vii hancandana, Sn. 1. 288.

vii Minerals and Mineral Substances

Only three names viz. gold, silver and jewels, including

pearls, are mentioned under this category by Har^akirti with

their synonyms and varieties as given below :

i Gold, Sn. M. 343.- 7 : suvarna, kanaka, hiranya,

heman, kaScana, camikara satakumbha, gahgeya,

bharmin, hafaka, kartasvara, JatarQpa, kalahauta,

5
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karbura, tapaniya, kalyana, rukma, jambunada, vasu,

astapada, bhuricandra, maharajata and bhQttama.

ii Silver, Sn. 1. 348 : durvarna, rajata, rOpya, tara and
kharjura

iii Jewel, Sn. 11 349-50 ; ratna, vasu and mani—its

varieties : marakata ( emerald ) vaidurya (lapis lazuli ,

vajra ( a diamond or diamond-pin ), nila ( sapphire )>

iv Pearl, Sn. 1. 350 ; mauktika and vidruma ( coral ).

viii Kinship Terms.

Only eight kinship terms are recorded by Harsakirti.

These are ;

—

/

i Husband, Sn. 11.370-3 bhartr, vivodhr ramana
bhoktr, natha, pati, dhava, vara, varayitr, kanta,

vallabha, dayita, priya, pranesa, *pranayin, preyas,

prestha, pranasama, abhika, priia, priyatama, sektr

aryaputra and nayaka.
t

ii Wife, Sn 11. 344-7 : bharya, sahacari, patni, vallabha,

preyasa, priya, kanta, jaya, jani, jani, grha, dara,

parigraha, ucjha, panigrhita, kalatra, grhinj, vadhu,

dayita, priyatami, dvitiya and sahadharmini
/

iii Father, Sn. 1. 378 : pitr janaka, tata, vaptr, and

janayitr.
/

v Mother, Sn. 1.379 amba, matr, savitri, j,an,ayitri,

and janani.
r

Son, Sn. 11. 380-1 .• nandana, tanaya, putra, daraka,

sunu, udvaha, suta, ahgaja and atmaja.

vi Daughter, ^n. 1. 381 : putri, duhitr, and suia.

vii Brother, Sn. 386 ; bhratr, sahodara, bandhu, sahaja,

and bindhava.

viii Sister, ^n. 1. 387 ; bhagini, svasr and jami.

ix Parts of the Body.

1 Body in general, Sn. II. 396-7_sarira, vigraha, deha

gitra, k^tra, tana, tanu ahga, kaya vapu, Varsman,

mQrti, vera, kalevara.

2 Head. ^n. II. 404-S—Sirsaka, mastaka, munda, mauli,

masta, mastika, ultamahga, liras, mQrdhan, karanatrsna,

6
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3 Hair, Sn. 1. 406—kega, bala, cikura, alaka, kuntala,

kaca, siroruha, tirthavaka, murdhaja.

i Braid of hair, !^a. 1. 410-kavari, venika, dhammilla.

ii Lock of hair, Sn. 1. 411—kakapaksa.

iii Tuft of hair, Sn. I. 411—sikha, sikhandika, cuda.

iv Beard, Sn. 1. 412—mukhakesa, smasru. kGrca

V Hair on the body, Sn. 1.412-roman, loman, lanOruha.

vi Hair on the belly. Sn. 1. 413—romavali, romaraji

romalaia.

4 Mouth, Si. 1. 414-mukha, vadana, vaktra, tunda, asya,

anana. •

5 Fore-head Sn. 1. 415—lalata, alika, bhala, godhi,

alika, lalatika.

6. Ear, Sn. 1. 416—karna, srotra, sravana, sabdagriha.

(
MW ^graha ), sruti, srava.

7. Nose, Sn. 1. 417—nakra, nasika, nasa, ghrana, ghona,

singhini.

8 Eye, Sn. 11. 418-9--nayana, locana, neira, iksana

caksus, ambaka, aksi, drs dr>i:i.
t

i pupil of the eye, Sn. 1. 419—taraka.

ii eye-lash, Sn. 1. 422—paksman, netraroman.

iii eye-brow, Sn. 1. 422— bhru.

9 Cheek, Sn. 1. 423—galla, gancja, kapola.

10 Ch’in,^ Sn. 1. 423—cibuka.

11 Lip, Sn. 1.424—ostha, adhara, dantavastra, radanacchada

12 Tooth, Sn. 1.425—radana, dasana, danta, dvipa, damsa,

rada.

13 Tongue, Sn. 1. 456— jihvi, rasajiia rasana.

14 Throat, ^n. 1. 426—kantha, nigarana, gala.

15 Shoulder, Sn. 1. 427—ariisa, skandha, bhujasiras, bahu,

baha, dos, bhuja.

16 Hand, Sn. 1.428—hasta, kara, ^aya, pani, paScasakha.

17 Finger, ^n. 1.429—ahguli, karas§kha<

18 Thumb, Sn. 1, 429—ahgustha, ahgula.

19 Finger-nail, Sn. 1 1. 430-l-kam3mkusa, maharaja, karaja,

nakhara, nakha, karasuka, kararuha, bhujakanta.

20 Neck, Sn. 1. 432—sirodhi, kandhara, grjva, dhamani,

sirodhara,
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21 Heart or Bosom, Sn. 1. 433—uras., hrd, hrdaya,

vaksas, stanantara, bhujantara.

22 Breast, Sn. 1. 434-stana, kuca iiroja, vaksoja, payodhara,

23 Belly, Sn. 1. 435—udara, jafhara, tunda, pican4a, kuksi,

24 Lap, Sn. 1. 437— ahka, kro4a, utsanga.

25 The back-bone, Sn. 1.437—prsfha, variisa, trika.

26 Waist, Sn. 1. 438-madhya, avalagna, vilagna, madhyama,
alamka ( ? )

27 Hip etc. Sn. 1. 439—kawcipada, kati, sroni ( the hip

and the loin ), katira ( cavity of the loins ), kakudmati,

28 Female organ of generation, Sn. 1 441—upastha, bhaga,

yoni, stricihna, smaramandira.

29 Penis. Sn 1. 442—pumscihna, mehana, membra, ^isna,

sepha.

30 Anus, Sn. 1. 443~-apana, guda, payu.

31 Thigh, Sn. 1. 443—uru, sakthi.

32 knee, Sn. 1. 444 janu, uruparvan, asthivat, calf of

the leg,^ pindika.

33 Foot, Sn. 1. 445—pada, pada, amhri, carana, calana,

kramana, kfama.

X Ornaments
t

1 Ornaments in general, Sn 1. 446—raancjana, aJamkara,

bhusana, abharana.

2 Head-ornament, Sn. 1 1. 447-48-sirsabharana (crest-jewel),

siTsapuspa, cudamani, siromani.

i Crown, mauli, kirita, kotlra, usnisa, mukuta.

ii Ear- ornament, Sn. 11. 450, 453-karnapura, karnaga,

kundala, karnavestaka.

iii Nose-ornament, Sn. 1, 454-nasagrapuspa, mauktika,

iv Neck-Ornament ( necklace), Sn. 11. 456-7—graiveya

kanfhabharana, kantha-sQtra, kanfhika, hara,

muktavali, mukta-mala, muktakalapaka.

Central gem of a necklace, Sn. 1. 458—nayaka,

tarala.

V Armlet, Sn. 11. 459, 461—keyHra, amgada, bahu-

raksaka, karabhusana, kataka, valaya, avapa, kankana.

vi Finger-ring, ^n. 1. 460—mudrika, urm.ika, roudra

ahguiiytka.

S
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vii Girdle, Sn. 1. 462—raiana, mekhala, kaSci, kalapa,

saptaki, ka(isutra, sarasana.

viii Tinkling ornament, ’ Sn. 1. 463—kihkinl, ksudra-

ghantika,

ix Anklet, Sn. 11 464-5—maSjira, padakataka, tulakoti,

nupura, hariisaka, sinjini.

xi Dress and Costume etc.

Scanty information is recorded by Harsakirti regarding

garments and dress. In his lexicons we find only the following

entries on this topic :

1 Cloth or garment in general, Sn. 11. 468-9—amsuka,

vasana, vastra, vasas, civara, pata, sicaya, cela,

2 Fine cloth or garment, Sn. 1. 470-ksauraa, dukula ( MIV,
‘different from ksauma ’

, p. 493 ), dugula, pattakula,

patottama,

3 Dress ( tn general ), Sn. 1. 471—vesa, nepathya, akalpa.

i Head-dress, Sn. 1. 477— usnisa, murdhavestana.

ii Upper-garment, Sn. 11. 472, 475—pravara, uttara-

sarhga, vaikaksa, brhutika, pracchadana, pravarana,

samvyana, uttariyaka

iii Under-grament, Sn. 1 1. 473, 478-paridhana, vestaka-

naka, antariya, nivasana, paridhana, adhomSuka,

IV Loin cloth, Sn. 1. 474 — kaksgpata, kaupina.

V Ragged cloth, Sn. 1. 474—naktaka, karpata.

Vi * Bodice, Sn. 1. 476 — kurpasa, kaScuka, cola, kaSculika,

ahgika.

vii Petti-coat, Sn. 1. 477- candataka, calanaka, sati,

coti, satika*

xii Cosmetics, Powders, Perfumes etc.

1 Perfumed powder, Sn 1. 480—curna, vasayoga, pistata^

patavasa.

2 Perfume, Sn. 1. 482—amoda, parimala, gandha, vasa,

vimardaja, istagandha, sugandha, surabhi, ghranatarpana,

3 Saffron, Sn. L 484—kumkuma, ghusrna, varnya, rakta,

kasmirajanma.

4 Sandal-wood, Sn. 1, 485 ( see also vi above )-srikhaii4a,

malayaja, go^irsa, candana ; species of sandal-wood-
krsnSgaru, kakatun4a (?)
sandal powder* Sn. I. 490—devavallabha (?)

9
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5 Camphor, Sn. 1. 486-.karpura, ghanasarc, candra,

himavaluka.

6 Musk, Sn. II. 487-8—kasturika, mrgamada, mrganabhi,

mrgandaka, kasturi, *gandhadhuli.

xiii Music, Dancing etc.

1 Song, Sn. 1. 566 -gita, gana^ geya giti.

2 Seven tunes in music, Sn. 569-70; timing—druta, madhya,

vilambita ; tone—mandra, madhya and tara.

3 Dancing, gn. 1. 567—nartana, niitaka, nrtya, lasya,

natya, tancjava, laya.

4 Gesticulation, Sn. 1. 568—ahgahara; angaviks^pa,

vyanjaka, abhinaya.

5 Musical instruments ;

i Lute, Sn. 1. 578—vipaSci, vallaki, vIna.

ii Flute, Sn. 1. 578—murali, vamsa, venu.

iii Drum, gn. 1. 579—rardamga, muraja, mardala,

puskara, yasah-pataha, dhakka, bheri, dundubh\
anaka, jhallari, pataha.

Other kinds of musical instruments such as samkha, tala,

tura, turya and smaradhavaja, which cannot be exactly identi-

fied, are also mentioned.

xiv Professions, Artisans etc.

1 Armourer, Sn. 1. 780—sastramarja, asidhavaka®

2 Astrologer, I^n. 11. 644-5—daivajSa, ganaka, jfianin,

mauhtirtika, nimittavid, samvatsara, jyotisika, jyotirvid,

prasnavid.

* 3 Barber, Sn. 1. 777—ksuramarciin divakirti, napita,

antavasayin.
^

shaving, Sn, 1. 778—mundana, bhadrakarana, vapana,

parivapana.

4 Bhil, Sn, 1. 800—pulinda, sabara, bhilla, kirata,

vanccara,

5 Bird-catcher, Sn. 1. 793«-vagurika, jalika.

6 Black-smith, Sn. L 780—vyokara, lohakara.

7 Can4ala, 11. 797-8—can4ala, divakirti, nisada,

janamgama, mataiiga, svapaca, asprsya, antcyasin, plava,

bukkasa
10
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8 Carpenter, Sn 1. 779—vjrdhaki, sthapali, rathakara,

kasthatak.^

9 Distiller, Sn. 1. 784—kaiyapala, surajivin, iaundika

man4aharaka.

10 Fisherman, Sn. 1 793 .. kaivarta, dhivara, dasa.

11 Florist, Sn. 1.776—malakara, malika.

12 Goldsmith, Sn. 1. 776—svarnakara, kaUda.

13 Hunter, Sn. 1. 794—lubdhaka, mrgayu, vyadha.

14 Oilman. Sn. 1. 783—cakrika tailika, tailin.

15 Painter, Sn. 1, 781—raugajiva. citrakara.

16 Physician, Sn. 1. 646-7—cikitsika, bhisaj, vaidya,

agadamkara, rogahrt, cikitsitajfia, dosajSa, ayurveda,

vaidyaka.

17 Potter, Sn. 1. 775—kumbhakara, kulala.

18 Shoe-maker, Sn, 1. 796—padukn, carmakara.

19 Tailor, Sn. 1. 781—tunnavaya, saucika.

20 Washerman, Sn. 1. 782—nirn.ejaka, rajaka.

21 Weaver Sn. 1. 782 taniuvaya, kuvindaka.

HarsakirtTs indebtedness to previous Lexicographers

The Saradlyakhyandmamdld is mostly an independent work

of Harsakirti. But in his Anekdnhandmamdld he freely borrows

from previous lexical works and many of the passages from

the AN are traceable in the old lexicons such as Anekdrtha-

safngraha ( ) of Hemacandra, Medinikosa {Med,), Visvaprakdsa

( FPj'Of Mahe^vara, Ndnarthasamgraha (NS) of Ajayapala and so

on as will be evid^mt from the few passages quoted below

A nek cl r th anan a ir a! Other Lexicons

.

Fol, S\

1 49' 4"* ^
I = VP 27- 49

'"*’

2 49* 6*”
I Med. p.

3 49* 7
” ^1 = NS p. 24. 18

4 I == VP p.9 4r‘v. r.

5 : I =* VP p. 23. ll'" trnsp.

and

2. References are from the Indian Office Library MS. No.

5173.
11
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Anekartbanamainala Other Lexicons.

6 1 *= cf. ^^Tlf ^1^
• AS. 3. 129.

7 = VPp. 30. 10‘

8 ^ 1 = VP p. 32. 4"^ V. r.

for

9 = VP. p. 33. 16^
; transp.

and

10 VTIit 1 = V P. p. 44. 19”

II =!p?IT 1 = V P.p. 59. 38'

12

?jr3:'Tr^r5t#T^: i = V P. p. 61. 56«i
;
V. r.

for %1T^^

13

= Medini, p. 62" 76°’
;

VP. p 62. 7'.

14 ^TJjgT qsqr

JJf^qfq 1 . := cf. 3T^?n HRI’?!

Med. p. 63. n"
15

= VP. p. 79. 17“’.
' .

16

= VP. p. 79.
27“'’.

17

= AS. 2. 247*'”
; Variants

18 SRH'^ =?tt% =g

f^^llf^ T^l = AS. 2. 256*'”; v.r.

for =srt5t ^
19 3ifP3T 1

= Med. p. 125. 2‘
;

V r *3:=^ for

20 * Atlk 3. 28^

p:
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Abbreviations,

An. Anekarthanamamala of Harsakirti (I. O. Ms* No.5173 )

As. Anekarthasatiigraha of*Hcitiacandra (
Kashi Sanskrit

Series, No 68 )

Atlk. Anekarthaiilaka of Maliipa ( Deccan College Coniri-

butory Studies, No. 1. 1. )

Med. Medinikosa of Medinikara,

Ns. Naaarhasamgraha of Ajayapala ( University of Madras

Publication. )

PDPN—Polyglotic Dictionary of Plant Names.

Sn. Saradiyakliyanamamala of Harsakirti
(
Deccan Colhge,

Poona ).

13



TRAIVIDYESA OF PAYYLJR BHATTA FAMILY
IN KERALA

K, Kunjunni Raja, Madras

The Payyur Bkatta family has played an important role in

the history of Sanskrit literature in Kerala. There have been

many scholars and poets in that family, and their contribution to

Mimamsa literature and to Sanskrit poetry is immense both in

volume and in depth. From a study of the various works written

by members of this family it is possible to gather information

about six generations of scholars of the Payyur Bhatfa family

from about the fourteenth century A. D. ^

The family of Payyur Bhattas is at present situated near

Porkkalam. about sixteen miles to the north-west of Trichur. In

the fifteenth century, Uddanda Sastri gives 2 the exact location of

their house as slightly to the east of Porkkalam*. their village was

called Vedaranya or Velangad. Even now there is a temple of

that name near the family of the Payyur Bhaftas. The deity of

this temple is Goddess Gopalika, conceived as the daughter of

Nandagopa. This family deity is praised in almost all the works

of the members of the Payyur family

Some scholars once believed that the famous Mandanamisra

was an ancestor of the Payyur Bhattas; this view was based’ on

the wrong interpretation of a verse in Payyur Paramesvara's

. 1. For detailed information about the Payyur Bhaftas see

S. K, Ramanatha Sastri, Introduction to Sphotasiddhi (Madras

University ); V. A. Ramaswami Sastri, Introduction to Tattvabindu

( Annamalai University); Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, Introduction to

Haricariia ( Ady'dv Library ,; JOR, Madras, 1945; ALB, IX;

Dr. P. K. Narayana Pillai, Introduction to Jaimimyasutrartha-

sangraha (Travancore University); Dr. K. Kunjunni Raja,

Contribution of Kerala to Sanskrit Literature ( Madras University )>

pp. 90-98.

2. Kokilasandesa, T, 78 :

1%%i:

1
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commentary on the SphotasiddhL ^ In a Malayalam work called

Unninilisandesa belonging to* the fourteenth century there is a

reterence to the poetry of Payyur Bhattas, ^ but it is vague.

The earliest member of the Payyur Bhatfa family about whom
wc have some clear literary reference is Rsi I. He had a brother

named Bhavadasa who was a scholar in Vedanta. Rsi I married

Gauri, and had a son named Parameivara I. This Paramesvara

has written several works
: ( 1 ) Sumanoramani ^ a commentary

on Kalidasa’s Meghaduta^ ( 2 )
Jusadhvamkarani ^ and ( 3 )

Svaditamkarani'^ commentaries on the Nydyakanikd of

Vacaspatimisrft, ( 4 ) Haricaritay ^ a short poem and ( 5 ) Nydya-

samuccaya,^ a work on Mimamsa. His parents, uncle and teacher

(Sankara) are mentioned in the- Sumanoramani and the

S vaditankaranu

3. K, Rama Pisharoti, Bulletin of Ramavarma Institute,

Trichur^ IX, p. 26f. The verse there

:

WTO II

means only that the author Paramesvara was born in a family

which had been specializing in Mandana’s works.

4. Uminllisandeiam, II, verse 14 : Fdttam Payyur-kkavita-

cuva.

^Journal of Travancore University, I & II. See also ALB,

IX; Dr.C* Kunhan Raja Presentation volume, pp, 353 ff.

6.

Madras Govt. Library, R 3595 refers to it

:

7.

R. 3595.

8. Edited by V. Krishnamacbarya and published from the

Adyar Library, 1948.

9. Referred to in Sumanoramani :

4;n>l4>|e4K‘4IU'ildl I

10. R 3595 colophon

:
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Paramesvara I had five sons: Rsi II, Bhavadasa II, Vasudeva I,

Subrahmanya and Sankara. Of these the eldest Rsi II married

Gopalika, and had two sons Paramesvara II and Vasudevall

Paramesvara II has written commentaries on some of the standard

works on Purvamimarlisa: ( 1 ) Gopalika, commentary on the

Sphotasiddhi, (2) Tattvavibh^vand/'^ commentary on the

ra//vfl5/Wwof Vacaspatimisra,
( 3 )

a commentary on Cidananda’s

Nlcitattvdvirbhdva and (4) a commentary on Mandanamisra’s

Vibhramaviveka. All these four works are referred to by

Paramesvara IPs grandson in the Jaimimyasutrdrthasahgraha.

Vasudeva II has many scholarly Yamaka poems to his credit

:

Devicarita, Acyutalild, Satyatapahkathd and Sivodaya.^^ Besides

I'tese there are two other poems Vdkydvah and Kaumdrila-

yuktimdld or Kaumdrilatilakam, where poetry is mixed with

scientific subjects; these are also by Vasudeva IT. Apart from these

the Cakorasandesa^"^ is also generally considered to be by
this Vasudeva.

Paramesvara II had a son named Rsi III. He married Arya^

and had a son named Paramesvara III. This Paramesvara is the

author of the Jaimimyasiitrdrthasangraha, where he says that

11. Edited by S. K. Ramanatha Sastri, Madras University

1931.

12. Edited by V A. Ramaswami Sastri,

A

nnamalai University.

13. Adyar Library, 39-a-8; Madras R 3590; R 4308;
Trivandrum Curator’s Office, 420.

14 MSS not available; it is mentioned in Tattvavibhdvand .

I

15. TSS. 156, p. 49 : 5t*n

16. All these Yamaka poems are found in Madras Govt.
Library R 3060 and R 3607.

17. R 4204

18. R 3060 e, R 3607 e.

19. R 3607 f. See also JOR, Madras, XV, ppV 12 ff.

3
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he is the grandson of Paramesvara who wrote the Gopalika9^

Tattvavibhavana'2^ etc. There is a commentary on the Kasika 2

of Sucaritamisra by one paramesvara, who is generally supposed

to be identical with Paramesvara ITI.

Who among these six generations of scholars were the gems

that, according to traditions, adorned the court of Manavikrama,

thfe Great, of Kozhikode? Uddanda l^astri, author of the Kokila-

sandesa and the Mallikdmdrutay and Kakkasseri Damodara Bhatta,

author of the Vasumatlmdnavikrama, who are supposed to have

been the court-poets of Manavikrama, have referred to Rsi or

Maharsi of thoPayyur family 22
; Uddaiida Sastri has also referred

to paramesvara, son of Maharsi Till now it had not been

possible to find any clear evidence to identify Rsi and his son

Paramesvara mentioned by Uddanda Sastri with one or the other

of the three Rsis and three Parameivaras that are known. Among
scholars who have written about the Payyur Bhattas, V Rajaraja-

20. TSS, 1:6. See the verse there :

21. MS T 337 of Travancore University.

22 Kokllasandesa, I. verse 78

:

MaWkamaruta, at the end of each Act:

Vasumatmdnavikrama (
quoted by V. Rajarajavarma

Kerallyasamskrtasahityacaritra, I, p. 473):

23. MaWkamaruta, prologue :

Raja in

4
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varma Raja 24 and K. V, Krishna Ayyar^s have identified Rsi III

with the Maharsi mentioned by Uddan4a and Kakkasseri ;
Ullur

S. Paramesvara Iyer 26
, K. Rama Pisharoti 27 and S. K. Ramanatha

Sastri 28 identify Rsi II with the Maharsi ; and Dr. P. K. Narayana

Pillai 29 has taken the view that Rsi I must be identified with

Maharsi. It is also quite probable that there were many other

Rsis and Paramesvaras in that family.

It may be noted that Uddanda Sastri refers to Maharsi by

the term Traividyesa,

( At the end of each Act of the Mallikcimdruta )

In the Jaimimyasutrdrthasangraha Paramesvara III says that it

was his father Rsi III who had the title Traividyesa.

( Colophon, TSS. No. 156, p 348*)

From these two references it is quite clear that it was Rsi III and

his son Paramesvara III who were contemporaneous with

Uddanda Sastri, Kakkasseri Damodara Bhatta and Manavikrama

of Kozhikode.

In the Sumanoramani Paramesvara I criticizes very sharply

the K/dyM/tola of Purnasarasvati, suggesting thereby that he is

a younger contemporary of that versatile scholar. ^9 , sjnce

Purnasarasvati quotes Citsukha who flourished between 1220 and

1284 A. D.,^^ he cannot be earlier than 1300 A. D. Hence the

earliest date we can give to Paramesvara I is the first half of the

fourteenth century. Therefore the date of Rsi III and his son

24. op. ciu, p. 473.

25. Zamorins of Calicut^ p 299.

26. Keralasahityacaritram^ II, p. 26.

27. Op. c/r.j'p. 26.

28. Introduction to SphotasiddhL

29. TSS. 156, Introduction, pp. 17 AT.

30. Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, ALB, IX, pp. 5-7.

31. P, K. Code, Studies in Indian Literary History, I, p. 229.

5
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Paramesvara llf, as well as of Manavikrapia and others of his

court has to be at least the middle of the fifteenth century A. D.

GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE PAYYOR BHATT^S

Rsi I ( w. Gauri ) Bhavadasa

Paramesvara 1

I ( HaricaritUy Sumanoramani, Svaditamkarani etc. )

I

^ .
I

1 I
• ^ J

Rsi II Bh^ivadasa 11 Vasudeva I Subrahmanya Sankara

( w. Gopalika

)

I ;

'

I

Paramesvara II Vasudeva II

( Mimamsa commentator } . ( Yamaka poet

)

I

Rsi III also called Traividyesa
( m. Arya

)

Paramesvara III

( Jaimiriiyasutrdrthasangraha )

32. My paper on ‘ The Date of Manavikrama * in the Proc.

Indian History Congress

^

1946, where the first half of the 15th

century was suggested for Manavikrama, needs correction in the

light ofjhe above evidence.

6



SOME FURTHER EVIDENCE ABOUT THE DATE OF
SENA NHAVI

by

B. R. Varira, Dehra Dun

In his interesting note ^ Dr. P. K. Code pointed that no
sure criterion has been found by Marathi scholars for fixing

the date of Sena Nhavi within reasonable limits. On the
one hand, Shri. S. Chitrav regards it to be ‘\aboiit A. D.
1448 ’* and on the other hand Shri. S. P. Joshi and Shri. V. L
Bhave regard him somewhat later than JSanesvara (13th century).

Sena is also known in Hindi-region, as a devotee, and
was one of the twelve disciples of Swami Ramanandji. The
Hindi Shabda Sdgara ( ed. Shri. Shyamsunder Das and others.

Kashi Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Vol. 7, Page 3662 Col. 2. )

quotes a story about Sena, from Bhaktamal (Rosary of Devotees)

according to which Sena was in the service of Raja Rama
of Bandogadh and was a great devotee. One day, being busy

in the service of the saints, he could not reach the service of the

Raj^. God himself deputized in his place to serve the Raja.

When this became known to him, he became detached from

the world and became a saint. The Raja also became acsaint

A pointed reference to the Bandogadh Raja and Sena

devotee has been made by the Rewa King, Maharaja Raghuraja

Singh in his ‘‘ Bhaktamdl-Rdma Rasikdvali ” as quoted in the

Hindi Sdhitya ka Itihds by Ram Chandra Shukla ( published on

behalf of Nagari Pracharini Sabha, Indian Press Ltd., Prayag,

1957, [
Vikram era ] pages 141-2 ) as follows

cTT^ M I jM I

3? ^ TPT I ^^ i

K ‘‘ A reference to tobacco in the Poems of Sena Nhavi and

its bearing on his date ( later than c. 1550 { A. D. )
” Poona

Orientalist Vol. XXll, Nos. 1, 2 pp, 37-9.

1
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Pt. Ram Chandra Shukla further states that in the history

of Rewa-^rajya, Raja Rama or Rama Chandra is considered

to have ruled from V. S. 1611 to 1648 ( i. e. 1554 to 1591 A. D. ).

This indicates that Sena was born in Bandhogadh and was
in the service of Raja Rama, and if the compositions of the

Gathas could be attributed to the later life of Sena when he

resigned his service, and became a saint, as is very probable,

their date shall be in the nineties of the 16th century. It

would further tend to show that the reference to tobacco
cited by Dr. Code, is quite authentic and correctly placed.

As a tentative reckoning, therefore, Sena Nhavi may, for the

present, be ass*umed to have lived between c. 1530 to 1600 A, D.

2



REFERENCES TO TABACCO CULTIVATION AND
TRADE IN INDIA

by

B. R. Varma, Dehra Dun

The history of tobacco in India is a fascinating reading.

In his article ^ Dr. P. K. Code has collected references dating

from A. D. 1542-1556, about the use of tobacco in India and

Europe. The earliest reference to tobacco in India is to A. D.

1604-5 when it was introduced into India ( prabably northern

India), followed by another of A. D. 1617 when its use had

become quite common. One noticeabie fact about this is that it

took so short a time to gain such wide popularity despite

severe condemnation by saints like Sheikh Mahmad and

Tukarama 2
, who are always listened to with attention in a

religious country like India.

Tobacco cultivation must have started soon after its in-

troduction into this country as will be testified by a reference

from the travel account of Edward Terry ( 1616-1619 ). Edward
Terry started in the spring of 1616 from England and joined

Sir Thomas Roe near Ujjain towards the end Of February. 1617.

In the suite of Sir Thomas Roe, who spent about 9 months in

attendance upon the Emperor, Edward Terry had occasion to

see Malwfl and Gujarat. Finally, he left the country with the

ambassador, who left for England on February 17, 1619.

‘‘ That Terry himself had seen parts of Malwa and Gujarat ” says

William Foster in his introductory note, to the travel account “—

a

fact to be borne in mind while reading his generalization about

India

The relevant extract is given below :
—

1. “ History of the Tobacco in India and Europe—between
A. D. 1500 and 1600, ” by Dr. P. K. Gode, Bharatiya Vidya , Vol

.

XVI. No. 1, pp. 65-74.

2. ‘ References to Tobacco, in Marathi Literature between

A, D, 1600 and 1900 ’
, by Dr. P. K. Code, Poana Orientalist

Vol XX, Nos, 1-4 pp. 20-30

I
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‘ They sowe in abundance, but know not how to

cure and make it strong as those in the Western India ( i. e

the West Indies ) ,

( Early Travels in India. 1583-1619, ed. William Foste

Oxford University Press, London, page 299. )

This is probably the first recorded reference to Tobacco
Cultivation in India, and shows how rapidly it had spread in

some parts of India.

Tobacco was also brought to India and probably it was
the Strong tobacco which Terry says Indians did not know
how to mak?e. Such tobacco brought revenue to East India

Company, The income derived from various sources in Bombay,
included ‘ the rents of tobacco brought in 9500 xeraphims

( 75,000 xeraphims = £ 6490-17-9 ) as well, and it was shown
that the income was totally insufficient to pay for the defence

of Bombay. So Charles II who was always in financial difficulties

was only too glad to sell the place for a nominal rent. He
surrendered all his rights to the Co. on the 16th Dec, 1667.

( East India Trade in the XVll Century by Sir Shafaat

Ahmad Khan, Oxford ’.University Press, London, pages 137-8 )•

It is hoped that these references will help in the recon-

struction of the history of the use, cultivation and trade of
tobacco in India.



ON THE HUMORAL PHYSJOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
OF THE HIPPOCRATICS •

by

Claus Vogel, Poona.

As the theories of Caraka, Susruta, and Vagbhata
mark Indian medicine, so the moral principles of Hippocrat es

( c. 460-377 B. C. ) characterize European medicine even

to-day, whereas his medical doctrines have been replaced by

modern scientific results. Nevertheless, these obsolete con-

ceptions are greatly interesting from the view-point of a

comparative study of ancient Indian and Greek culture. A.

E s s e r > was the first to call the scholars’ attention to the

evident analogy between the three dasas phlegm, choler and wind

in the Ayurvedic Samhitas and the four humours blood, phlegm,

fair and dark choler in the Hippocratic Corpus. He was

followed by W, K i r f eP who tried to explain this corres-

pondence by assuming a pre-Indo-European cultural centre

* The writer is obliged to Mr. Hale H. Cook, M. D.,

for having corrected his English.

1. Die theoretischen Grundlagen der altindischen Medizin

und ihre Beziehungen zur griechischen. In : Deutsche medizinische

Wochenschrift, vol. 61 ( 1935 ), p. 600 flF.

Die Medizin im Gang des abendlaendiscb-morgenlaendischen

Geistesgutes. In : Aerztliche Forschungen, vol. 1 (1947), p, 317 ff.

Bemerkungen zu Kirfels Arbeit : “ Geben die medizini-

schen Systeme Altindiens und des Mittelmeerraumes auf einen

gemeinsamenUrsprungzurueck?” In : Grenzgebiete der Medizin,

vol. 1 ( 1948 ), p. 252.

2. Geben die medizinischen Systeme Altindiens und des

Mittelmeerraubles auf einen gemeinsamen Ursprung zurueck

In : Grenzgebittte der Medizin, vol. 1 ( 1948 ), p. 6 ff.

Diefuenf Elemeote, insbesondere Wasser und Feuer. Ihre

Bedeutung fuer den Ursprung altindiscber und altmediterraner

Heilkunde. In ; Beitraege zur Sprach - und Kulturgeschichte des

Orients, vol. 4 ( 1951 ), p. 1 ff.

1
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in North ?yria, North Mesopotamia, and Persia, from which

both the Indian and Greek ideas emerged. This opinion was
refuted by the present writer who holds that Hippocratic

medicine came to India in the days of Alexander the Great

(356-323 B C.). The subject still requires an exhaustive discussion,

and the first aim of this paper is to begin the discussion by

submitting a survey of the humoral physiology and pathology

of the Hippocratics 4.

Indeed, more or less detailed descriptions of it occur in

all manuals of medical history and in some monographs. But
in these treatises the statement of what the Hippocratics actually

taught ( disregarding the biased explanations of subsequent

authors ), as well as the reference to where the notion

concerned has most clearly been depicted in the Hippocratic

Corpus ( comprising 53-72 books after the manner of counting
),

are absent Accordingly, the second aim of this paper is to

remove this deficiency.

However, as the humoral doctrine is not continuously

described in the Hippocratic Corpus and as the scattered

and occasionally inconsistent notes, therefore, are to be selected

and composed like a mosaic, this article must be considered

as an attempt which ought to be improved. The present writer

has only to refute the objection that a survey like this is

inadmissible in view of the different authors whose works

are included in the Hippocratic Corpus. Apart from some
insignificant nuances, the humoral doctrine remained unchanged

till the days of G a 1 c n u s ( 129-199 a. d. ) being the con-

necting link between different medical schools.

I

The idea of nourishment comprises all that nourishes and
that shall nourish Accordingly, it refers beyond its usual

3. Zur Entstehung der hippokratischen Viersaeftclehre.

Thesis of Marburg University 1956. Ibid. p. 20 a ff. ( In :

Hippokrates, vol. 27 ( 1956), p. 780.

)

4. Cf, C. Vogel, loc. cit.
, p. 58 ff,

5. De alim, 8 = IX 100,14. The quotations refer to

Litire, Oeuvres completes d' Hippperate
; Paris; BailHer

1839-61.
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range also to stuffs nourishing in reality, but not by name,

and to those nourishing by name, but not in reality

As to its quality, the nourishment can be gaseous, liquid,

or solid 7.

The gaseous nourishment gets into the human body either

by dermal respiration ^ or by oral and nasal respiration’.

In the latter case, the inhaled air first gets through the palate

and the ethmoid bone into the brains n, where it leaves

its strengthening ingredient and its sensitive and intellectual

power Then it gets partly through the oesophagus into

the ventral cavity, partly through the trachea lo into the

lungs, partly into the veins Finally, it gets on the one

hand from the lungs through certain veins into the left

cardiac cavity ’5, where it makes the nutritive material of
the implanted warmth there, on the other hand from the

veins through little veins into the different parts of the body,

cooling them and returning on the reverse way ( interior tissue-

Tespiration ; v. ill. 1 )

6. De alim. 21 = IX 104, 16-106, 2.

7. De flat. 3 = VI 92, 21-94, 1,

is. De morb. vulg. VI 6, 1 = V 322, 6-7.

9. Dealim. 30 = IX 108, 15-16.

10. 1, e. through part of the ways the abundant -cerebral

phlegm takes flowing from the cephalic cavity to the lower

regions of the body ; de gland. 11 = VIII 564, ' 6-21
; de loc.

horn. 10 = VI 294, 1-296, 14 ; de earn. 16 = VIII 604, 7-11

& 16 19 ; de loc. horn. 2 = VI 278, 19 & 3 = VI 280, 13-14.

11. De morb. sacr. 7 = VI 372, 14-15 & 16 = VI

390, 16-18.

12. De morb. sacr. 16 = VI 390, 18-20.

13. De morb. sacr. 7 = VI 372, 15-17.

14. De cbrd. 12 s= IX 90, 11-92, 1 ; de nat oss. 13 = IX

184, 16-18 & 19 e IX 196, 1-2.

15. De cord. 11 = IX 88, 12-90, 1.

16. De cord. 1 1 =slX 90, 1-2 ref. de flat. 3 » VI 94, 14-15.

17. Demorb. sacr. 7 s VI 372, 17-18 & 4 *s VI 368, 3-4.
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The moist and dry nourishment gets through the mouth’

into the , stomach and the ventral cavity i*. From here, it gets

through alimentary canals into the renal cavity, where it is

filtered; the useful ingredients *a re retained, the useless ones

secreted Useful ingredients are those containing phlegm,

blood, and choler 20. They are sucked from the ventral cavity

partly immediately by the body 2
', partly through the veins

by the centrals, of which four are distinguished ; The phlegm
is imbibed by the head, the blood by the heart, the fair

choler by the liver, and the dark choler by the spleen 22.

The nature of the centrals consists in absorbing and secret-

ing those hfimours. Each of them must contain a certain

quantity of the humour concerned, resulting from the ventral

cavity. If it contains less due to scarcity of food, the want

is supplied from the ventral cavity ; if it contains more due

to abundance of food, the surplus is given to the body 22.

Corresponding conditions hold good for the ventral cavity.

This function accounts for the momentary like and dislike

to certain dishes 24.

Each humour has certain characteristic powers. Thus the

phlegm is cold and moist as well as salty, the blood warm

18. De alim. 30 =; IX 108, 16-17. The embryo is fed by

the womb through the navel ; de alim. 30 = IX 108, 17-18;

de natr inf. 12 = VII 486, 1-9 & 488, 8-21 and 14-15 = VII

492,’ 7-21 ; de earn. 6 s VIII 592, 11-13.

19. De loc. horn. 8 = VI 290, 18-20. hygron (
‘ moist’ )

and /fop/ie (
‘ nourishment ’

) have the same meaning in the

Hippocratic Corpus.

20. This is perhaps the origin of the German expression

icine Speise ohne Soft unci Kraft ( a dish without • humour ’ and

power ’)), i. e. a dish without savour.

21. De morb. vulg. VI 6, 1 *= V 322, 6.1

22. De morb. IV 33* VII 542, 18-544, 21. hydrops { • tissue-

^water ’
) and melaina chole ( ‘ dark choler ’

) are identical in

(the Hippocratic Corpus. . 4
'

23. De morb; fejn.- 1 61 as-VIII 1-22; '19-20.

24. De morb, IV 39 = V II 556, 15-560, 6.

4
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and moist as well as sweet, the fair choler warm and dry as well

as bitter, and the dark choler cold.and dry as well as sour 25
.

The proportion of the vt^ell-mixed humours acd powers

( eucrasy and euharmosty ) means health of the human body

( humoral physiology )
26

,

But cold aud moist is also the winter, warm and moist

the spring, warm and dry the summer, and cold and dry the

autumn. So the seasons favour the predominance of a certain

humour 27
, whereby the seasonable diseases are explained 28

(
V. ill. 2 ).

Of the bodily powers the warm and dry one belongs to

the fire and the cold and moist one to the water 2?; these

are the two elements every body consists of Between both

there is always an unstable balance, because now the fire,

now the water prevails, but one cannot destroy the other :

The fire represents movement, the water steadiness and nourish-

ment ; whenever the fire has advanced to the very remainder

of the water, its nourishment comes to an end, and it must
turn off ; whenever the water has advanced to the very

remainder of the fire, its movement comes to an end, and

25. The distribution of the cold, warm, dry, and moist

qualities is evident from de nat. horn. 7 = VI 46, 9-50, 13.

The allotment of the different kinds of taste results from

de nat. horn. 6 = VI 44, 11-46, 8 with reference to de prise,

med. 19 = I 618, 6-7; de morb. IV 36 = VII 550, 19-21 ;

de morb. fern. 116 = VIII 54, 3 ; de hebd. 10 = VIII 639,

2-5 ; etc.

26. De nat. horn. 4 = Vl 40, 2-4 ; dc prise, med. 14 = I

602, 12-13.

27. De nat bom. 7 = VI 46, 9 50, 13.

28. De nat. horn. 8 = VI 50, 14-52, 3 ; de hum. 13 = V
492, 17-494, 18.

29. Derat.vict. I 4= VI 474, 8^ ; fire = implanted warmth,

water = humours. ,

30. De rat. vict. I 3 = VI 472, 12-16.

5
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it is consumed by the fire 3t. As long as fire and water hold

the balance, the man is healthy

On the one hand, the fire, being the dynamic moment
submits the taken nourishment to digestion and separation,

i. e. dissimilation ; on the other hand, the water being the

static moment favours the connexion, i. e. assimilation, of the

dissimilated nourishment The quantity of the taken nourish-

ment must be adequate to that of the implanted warmth 3*.

If it is bigger, the glands function as bodily valves ; if it is

smaller, the products of assimilation |are re-dissimilated ^ ; if

these arc consumed, death from starvation takes place The
products of ass'imilation are good for strengthening the body by

forming bones, marrow, sinews, muscles, veins, canals, skin,

phlegm, fat, flesh, brains, spinal marrow, viscera, etc. 3®. The in-

digestible remainders are secreted as stool, urine, lachrymal liquid,

sweat, ear-wax, menstrual and lochial blood, secretions from
the mammary gland, etc. through the canals concerned w.

The solid and liquid nourishment stays in the body for one

and two days respectively ; after this period, the digestion

has come to an end { v. ill. 3 ).

II

The disproportion of the unmixed or badly mixed humours
and powers ( dyscrasy and dysharmosty ) and along with this

31. De rat. vict. I 3 = VI 472, 16-474, 7,

32 De hebd. 24 = VIII 647, 25-26.

33. De rat. vict. I 4 = VI 474, 9-18.

34. Aph I 15 = IV 466, 13-16.

35. De gland. 3 = VIII 558, 1-7.

36. Aph. I 14 =: IV 46 6, 8-12.

37. De cord. 7 = 1X84, 16-19; de hebd. 52 = VIII

672, 23-25.

38. De alim. 7 = IX 100, 9-13. In this context, phlegm
must be understood as meningeal liquid, joint-oil, etc.

39. De alim. 17 = IX 104, 4-5 ; de morb. vulg. VI 5,

I s V 314, 7-8 d 10-11.

40. Demorb. IV 42 « VII 562, 20-564, 15 & 54= VII
594, 22-23.-

6
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ihe derangement of metabolism mean disease of the human
body ( humoral pathology ) « ; the idea of disease comprises

all that causes troubles

There is formed a morbid matter ( materia peccans ), i. e

a mixture of humours which is changed as to quantity and

quality and which determines the disease progressing in three

periods ( beginning>climax>end ) «, because it accumulates in

certain places as to local diseases and dissolves over the whole

body as to general diseases - transitions not impossible The

tongue is taken for an indicator of the prevailing humour

At the beginning of the disease, the morbid matter is in

the condition of rawness, during which its injuriousness

expands

At the climax of the disease, the nature ( physis ) as the

highest principle of life « and the curative factor starts to

struggle against the morbid matter by submitting it to

digestion, i. e. to accidental and natural as well as to intended

and artificial mixture so, in order to destroy its injuriousness oi.

This process is usually manifested by the heightened warmth

41. Dehebd. 24 = VIII 648, 3-7; de rat. vict. I 8 = VI

482, 7-12.

42. De nat. horn. 4 = VI 40, 4-6 ; de prise, med. 14 = I

602, 13-14.

43. De flat. 1 = VI 92, 6-7.

44. Aph. II 29-30 = IV 478, 14-17.

45. De morb. IV 35-38 = VII 548, 11-556, 14 * 43-44 =
Vll 564, 16-568,7.

46. Demorb. vulg. VI 5, 8 = V 318, 5-8.

47. De prise, med. 18 = 1 614, 1-10 and 19 = I 616. 4-10

* 11-16.

48. Dealim. 15 = IX 102, i6 ; de aer. aqu. loc. 22 = II

78, 2 ; de gener. 1 = VII 470, 1.

49. De morb. vulg. VI 5, 1 = V 314, 4.

50. De prise, med. 19 = 1 616, 9-10.

51. De prise, ined. 18 = I 616, 1-3. Examples : de prise,

ihed. 19 = I 616j 8-10 and 14-16 ; etc.

7
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of the body : viz. by inflammation as to local diseases and by

fever as to general diseases 52.

At the end of the disease, the digested remainders of the

morbid matter are exposed to metabolism 53^ whereas its indi-

gestible slag comes to subsidence ( apostasis ) and secretion

( krisis )
s

.

The Hippocratics know two kinds of apostases : unmali-

gnant and malignant ones ss. The unmalignant ones are

immediately excreted in the physiological way, e. g. amidst

bleeding at the hemorrhoids or at the nose, discharge from the

cars, strangury, etc. 56. The malignant ones, being called

metastases in modern terminology according to G a 1 e n u s 5?

preferably turn to a locus minoris resisientiae and are gradually

secreted from the body as freckles, scald, herpes, pustules,

pocks, eczema, tumours, ulcers, inflammation of teeth, eyes,

nose etc., blood, pus, ichor, etc.^^.

The crisis is the moment in which the disease turns and

the morbid matter is secreted. Both events are inseparable

from each other, in so far as the question of how the disease

52. Cf. G. Sticker : Fieber und Entzuendung bei den

Hippokratikern. In : Archiv fuer Geschichte der Medizin,

vol. 20 ( 1928 ), p. 150ff.; vol. 22 ( 1929 ), p. 313 ff.; p. 361 ff.;

vol. 2^( 1930 ), p. 40 ff.

53. Conclusion from the analogy of the corresponding

physiological process,

54. Cf. L. Senfelder : Die hippokratische Lehre von den
Ausscheidungen und Ablagerungen. In : Wiener medizinisch

Wochenschrift, vol. 46 ( 1896 ), p. 925 ff.
, p. 983 ff. , etc.

55. De morb. vulg, VI 2, 2 = V 278, 3-5.

56. De morb. vulg. I 4 = II 616, 16-618, 1 ; II 1, 7 = V
76, 18-78, 3 ; VI 3, 23 = V 304, 2-8 ; etc.

57. In Hipp. de rat. vict. acut. comm. IV 64 s= XV 845,

6-18. The quotation refers to C. G. Kuehn, Claudii Galeni

opera omnia; Lipsiae : Knoblauch 1821-33. Cf. de morb.

I 18 = VI 172, 15-18.

58. Aph. IV 32 = IV 512, 13-14 ; de hum. 7 == V 488, 4-5.

59. De alim. 17 = IX 104, 5 and 20 = IX 104, 13-14 ;

de morb. vulg. II 1, 7 = V 78, 3-8.

8
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turns, is dependent on how much of the morbid matter is

secreted The beginning of the crisis is subject to certain

periods ( critical days ) If the crisis takes place completely,

the man is restored to health *2
. If it takes place partially,

however, relapses occur to him If it does not take place

at all, according to the species of the disease concerned chronic

nature danger of life or death or metastases ** are to

be expected.

60. De affect. 8 = VI 216, 4-5.

61. De judic. 1-64 = IX 276, 1-294, 16 ; de dieb. judic

1-11 = 1X298,1-306,25.
62. De morb. vulg. I 5 = II 634, 2-3.

63. Aph. II 12 = IV 472, 9-10 ; de morb. vulg. II 3, 8 = V
no, 5-6 ; IV 28 = V 172, 6 and VI 2, 7 = V 282, 1.

64. Coac. praenot. 74 = V 600, 5-6.

65. Coac. praenot. 176 =V 622, 4-7
; praedict. I 102 = V

540, 4-6.

66. Coac. praenot. 137 = V 612, 3-5
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Sanskrit^ Its Origin^ Composition and Diffusion^ by Calvin

Kephart. LL, M., D, C. L.> Ph. D. Published by Shenandoah
Publishing House, lnc„ Strasburg, Virginia, Washington, D. C.

1949. pp. viii 8 ).

This little book of barely 86 pages contains 14 ( ! ) chapters

dealing with such various topics as Racial Subdivision ( Ch. 2 ),

Nordic Homeland ( Ch. 3 ), Nordic Nations ( Ch. 4 ), Scytho*

Indian Empire ( Ch. 8 ), Sanskrit Language ( Ch. 9 ), Linguistic

Terminology (Ch. 12 ), Evolution of Nordic Aryan Languages

( Ch. 13 ), Orientation of Philological Research ( Ch. 14 ),

etc. The author himself has stated in the Preface ( p. viii )

that some “ of his expressions may be viewed as unorthodox”
and asked his readers “ to read the book through with an
open mind ”, Unorthodox views are often welcome for the

real advancement of knowledge, but such views should

not be absurd or fantastic as, we are afraid, most of the
• unorthodox ’ views expressed by the author of this little

book are, A perusal, even with an ‘ open mind of this

little book seems to suggest that our author has no first-hand

knowledge of Sanskrit, much less of Comparative Philology,

He starts with a too literal interpretation of a statement by Bopp
as one of the main basis of his investigations ( p. 6 ) and
arives at many queer conclusions. Some such views expressed

by the author are r

—

( 1 )
‘ Modern Sanskrit ’

( by which the author certainly

means Classical Sanskrit ) was brought into India from
Bactriana by “ the members of the Kushan dynasty in 58

perhaps by the first King Kanishka ”
( pp. 51-52 ; cf,

also pp, 7, 44-45. 53, etc. ).

( 2 ) Before Sanskrit was introduced by the Nordics into

Western India, it was already modified by successive Iranian*

Pamirian, Persian and Grecian influences in Bactriana” ( p. 11 ;

cf. also pp. 52-53, 25 etc. ) (It seems that Dr. Kephart tries

to explain the close affinity of Sanskrit with old Persian-Avestan

and Greek with this theory,

)
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( 3 ) For various reasons, Iranians in several later migra-

ions in early historical times (many centuries before the

introduction of Vcdic Sanskrit mto India ) returned to India,

bringing along the so-called Hindi dialects ( Prdkr Ua )
now

prevalent in westren India, ( p. 10. )

( 4 1 “ thus it would seem that the basic investigation of

the origin of all morden Aryan languages should begin with the

‘ Indonesian dialect ’ of India and elesewhere
. (p. 60. By

“ Indonesian dialect ” the author means “ a modified Dravidian

dialect of “ a north-westerly branch, the Indonesians. )

(5) “ ..‘.the basic language from which all branchei of

the Aryan language were derived had its origin in a region

adjacent to the shores of the Bay of Bengal, if not on the main-

land of India, and probably from a primitive dialect of the

people whose descendants comprise the present Dravidian

population of the Dekkan. ” (p. 80).

( 6 )
“ the progenitors of the Aryan race were the

primitive ancestors of the present Dravidian peoples of the

Dekkan through their Indonesian branch. ( p.82 ).

The whole book is replete with many such theories and no

comment on them is necessary.

The title of the book is also misleading to some extent

Perhapr. a title like “ The Racial Back-ground of Sanskrit
’’

would be more appropriate, although even that would not

have enhanced the value of the book

Nilmadhav Sen.
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inspiration to our students and it will serve a more apparently
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Appendices etc. This is a work on Astronomy, important not

only due to its being an early work ( 600 A, D. ), but due

to its elaboration of the Aryabhatan school of Indian Astro-^

nomy. The Bhasya and the detailed sub-commentary are also
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Pp. cxvii, 10,442. Rs. n.
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of the University of Bombay in 1942, published for the first

time. They represent the final and mature views of a Mahd-
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hharata scholar whose claims to speak on the problems of the

Great Epic were perhaps better than those of any of his con-

temporaries. Bombay 1957. -Demy Pp x, 146. Rs. 10

HISTORY Sl culture

Bharatiya Sanskrit! ka Vikasa ^ Vaidika - Dhara - VoL I with

Introduction. In Hindi, by Mangal Dev Sastri, with a foreword

by Narendra Deva. (
WT#?

I, ??r% ^rrnsn', It%^,

?iT^ ^*rT viWt sfl

H?%5F5q^ 1 1 qf ,q;Tif 3TT5 qr ^ ilin ). The

main purpose of this work is to trace the development of

ancient Indian Culture from all aspects, and this is Vol. 1 of

the projected scheme of 8 or 9 Vols. for its completion.

Banaras 1956. Demy Pp. 26,317. Rs. 7

China and Gandhian India by Carsun Chang, ed. by Kalidasa Nag.

In this volume, the author gives a wide but comprehensive

survey of Chinese history in general, and her traditions and

religions, civilization and culture, and saints and philosophers

in particular, starting from 3000 years back upto her entering

the present glorious era of the Peoples’ Republic* The

chapters on her cultural and spiritual collaboration with India

and on Mahatma Gandhi are additional attractions of this

book. Calcutta 1956. Cr. Pp. xii, 318. Rs. 6.

Cultural History of India & Pakistan by K. G Nambiar. This

learned book beginning with geology and ending with geopo-

litics, contains a good and lengthy account of the prehistory

bf undivided India. It is a scientific and comprehensive study

of the races and cultures of ‘ India’ from Stone Age to A. D.

700 in the new light of Indian history with the results of the

researches of the author. Vol. I. Nileshwar 1957. Cr. Pp. viii.

266. Rs*

Hindn Civilization 'by R. K. Mookerji. The book presents a

history of Hindu Civilization from the earliest times to the

period during which it achieved its final form and fruition. It
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is based on original sources and on the result of latest*

researches. Pirt I deals with Pre-historic India up to

the period of the Pcst-Vedic Literature, while Part II

continues the story upto 325 B. C. 3 rd ed. Bombay 1957,

2 Pts. Pocket-size Pp. 12,411,8 Plates and 2 Maps. Rs, 4.

History of the Candellas of Jejakabhukti by N S* Bose, with a

Foreword by A L. Basham. Thesis approved for the Ph* D.
Degree of the London University. The Candellas were one of

the most important dynasties of Nonhern India between the

decline of the Pratiharas and the establishment of Moslem rule

in India and the work discusses the full history of the

Candeilas with the help of inscriptions, contemporary literary

works, Moslem sources etc. Calcutta 1956. Demi Pp. xii, 213

and a Map of Candella Kingdom in X and XI Centuries. Rs. 12.

Madhuravijayam Or Vlra Kamparayacarltam of Ganga Devi

( 3T*RT- ) ed. by

S. Thiruvenkatachari, with an exhaustive Historical Intro,, Text

in Devanagari and an English Translation, This work, as its

title signifies, contains the story of the conquest of Madhurai

by Kumara Kampana told by his wife Ganga Devi, in a poetic

form, but the poem treats also of the other factors which

formed the prelude to the Madhurai conquest This is perhaps

the only historical work for the history of South India, before

the XV Century. Annamalainagar 1957. Demi Pp. 69, 126.

Rs. 8-50.

Political History of India - from the earliest times to VII Century

A, D. - by J. Filliozat, translated from the French by Philip

Spratt. The author has ably brought together the various types

of information-archaeological, epigraphic, historical, literary

• and foreign - which is essential for the reconstruction of the

ancient Indian history. Calcutta 1947. Demi Pp viii, 199, Rs 12.

Sanshodbana Muktavali, Part II. In Marathi, (

q^tn^ ^ w qr ^
3nt. §f=P?qTcr q

q q*irf^=5qT ^ ^mqr 3n^.

)
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by V. V. Mirashi. This work contains new information about
the well-known Royal families in Ancient India, during 11

Century B, C. to XIII Century A D., and also, about the

Date-problems and works of the famous Sanskrit Poets like

Sudraka, Kalidasa and BhavabhDti. Nagpur 1957. Cr, Pp. 12,

240. Rs.4.

Sepoy Mutiny and Revolt of 1857 by R. K, Mujumdar. After

describing the main incidents, on the basis of reliable data,

consisting mainly of contemporary records, a brief sketch of
the leading personalities and the Sepoys, as a class, that played

the prominent role in the great movement, is given, and then

discussed, in the light of the data thus collected, the causes

that led to the great outbreak and also its character and ultimate

failure. Calcutta 1957. Roy. Pp. xviii, 289, Rs. 15,

Travels of Hiouen-Thsang by Samuel Beal, with an Intro, by Chang
Yueh. It incorporates the records of the travels of various

Chinese Buddhist pilgrims who visited India during the early

Centuries of our era and embody the testimony of independent

eye-witnesses as to the facts related therein, Vol. 1. Calcutta

1957. Demi Pp. 127. Rs. 6.

INDIAN-DANCE,-MED1C1NE,-MIJS1C

Abhinayadarpana of Nandikesvara

ed. by M. Ghosh, with an exhaustive Intro, in English,

Notes, Trans., variant readings and Select Glossary, This is

a manual of Gestures and Postures used in Hindu Dance and

Drama, with Illustrns. 2 nd revised ed. Calcutta 1957. Roy.

Pp. vi, 152, Rs, 10

Nyayavaidyaka-Vyavahariyurveda Anr Visa Tantra. Jn Hindi.

31^1^ ^M
by Atrideva. It is a very valuable work on Medical Jurispru-

dence and Toxicology, written from the view-points of Kau-
tiliya Arthaidstta, Caraka, Susruta, Chemistry and Western

diagonsis. Banaras 1952. Cr, Pp, 3, 322. Rs. 5

Rasadhstn Praka^. In Marathi. ( 1^151

Vim jfu. W. ?
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^ >I?T ' ^ #, 's <i JqpNftiTOT, % qK^‘l?Tl% ^ ?
»

qK3^ q ^"i, %^f’qqR?[, {

R

^ ^ gqntsn^Tjn, *: « ^ ^ qi^^, t % p^f^wki^
(’stff^f^*, '(» w^, T^ct, si^ w,
R'< 55tf, Jfm, #q, R6 f^rrs

q.i<rqq^
,

^ ^ i %. «tr J - q^^irR

3T5*lfT ^WTf^iqm) by Vaidya P. D. Mulay. This is a

unique wo[k: on the Rasa-Sastra^ compiled from various

Sanskrit Ayurvedic texts on the said subjects, giving the

original quotations and explained in lucid Marathi style. 2 Vols.

Amraoti 1956, Demi Pp, 26,1 154, 2 lllustrns. Rs.l2

LEXICOGRAPHY, LINGUISTICS. REFERENCE

Bhasa Ka Itihssa - History of Language ^ In Hindi,
(

qftqf^ qft^ ) by Pt. Bhagavad Dutt.

The author has discussed in the 20 lectures of this work, all

about the Linguistic Science, from the ancient and western

scholars’ view-points. 2nd revised and enlarged ed. Delhi 1957.

Cr. Pp. 307. Rs. 5.

Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology and Religion, Georgraphy,

History and Literature by John Dawson. In this work an en*

deavour has been made to supply the long-felt want ofa Hindu
Classical Dictionary. 9th ed. London 1957. Demi Pp. xix, 411.

Rs. 18.

Generalindex zur Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlaendischea

Gesellschaft, Band 1-100, complied by E. Wagner. This is a

very useful General Index to the German Oriental Society’s

Journal for the Vols. 1 to 100. Wiesbaden 1955. Roy. Pp.

xi, 592. Rs.75.

Lectures on Patanjaii’s Mahabbasya, Vol. V, Ahnifcas 15 to 22 by
. Pi'S. Subrabmanya Sastri. This volume contains text with English

Trans, and Notes of 8 ..AAq/to, starting with the first Ahnika
of the IV PMa of the first Adhyaya and ending with the firat

Ahnika of the U Pada of the second Adhyaya. Tirucfairapalfi

1957. Roy. Pp. viii.359. Rs. 10.
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Our National Language-/^' Definition, Scope and Choice - by

Vathartha'Darshin. This small but thought-provoking raono-
gi aph, is the outcome of a critical and comparitive study of
the merits and demerits of Sanskrit, English, Hindi, Bengali,

Marathi etc. in the capacity of the Offical and National Langu-
age of our multilingual nation Bharata or India. The,^ conclusion

is that Sanskrit is by far the most deserving candicate. The
practical steps to be taken to make Sanskrit occupy that posi-

tion are clearly described. Bombay 1956. Demi Pp. 75. Rs.1‘50

MISCELLANEOUS
r

* Bande Mataram ’ & Indian Nationalism by Profs. Haridasa and

Uma Mukherjee. Being a study in the ideas of India’s First

Freedom Movement based on those rare editorial articles of

Sri Aurobindo and Bipin Chandra Pal which first, appeared in

the famous Bande Mataram daily between 1906-1908 Calcutta

1957. Cr. Pp. 96. ' Rs. 2 50.

Kalidisa. In Hindi. ( ) by V. V. Mirashi. The
author has discussed in this work the burning topics about

the date and birthplace of Kalidasa, after taking into account

what the other scholars have said in this matter. Also discussed

Kalidasa’s liff and times, appreciation of his poems and dramas

in a detailed manner. 2ad revised and enlarged ed. Bombay
1956. Cr. Pp. 6, 304. Rs. 4.

———Aur Bhavabhuti. In Hindi. ( 4jT1%?T?t

) translated into

Hindi by R. N. Padeya from the original Bengali by D. L. Roy.

Contains a comparative review of the two best dramas Abh'-

jndna Sakuntala and Uttar-Rdm-carita of these respective

. authors. Bombay 1956. Cr. Pp. 6, 164. Rs. 2’50

The human meaning of his works -r by Walter Ruben.

This little book is intended to pay tribute to the famous Inditn

poet Kalidasa and an effort is made to inspire readers for the

humstn beauty of the works and characters created by him,

who livedi loved aud wrote more than a thousand years ago.

JBerlin 1957. Roy» Pp. 105. Rs. 6.

,1
- - Tales From - by S. K. Surveyor. Contains. a faithful

rendering of the Great Dramatist’s Sakuntala or The Lest Ring,
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Vikramorvasiya or The Hero and the Nymph, Raghuvansa or A
Saga of the old Ind., Meghaduta or The Messenger-Cloud, into

eminently readable stories, written in a language, lucid, vivid,

lively and captivating, capturing the style and spirit of the

original. Bombay 1957. Pocket size Pp. 226. Rs. 2.

Sankaracirya & his Mission by S. Srikantaya. The life and

teachings of such a great personality, must be of absorbing

interest and these have been described in this book with reverent

understanding and critical scholarship. Bangalore 1956. Dem
Pp. vi, 97 and a portrait. Rs. 2‘50.

Swami Ramahas and Mother Krisbnabai ; A Devotee’s Diary. As
this diary, devoutly maintained by Swami Satchidananda - S

affords a glimpse into the personalities of both Swami RSmadas
and Mother Krishnabaj - who are intimately called by the

devotees as ‘ Papa •’ and ‘ Mataji ’ as seen in their daily life, the

contents of this booklet cannot but deeply interest spiritual

aspirants. 2 Vols. Anandasrama 1957. Cr. Pp. 206. Rs. 3.

Waves of Ganga by Swami Sivananda. The Waves of Ganga rise

in the ocean ofSwami Sivanandaji’s infinite Heart. Look at them
with faith, they will invite you to share the Bliss that dwells

there. Respond to the Call, you will become One with the

Ocean of Bliss. You will become Immortal und enjoy perennial

peace aud supreme bliss. Rishikesa 1957. Cr. Pp. xvi, 218. Rs.3.

PALI, PRAKRIT, ARDHAMAGADHI

Ahgavijji - Science of Divination through Physical Signs and Sym-

bols (

). An ancient Prakrit text of an un-

known authorship but considered to be of high antiquity and
great sanctity as having been delivered by Mahfvlra himself.

Ed. by Shri Puijyavijayaji, with an exhaustive Intro, in

English by Moti Chandra, summarising the contents of the text

and Intro, in Hindi by V. S. Agrawala, identifying many of

the cultural terms of this important text. It is hi^ly important,

firstly, for the history of Prakrit languages, since it records

faithfully the Prakrit speech with its dialectic varieties as

it was spoken in. the Kushan period, and secondly, for the
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cultural history of India, which is of an epoch making chara-

cter. Like the Buddhist Mahavyutpatti, it contains hundreds of

lists of all descriptions, Banaras 1957. Demi-qrto Pp viii.

94,372. Rs. 21.

Jataka Tales selected aud translated by H. T. Francis and E. J.

Thomas with an Intro, and Glossary. These were the para-

bles told in simple language to the peasants by the Master, in

order to help them understand his teaching. In simple words

and familiar examples, wisdom is reveled through these tales

Contains 114 selected Tales from Jatakas. Bombay 1956. Pokt.

size Pp. xiv, 313. . Rs. 3.

Pali-Prabpdha ( 4T5fT-ll^r4 ) by Adyadatt Thakur. A graduated

course in Pali for the beginners, through the medium of Hindi.

3 rd ed. Lucknow 1957. Cr. Pp. 168. Rs. 2*50.

Pali Tripitakam Concordance, Part X ed. by E. M. Hare. Bemg
a Concordance in Pali to The Three Baskets of Buddhist Script-

ures 'm the Indian order of letters, listed by F. L. Woodward
and others. London 1957. Sup. Roy. Pp. 129 io 116. Rest in

progress, Rs. 25

Prakrit Languages - Comparative Grammar of the - by R. Pischel-

translated into English by Subhadra Jha. The original German
edition, published in 1900, having gone out of print, this work

full of references drawn from different sources, has served as

the most authentic treatise on the subject during the period of

more than half a century. Banaras 1957. Roy. Pp. 437. Rs. 50

PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION

BUDDHISM

Buddha and his Message - Bodhi-chitta - The Heart of Enlighten-

ment bp N. Gangulee. This book sums up in a brief tompass^

the main historical evidence on the life and times of the Great

Teacher, the evolution of the Buddhist doctrine in its main

branches through the last 2500 years, the present positioa of

Buddhism in the various countries of Asia, followed by a com-

prehensive selection of excerpts from the sayings of the Teacher

and the writings of the most famous Buddhists in the various

languages of the world- Bombay 1957. Cr. Pp, 206. Rs. 4-50
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iluddha-Life and Teachings of - by Alexander Csoraa Korosi,

prefaced by a biographical 'memoir of the author by W. W,
Hunter. This volume is made -up of two papers which origi-

nally appeared in the Asiatic Researches, First Part of Vol. XX,
1836, the first paper on Notices on the life of Shakya extracted

from the Tibetan Authorities; while the second was on, Analysis

of the Dulva^ a portion of the Tibetan work entitled Kah-ggur.

Calcutta 1957 Demi Pp. 143 Rs. 6.

Development of Buddhism in Uttar Pradesh by N. Dull and K, D.

Bajpai. The object of the present work is to trace the growth

and development of Buddhism in the area covered by the

present Uttar Pradesh, since, out of the four places of pilgri-

mage recommended by the great teacher himself in his last

days, two, Banaras and Kasia, are located within Uttar

Pradesh, and the third Kapilavastu lies a few miles outside

the north-eastern border of the State. Lucknow 1956. Demi
Pp. 3,435, ix, 7 Plates and a map, Rs. 10.

Sarvastivada Literature by A. C. Bancrjee. This was the most
popular sect of Hinayana Buddhism in Northern India,

Kashmir and Central Asia. Most of the Mss. discovered in

Central As^a and Kashmir belong to the Sarvastiv^lins and the

whole of the Chinese Hinayana literature is based on the 5’^r-

vastivada texts. The author has brought together all the

m^aterials available in Chinese, Tibetan and Sanskrit regarding

the Sarvastivada literature. Thus the book throws a flood of

light on a hitherto not so well-known but a very important

literature. Calcutta 1957. Roy Pp. vii, 271. Rs. 17*50.

Datta Prema-lahari. In Marathi (

’fwwq^ q^^ g^reff

q?[ra^ qtqrar 3TTr*raT«T?5i>T^ ^ ^ gfciq^5n=qT

isrgiqq srresRira. ) Compiled by Shri Panta Maharaja

Balekundrikar. It is a beautiful collection of devotional songs

on the incarnation of Shri Datta, the best of the Teacher

( Sadgutu j and self-realization. 4th ed. Belgaum 1953.

Demi. Pp. 14,544,42,6, Rs. 5.
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Hindu Scriptures translated by Nicol Macnkol with an Intro., and

a Foreward by Rabindranath Tagore, Contains the represen-

tative writings from the main Hindu Scripture. 30 Hymns
from the Rgveda, 5 of the most significant Upanisads viz,

Brahadaranyaka, Chhandogya, Katha, lia, and tvetasvatara, and

Dr. Barnett’s well-known rendering of that famous Indian

song the Bhagavad-Glta. London 1948 Reprint. Pokt-size Pp,

XX iv 293. Rs 5-50,

Hinduism in Ceylon by Rev. J. Cartman, with a Foreword by A,
C. Bouquet. For the first time we have in a single volume an
account of the History and Present State of Hinduism in Ceylon,

containing also the beliefs, practices and customs as they are

at present observed by Hindus in Ceylon. Profusely illus-

trated. Colombo 1957. Demi Pp. 188, ix. Rs. 12

Immortal India by J. H. Dave, with an exhaustive Intro, on

Txrtha - yatra and its significance. An attempt has been made
herein to give an account of the famous 24 Txrthas or Sacred

Places of India, based on History, Tradition, Vedic and
Purank literatures. Vol. I. Bombay 1957. Pokt-size Pp. xxviii,

230, 24 Plates, Map. Rs. 2.

Temples in India by Swami Sivananda. In this little book,

Swamiji, in his supra - poetic style gives in the first part, short

poems which are actually a garland of elevating hymns to the

different deities, representing the Almighty Lord, while the

second part, contains brief descriptions of the prominent

places of pilgrimage in India, their location and the important

spiritual legends that are connected with them, Rishikesh 1957.

Cr. Pp. xii, 110. Rs. 2.

4AINISM

Jaina Sahitya Aur Itihasa, In Hindi. (

jnfcT, ti«it afk

afk
) by

Nathuram Premi, with an Intro, in English by A, N. Upadhyc
and a short Foreword in Hindi by H. Jain and V. S. Agrawal,

The topics discussed here fall into two broad divisio>as,
: tho^e

dealing with problems connected with Jaiiia literature and
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Others dealing with socio-historical topics relating to Jainism, •

2nd revised ed. Bombay 1956. Cr. Pp. 24,605. Rs. 6.

Jainism in Gujarat (ADI 100 to {600 ) by Chimanlal B. Sheth,

with a Foreword by H. D. Sankalia. This short work is in-

tended to fill up a gap in the literature on the mediaeval history

of Gujarat which has not taken adequate account of the

unique contributions made by Jainism to the history and

culture of Gujarat. Bombay. Cr. Pp. xii, 282. Rs, 6,

SANKHYA

Sankbyakarika of Isvara Krishna ( ) ed.

by John Davis, with the original Sanskrit text Only and trans-

lated with commentary in English. This is an exposition of the

philosophy of Kapita, showing the earliest attempt on record to

give an answer, from reason alone, to the mysterious questions

which arise in every thoughtful mind about the origin of the

world, the nature and relationship of man, and his future

destiny. 2nd ed. Calcutta 1957. Demi Pp 86, Text 6. Rs, 6.

VEDANTA

Approach to Reality by A. G. Javadekar. Contents : f Introductory;

II The knower and the known; III The Logical Approach; IV
Sociological Approach & V Ethical Approach. Baroda 1957. Roy.
Pp. X, 194. Rs. 6-25.

Bhagavad Gita ( ) ed. by N. V. Gunaji, with Text,

English Trans., Intro, and Appendices and a short summary in

English of each Chapter preceding it. Nicely printed, handy
volume, Bombay 1957. Pokt. size Pp. 368. Rs. 3,

Bhaskari, Vol. Ill, An English translation of Isvara-Pratyabhijna-

-vimarsini, in the light of the Bhaskari, with an outline of

History of Saiva Philosophy by K. C. Pandey. It contains an

English trans. of ( 1 ) the Isvara-Pratyabhijm Karika of

Utpalacarya and of (2) the VimarHni, a commentary on the

above by Abhinavagupta. These two are the well recognised

authoritative texts, out of the six, referred to by Madhava in

bis Sarvadarsana-sangraha

,

in the section on tfie PratyObhijrM

system, the Recognitive School of Kashmir. Lucknow 1954.

Demi Pp.' xxi, ccvi, 331. Rs. 10.
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•Brahmasutra Sankara Bhasya ( i|o5#, JPCT^

*?TOkT, ^ ?n^[kf 3TTf^ ^T. WT. STvq^f;?! fir^rn^ f^Ecfrn

IRcfT^RT ) Text of Sutras with Translation and Foot-notes

in Marathi by Vasudeva Sastri Abhyankar and D. T
CHandorkar, re-cdiied by K. V. Abhyankar, with a learned and

exhaustive Intro, in Marathi, 2nd ed. Poona 195T. Complete

in 3 Vols. Roy. Pp. 1300 or so. Rs. 36.

Hfodn Standpoint by D. S. Sarma. This book consists mostly of

a selection of articles, reviews and lectures which have been

published in the various Journals, and also a few unpublished

ones. The articles cover a variety of topics in Religion, Philo-

sophy and Culture, all viewed from the Hindu standpoint.

Madras 1956. Cr. Pp. vi, 194. Rs. 2*50.

ladian Philosophical Studies : I, by M. Hiriyanna This is the fifth

collection of 19 essays of the late Prof. Hiriyanna revised by

himself. The last 3 Papers of this volume, viz. Drk-drsya—vivekay

Abhdva and The Paradox of Negative Judgement are being

published here for the first time and the rest of them have

appeared in various journals and publications. Mysore 1957.

Demi Pp. 4, 149. Rs. 7*50.

Kriyasara of Nilakantha Sivacarya, Vo). II Upadeias 5 to 14.

) ed. by S. Narayanaswami Sastri, with an Intro, in

Sanskrit and a Preface in English by N. Deveerappa. A work

on Vtrakaiva Philosophy and Religion in 3 1 Upadesas or lessons^

this volume deals, in detail, with the methods of Sivapuja with

its accessories, such as Bhasma, Rudrdksa, Mantra and so on.

Concluding Voi. Ill will be published shortly. Mysore 1957.

Demi Pp. xvi, 504. Rs. 7'50_

Spiritual Experiences - Amrita Anubhava - by Swami Sivanada,

It tries to portray the aspirant’s perception of the working of

his psyche as well as of the forces of the astral world. Self-

realisation is the consummation of all experiences and trans-

cends the realm of the mind, and is, therefore indescribable.

Yet, adumbrations have been attempted hcreirr, through Ae
medium of words, to describe the super-sublime state-pf Cosmic
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Consciousness, and of the other preceding phases of occult •

perception. Rishikesh 1957. .Cr. Pp. Ixxvi, 375. Rs. 4.

Vedarthasangraha of Ramanujacarya (
^«r-

) ed. by S. S. Raghavachar with an English Trans., and a

Foreword by Swami Adidevananda. The work mirrors a total

vision of ‘the discussing all the controversial texts

in a relevant, coherent manner. It is in fact an independent

exposition of the Philosophy of Upanisads. Mysore 1956. Cr.

Pp. xiii, 192, 4. Rs. 3’50.

YOGA

Arogyasane. In Marathi. (

qrimRT^ gws

tnflcft ) by Dr. R. K Garde

M. B. B. S. Contains in lucid Marathi scientific information

about Yogic postures, describing them with diagrams, charts

etc. 2 nd ed. Bombay 1956. Cr. Pp. 16,113. Rs. 2

Occult Training of the Hindus by Ernest Wood. This volume

covers the whole ground of the Hindu Yoga Systems in its

five chapters which deal with the seven kinds of Yoga, practi-

cal methods of concentration and meditation. 2 nd ed. Madras

1952. Demi Pp. 120. Rs. 4.

Suryopasans ani Pranayama. In Marathi. UMPTW.

^ Bitlcft feSV srff). by

Dr. R. K. Garde. This handy booklet describes in lucid

Marathi all about Swya-Namask&ras, various breathing exer-

cises and the structure and functions of the organs in the

human body. Bombay 1956. Cr. Pp. 8,84, and Charts. <Rs< 2.

POETRY PROSE, POETICS, RHETORIC, ROJ^Al^CE

i. ‘ n i. • Uo

Campo-Bhirata of Ananta Bhatta ( -4*^*1110 ‘si^5l’

) ed. by^ Ramach^pdra IVIishra, tyith an
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Intro, in Hindi and Sanskrit, Hindi Comms. entit'ed Prakaita.

Banaras 1957. Cr. Pp. 12,660; Rs. 8.

Campu - Ramiyana of Bhojara'ja (

tJtlPni ‘ 11^51 ’
) ed. by Ramchandra

Mishra, with Intro, in Hindi and Sanskrit, Hiudi Comms.

entitled Prakasa. Banaras 1956. Cr. Pp. 14,502 Rs. 6.

Kanthabharai^m Text in Devanagari and versified-

English Trans, by G, D Engineer, ed. by A. J. Shah. This is

a beautiful collection of mostly religious verses and prayers

meant for repetition after waking up early in „thc morning.

Bombay 1957. Pokt. size. Pp. 4,95 Re. I.

Kavyaprakasa of Mammata
'HhidtC ) Translated into Marathi language by P

,

K. Savalapurkar. This is the best and -complete translation

explained with author’s comments in paranthesis. Nagpur 1954

Cr. Pp. 2,4,298. Rs- 5.

Hindi ( trwfll-4r%d:
‘ ’

o4l-*?4l^d: ) ed. by Satyavrata Sinba, with an exhaustive

Intro, in Hindi and a Hindi Comm, entitled Saiikata, with

author’s explanatory Notes in Hindi. Banaras 1955. Demi Pp.

7,93,474. ' Rs-10-

Kranti-Yoddham, 1857. In Sanskrit. ( ) by

Vasudeva Sastri Bagevadikar The author has effectively ren-

dered in telling in simple Sanskrit prose all the glowing pano-

rama of the 1857 upheaval which shook the British Empire

to its foundations and set our freedom movement on its

successful career Sholapur 1957. Cr, Pp. 16,85 Rs. I 50.

ICuralayMaDda-Hindi - of Appayya Dixit (

ed. by Bbolashankar

Vyasa, with an exhaustive Intro, in Hindi, discussing author’s

historical background, a comparative view of chief Alankaras

of other Rhetoricians and a Hindi comm, chtitlcd Atankara-

surabhi. Banaras 1956 Demi Pp. 4, 3, 90, 31i Rs. 6 50.

MeghadOta-TrivIkrania of Kalidasa. In Marathi. '
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5^ 3f?=T^?fT ) ed by D. V. Ketkar, with a lucid comaien-
tary afad Notes, poetic versification in Marathi and discussion

on the date of Kalidasa which is fixed at 200--300 A. D. from
various Astrological references, yet unatteraptcd by anybody.
Bijapur 1957. Cr. Pp. 26, 96, 136, Map and diagrams. Rs. 4,

s

Naisadhiya-caritam ( Sri Harm’s ) - A Critical Study of - by A. N.
Jani, with a Foreword by G. H. Bhatt. In the First Part of this

work, which gives a complete picture of NaisadHiyacarita, the

author has discussed very ably the questions, such as, the

sources, extent and interpolations and has supplied valuable

information about nearly fifty commentaries, some of which, he
has brought to notice for the first time. In the Second Part,

the author has exhaustively given geographical, historical,

political, social and religious information, shown the develop-

ment of Kdvya .literature and dispassionately discussed the

position of Naisadhnya-carita. Baroda 1957. Roy. Pp. xxx, 281,

60, xxxvi. Rs. 15.

Nala-akhyana of Bhalana ( 31^

) ed. by Keshavarma K.'Shastri, with an exhaustive

Intro, in Gujarati in Devanagari script and a detailed

Word-Index. It is an old Gujarati poem edited from a reliable

Ms. Baroda 1957. Demi Pp. 2 , 80, 176. Rs. 8.

Nlti-sataka of Bhartrahari

31?^ 51 qre?. ) cd. by Vasudeava
Shastri Bagevadikar, with Vamana’s Sloka, lucid Marathi
Trans.; Prose-order and a Glossary. Poona 1957. Cr. Pp. 6, 78.

Rs. 1-25.

Raghuvansa of Kalidasa ( 5:3^51

m frPlT ‘ Jltijmw ’

)

ed. by Hargovinda Sastri, with an Intro, in Hindi. Mallinatha's

Comm. Saiy'ivini and his own Hindi comm, MaHiprahIm. 3rd. ed.

Banaras 1955. Cr. Pp. 36, 408. Rs. 5.

Sihityadarpana of Visvanatha, Parichhedas 1, II, X Arihalankaras

( IPW,

) ed. by. P. V. Kane, with very exhaustive Notes in



20 R.; N. SARDESAl
[ P. O. Vol. XXII

English. 4th ed. Bombay 1956, Demi Pp, 65, 345, The usual

Introductory portion of History of Sanskrit Poetics being
omitted from this ed., is separately available for Rs. 10.

)

Rs. 10.

Samayocita-padya -malika ^ iPR WR5
'TTfe •W14>Rt ) ed. by G. K,. Dravid. It is a beau-

tiful collection of Sanskrit proverbs and maxims, giving the

complete Sloka wherein that particular proverb occurs, which

is generally known but not its original source. l4 th ed.

Bombay 1957. Pokt-size Pp. 79. Re. 1.

Sisupalavadham of Mag a Cantos I and II (

ed. by Ramapriya Dev, with an Intro, in Hindi, Sarvankasa

Sanskrit Comm. Candtaprabha vivritti, Prose - order and Hindi*

Trans. Allahabad 1955. Cr. Pp. 20,258. “ Rs. 1*75

POLITICS
( Artha-Sastra

)

Kautillya Arthasastra - sangraha and Niti^utra of Bribaspati

) ed. by N. S.

Venkatanath Acharya, with an exhaustive Intro, in Sanskrit

discussing the subjects dealt in this important work on Ethics

and Politics. Mysore 1957, Demi Pp. xxiv, 47,128. Rs. 3.

VEDA

Atbarvavedfl-Samhita ( *HtMt )

Ed. by S. D. Satavalekar from various Mss. and an Index.

3 rd ed. Pardi 1957. Cr. Pp. 567 Cloth.
,

Rs. 6.

Rgveda-Samhita ( =^)ed.

by S. D. Satavalekar from various Mss, with Appendices. In-

dexes etc. 3 rd ed. Pardi 1957. Cr. Pp. 952. Cloth. Rs. 12.

— —- Der Rig - Veda, IV Teil, Namen-und Sachregister zur

Uebersetzong dazu Nacatraege nnd verbessefungen. In German,

This Index volume to the already published Geldner’s

German translation of ^gveda in 3 Vols, containibg names
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and subjects together with epilegomena and corrections has

been arranged and corapteted on the basis of Geldner’s note-

books by J Nobel. H. O. S# Vol. 36. Cambridge Mass 1957.

Roy. Pp. vii, 271. Rs.32.

Crania Ritual and the V^japeya Sacrifice by C. G. Kashikar^ The
present brochure consists of two parts : the first part gives

a brief outline of the institutions of Vedic sacrifice while the

second gives a more or less detailed conspectus of the entire

procedure of the Vajapeya sacrifice in accordance with the

iSrauta Sutras, Poona 1955. Demi Pp. 3,59. Rs. 1.

Taittiriya Samhita Krishna Yajurvediya— (

3^5

ed by A. Y. Dhupkar .Shastri from various Mss. with an

exhaustive Intro, in Sanskrit cnitlpd Vedavedika by Gajananda
and Indexes. 2nd ed. Pardi 1957. Roy. Pp 84,397. Rs. 10

Vedic India by L. Renou, translated from the French by Philip

Sprait. The Vedas are hefe discussed in their varied aspects

with scientific rigour and every topic has been made luminous
by the master’s touch. An indispensable book for all students

of Indian history and culture. Calcutta 1957. Demi Pp. viii,

160. Rs.l2.

Vedic Word Concordance, Vol. Vll Sambitas, Part III
(

^3^: ) ed. by P. T. Visva-

bandhu Sastri. Be»ng a universal vocabulary register of a bout
500 Vedie works, a complete textual reference and critical

Comments, bearing on phonology, accent, text-criticism etc.

Hoshiarpur 1957 Rs. 40 .

N, B, : The Editor's name of VNADI KOSA in the last issuQ

bhotild be K. Kunjumii Raja instead of C. Kunhan Raja










